
Egypt’s ICT Golden Book is intended to fulfill t

Information and communication technologies have become a critical factor driving growth and productivity 

in global economies. More than half of the gross domestic product (GDP) of the economies of wealthy 

nations comes from information-driven industries. The vast diffusion of these technologies and their 

integration in nearly all aspects of life is altering economic activities and social environments. ICT is 

changing the structure of production and economic activities, breaking down barriers between market 

players and causing a historical shift known as the “techno-economic shift”. 

he dual purpose of providing a survey of the major 

activities undertaken by Egyptian government organizations and other stakeholders in implementing the 

WSIS Declaration of Principles, Plan of Action, Tunis Agenda, and Tunis Commitment, in addition to 

recording the country’s progress towards building an Information Society in Egypt. The list of projects 

mentioned in this book is only a partial example of the many WSIS-related activities undertaken by 

Egyptian governmental and nongovernmental organizations and the private sector. Rather than being 

a comprehensive report on all the activities being implemented throughout the country, it highlights the 

creativity, innovation, and commitment of the many stakeholders in the process and the energy with 

which they are rushing towards achieving a shared vision of development. 
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Foreword

By H.E. Dr. Tarek Kamel,

Minister of Communications and Information Technology


During the past several years, Egypt’s ICT sector has grown substantially, reflecting the larger changes throughout 
the country. Since the creation of the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) in 1999, 
investment in the ICT industry has reached a level of more than LE 30 billion, and the industry has experienced 
a growth rate of 700 percent. Today, there are more than 1,570 companies in the ICT sector, with employment 
reaching 35,000. Despite these achievements, however, Egypt continues to face many barriers, including accelerated 
population growth and the consequent pressures on the labor market, the educational system, and the provision 
of health care services, housing and utilities. Egypt is facing these challenges in the midst of rapidly changing 
global conditions, where trade borders are vanishing and competition is increasing in every sector. Success 
under current global conditions has become linked to the country’s ability to overcome the challenges of globalization. 
The Egyptian government holds successful implementation of the WSIS Plan of Action goals as instrumental in 
further developing the ICT industry and improving the country’s position in global markets. 

The government realized early in the process that an open, market oriented, and stable economic environment was a necessary, but not sufficient, 
pre-condition to building a knowledge based society in Egypt. In addition to the economic and market reforms, the government, along with the 
private sector, needed to make a focused and concerted effort to merge the imaginative use of the new technologies with creative public-priva 
te and multi-stakeholder partnerships to accelerate development and leverage scarce government resources. The government maintains a 
strong and cooperative relationship with many nongovernmental and civil society organizations and has developed strong ties with the private 
sector; these partnerships have proven to be a highly effective model and have resulted in a catalogue of successes, particularly in the 
implementation of e-access policy. The Prime Minister and his cabinet remain committed to the use of partnering as a foundation for development. 
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Foreword 
By H.E. Dr. Tarek Kamel,

Minister of Communications and Information Technology


Egypt was actively involved in shaping the World Summit for the Information Society (WSIS) Plan of Action for international ICT development. 
H.E. President Mubarak announced Egypt’s Vision of the Information Society in Phase I of the WSIS in 2003, setting out clear objectives to 
achieve these goals. Former Minister of Communications and Information Technology, Dr. Ahmed Nazif, was instrumental in formulating the 
original strategies of this vision in Egypt and now serves as Prime Minister, continuing to ensure governmental support for these objectives at 
the highest level. 

By adopting the Plan of Action as a framework for change, particularly in the areas of economic and political reform, social policies, and gender 
sensitive development, Egypt is making strong progress towards achieving the Millennium Development Goals. Egypt’s progress towards the 
realization of these objectives is presented in this document. 

Egypt’s ICT Golden Book is a sincere effort to present the implementation of WSIS goals and targets, as Egyptian stakeholders move to fulfill 
the pledges made during the summit’s two phases and to substantiate their promises. It provides tangible proof of Egypt’s capability, dedication 
and commitment to implementing the WSIS action lines and its use of information and communication technologies to achieve Egypt’s human 
development goals. Both the website related to this book and the projects database will be updated regularly, to provide the international 
community with an opportunity to share with us in our progress towards an Information Society. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines

• Role of Government and Stakeholders in the Promotion of ICT for Development 

• Information and Communication Infrastructure 

• Access to Information and Knowledge 

• Capacity Building 

• Building Confidence and Security in the Use of ICTs 

• Creating an Enabling Environment 

• ICT Applications: Benefits in All Aspects of Life 

• Cultural Diversity and Identity, Linguistic Diversity and Local Content 

• Media 

• Ethics 

• International and Regional Cooperation 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines 
Role of Government and Stakeholders in the Promotion of ICT for Development 

The WSIS Plan of Action recommended a national structured dialogue involving all relevant stakeholders, including public, private, and civil 
society organizations, and called on them to partner with each other and to exchange best practices. In addition, it encouraged each country 
to establish functioning Public/Private Partnership (PPP) or Multi-Sector Partnership (MSP) models. The Egyptian government views these 
partnerships as vital for the effective implementation and institutionalization of projects and activities and has wholeheartedly embraced the 
model. These partnerships have proven an outstanding success and are now an integral part of most projects. 
The following are examples of these stakeholder partnerships. 

The National Telecom Regulatory Authority (NTRA) has set a goal of providing universal service, following the deregulation of the telecommunications 
sector, through the equitable and affordable distribution of telecommunications access among all income groups and throughout all regions of 
the state. The NTRA is developing partnerships with the private sector to achieve this goal, in order to ensure that all sectors of society are 
reached, including those who might have been overlooked through sole reliance on market mechanisms. 

The Software Engineering Competence Center (SECC) is one of the main sectors of the Information Technology Industry Development Agency 
(ITIDA). The SECC, in partnership with the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and the Industrial Modernization Center 
(IMC), is providing Capability Maturity Model (CMM) and Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) services to local software companies. 
The project offers technical and financial support to software companies to help them qualify for Level-2 or Level-3 CMMI accreditation. Project 
staff members provide consulting advice, training, and pre-appraisal and formal appraisal services. The project’s goal is to train software engineers 
to apply software standards as part of the system development life cycle, as well as provide training in data collection and analysis, strategic 
planning and business models, Personal Software Processes (PSP), Team Software Processes (TSP), and SEI Maturity Model (CMM). ITIDA, 
in partnership with the Industry Modernization Center (IMC), supports the capacity building of small and medium IT enterprises to help them 
introduce their products to international markets. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines 
Role of Government and Stakeholders in the Promotion of ICT for Development 

Egypt’s ICT Entrepreneurship Program (EIEP) 

Egypt’s ICT Entrepreneurship Program (EIEP) is a short-term project being implemented by Egypt’s Information Technology Industry 
Development Agency (ITIDA) in partnership with the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and the Ministry of 
Communications and Information 
Technology (MCIT). Among the project’s main objectives are: 
1. To create a business development center to help IT firms in Egypt acquire the necessary capital to finance their growing operations. The 

center helps companies satisfy the needs of different investors and financial institutions and provides them with assistance in developing 
the most appropriate mix of debt and equity. 

2. To “train the trainers” to create a base of professional instructors with the necessary skills and training to deliver entrepreneurial training for 
the ICT industry in Egypt. 

Another two-year project launched by the SECC, in partnership with the Customer Operations Performance Center (COPC), provides technical 
and financial support to Egypt’s nascent contact center industry to help it compete worldwide. The project provides support to maximize 
revenue flows, ensure total customer satisfaction, as well as improve the competitiveness of both individual centers and the contact center 
industry. The project also seeks to build capacity for the contact center industry by helping local companies achieve industry certification, using 
the COPC-2000®'a8 CSP Standard Certification model which will be managed, monitored and supervised by the SECC. 

ICT Research and Development Centers of Excellence are virtual or physical centers of sustained distinction in research in key areas that 
have the potential to increase the country’s capacity in highly qualified human resources. The purpose of these centers is to provide a platform 
for research and development (R&D) by Egyptian experts in their respective fields of specialization. The centers concentrate and build on existing 
capacity and resources to enable researchers to collaborate across disciplines on long-term projects that are locally relevant and internationally 
competitive. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines 
Role of Government and Stakeholders in the Promotion of ICT for Development 

The centers include a network of experts who supervise the direction of research and will assist the centers as they generate and exchange 
ideas, analyze existing and proposed projects and bring together members of industry, Egyptian researchers, and international experts with a 
special focus on those of Egyptian origin. The centers of excellence strive to achieve self-sustainability within three years of their creation. 

The centers are created in the form of consortiums consisting of leading local and multinational organizations, both private and public sector, 
working in collaboration with Egyptian universities and research institutions. In the initial phase, centers of excellence are being established in 
the following focus areas: Data Mining and Computer Modeling, Wireless Communication, Cellular and e-Services, and Electronic Design. 

The While in Egypt Stay Connected Project () is designed to expand connectivity in the Egyptian tourism sector. The project aims to help 
ensure that Egypt remains globally competitive as a travel destination and to enhance Egypt's image as a regional ICT hub. The project started 
in July 2006 and is being implemented by the Emerging Markets Group, Ltd., WolfeReiter, LLC, and SBA Deloitte under the leadership of the 
Government of Egypt's Ministry of Communications and Information Technology. The project is funded by the U.S. Agency for International 
Development and consists of three main components: the Tourism ICT Connectivity Survey, the Master ICT and Tourism Connectivity Plan for 
Egypt Development and Pilot Site implementations. 

The Egyptian Education Initiative 

Educational reform is a priority of the Egyptian government, which recognizes education as the driving force behind all development efforts. At 
the same time, Egypt faces a number of challenges to delivering quality education to its citizens. Among the constraints governing the development 
and reform process are availability of resources; the sheer volume of schools, students, and teachers; and the lack of a coordinated and 
collaborative approach to education. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines 
Role of Government and Stakeholders in the Promotion of ICT for Development 

In May 2006, Egypt launched the Education Initiative, a public-private partnership between the Government of Egypt and the World Economic 
Forum’s IT community. The Initiative supports Egypt’s overall education reform efforts and maximizes the potential for collaborative public-
private partnerships (PPP) to achieve its goals. 
IT companies working with the government of Egypt in the area of education have also contributed in the formulation of this initiative, which 
takes into consideration the many challenges facing Egypt’s educational system, as well as the existence of shadow education systems, where 
parents currently pay an estimated EGP15 billion annually for private tutoring at the senior school level. 

The guiding principle behind this initiative is the partnership and collaboration between private sector companies, the Egyptian Government, and 
relevant NGOs and development agencies to identify and provide significant opportunities for the private sector to participate in the educational 
reform process, in order to leverage its expertise and resources. 

The initiative’s strategic objectives include: 
- Facilitating educational reform in Egypt by devising efficient public-private models designed to enhance the creativity of teachers and students 

through the effective use of ICT. 
- Advancing the capacity of the local IT industry to promote innovative learning solutions in partnership with world-class firms, creating economic 

value that would lead to mutually beneficial business opportunities. 
- Improving channels of lifelong learning through e-learning and delivery centers. 
- Preparing all students in Egyptian schools and universities to enter the digital workforce. 
- Leveraging this environment of government commitment and corporate citizenship in building a model of educational reform that can be 

exported and replicated throughout the Arab region. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines 
Information and Communication Infrastructure 

The WSIS Plan of Action considers a country’s ICT infrastructure as the core of the drive towards the goal of digital inclusion and universal, 
sustainable, ubiquitous and affordable access to ICT by all. The WSIS Plan of Action recommends that governments should take action, in the 
framework of national development policies, to support an enabling and competitive environment for the necessary investment in ICT infrastructure 
and for the development of new services. The government of Egypt has invested substantial resources and energy in creating an ICT infrastructure 
that will provide sustainable connectivity and access throughout the country as well as the kind of supporting environment that will help both 
individual and corporate consumers make optimal use of the infrastructure. 

Table (2) is a summary of measures of progress in the development of Egypt’s ICT infrastructure development since the formation of the Ministry 
of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) in 1999. 

Egypt promulgated the E-Signature Law to regulate the process of electronic signatures. The E-Signature Law provides the support infrastructure 
for the authentication of electronic transactions, allowing for the development of e-government services, electronic document exchange, e-
commerce, and more. To help roll out the E-signature Law efficiently, the government established the E-signature Regulatory Authority within 
the Information Technology Industry Development Agency (ITIDA) to build and operate the Root Certificate Authority (Root CA). This Root CA 
will be the trust anchor for all relevant parties within that domain. Furthermore, the Root CA will issue digital certificates to Certificate Service 
Providers (CSP) to provide the proper infrastructure for the use of E-Signature in Egypt. This regulatory authority will also license a limited 
number of CSPs to issue digital certificates and corresponding electronic signatures for citizens. To ensure that best practices of online security 
are followed, the regulatory authority will audit Information Security Management Systems (ISMS) within licensed CSPs. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines 
Information and Communication Infrastructure 

Table (2): Progress towards Development of Egypt’s ICT Infrastructure 

Item October November June 2007 
1999 2006 (Target) 

Fixed Lines Subscribers (million) 4.9 10.62 12

Fixed Lines Density (%)
 7.6 14.9 16.4

Mobile Subscribers (million)
 0.654 14.8 18.0

Mobile Density (%)
 1.0 20.55 24.6

Public Service Telephones (thousand)
 13.305 55.527 62.0

Internet Users (million)
 3.0 5.4 7.3

Intl. Internet Bandwidth (G b/sec)
 0.02 5.82 7.3 

The Ministry of State for Administrative Development, in partnership with the Ministry for Social Solidarity, the governorate of Suez, and local 
IT companies, launched a project called the Smart Family Card (www.ad.gov.eg), designed to link and integrate the country’s national identity 
databases in different governorates to build a complete family profile. When fully implemented, the project will allow Egyptian governorates to 
access data that would help in designing and reforming government policies, particularly those with the most immediate impact on families, such 
as social issues and food subsidies. 

The Ministry of State for Administrative Development has also formed a partnership with international IT companies like IBM and Microsoft and 
local companies to design and implement a web portal that will link to various government services (www.egypt.gov.eg). The portal, called 
Bawaba (Gate) is the main gateway for both citizens and residents to obtain e-government services, currently offering 19 services online as 
well as the facility to download government documents. Users can pay the fee online by credit card or cash on delivery to the Egypt’s post 
authority representative. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines 
Information and Communication Infrastructure 

The Resource Management Program (www.ad.gov.eg) is a project being implemented by the Ministry of State for Administrative Development 
in partnership with the Presidency, the Cabinet of Ministers, the Central Auditing Organization, the Ministry of Communications and Information 
Technology, the Ministry of Trade and Industry, the Real Estate Tax Authority, the National Authority for Remote Sensing and Space Sciences, 
and other government bodies. The program is designed to increase efficiency, reduce expenditure and improve the allocation of government 
resources through automation of applications and solutions for government payroll, 

accounting, budget, personnel, inventory and procurement. The program is divided into subsidiary projects, including an e-inventory system, a 
database of government buildings, an e-procurement system, the deployment of Government Resource Planning (GRP) in ministries, e-archiving, 
and the automation of 1600 accounting units. 

The Ministry of Trade and Industry, in partnership with NCR, has implemented a project to develop a trade data warehouse, a database for 
foreign trade that can help the government improve its decision-making regarding issues related to trade and the Egyptian economy. Foreign 
trade decisions and operations are dependent on the import and export transactions carried out through the Customs Authority System. The 
Ministry of Trade and Industry’s data warehouse provides precise and complete information about imports and exports, to assist the government 
in improving the country’s trade balance and rationalizing import-export decisions. The data warehouse is also providing support to different 
government agencies such as the foreign trade sector responsible for negotiating and tracking international treaties. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines 
Access to Information and Knowledge 

The WSIS Plan of Action encourages countries to develop and implement policy guidelines for the provision of information in the public domain as an 
important tool in promoting access to information and knowledge. 

PC for the Community is a project initiated by MCIT in partnership with the Federation of Egyptian Chambers of Commerce, Learning and Business 
Solutions Union (e-LABS), Telecom Egypt, Banque Misr, and the National Bank of Egypt (NBE). The project’s objective is to increase PC usage and 
penetration to reach a goal of one PC per every three families. The project uses a public-private partnership model to provide the hardware needed to 
increase the number of users accessing the Internet. The project provides end users with a choice of computers from 24 suppliers, with extended 
warranties of up to 3 years and a price that is made affordable for the average user through simple and approved credit schemes. The PCs include a 
pre-installed Microsoft Windows XP operating system and locally developed value added software. The project also hosts a dedicated hotline at one of 
the local call centers to provide customer service, answer inquiries, and manage complaints. Installment payments are guaranteed through the client’s 
phone bill; the project links Banque Misr and the National Bank of Egypt (NBE)’s branches to Egypt Telecom’s database to assist them in ensuring the 
clients’ compliance with the necessary loan conditions. 

One of the country’s landmark projects is the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology’s partnership with public, private and civil society 
stakeholders to set up IT clubs throughout the country. The project is a public-private partnership model that provides a solution to problems of affordability, 
accessibility, and awareness. The project provides affordable Internet access to users, regardless of skills, gender, and income level, who cannot afford 
to own their own PCs, with the objective of bringing the latest technologies to the grass roots and making IT an integral part of local communities. To 
date, the project has opened 1427 clubs, with the majority based in low income and rural areas. All of the IT clubs are equipped with the necessary 
infrastructure, including hardware, software, Internet access, and local area networks. Within the clubs, users receive training on basic skills and web 
design through authorized instructors. Local businesses are using the IT clubs to leverage scarce IT resources, and the IT clubs are also creating job 
opportunities for university graduates who join the Training of Trainers program. The project has set a target of establishing one club per village and 
one club per university faculty and to use those clubs to reduce illiteracy in at-risk groups, particularly women and those with special needs. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines 
Access to Information and Knowledge 

Egypt’s Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Trust Fund has established mobile IT clubs (MITC) to provide access to information and 
communication technologies for rural and remote communities. The MITC concept is simple: a vehicle equipped with computers and Internet access 
travels to rural areas offering short and focused courses in computer literacy. MITCs have been used as well to provide computer-based training and 
ICT access for conferences. Another important application has been the use of MITCs for on-site public sector employees’ ICT training, eliminating travel 
requirements or the need to have a dedicated training facility in public sector buildings in rural and remote areas. 

The Community Development Portal (CDP) (www.kenanaonline.com) is a project being implemented by the Ministry of Communications and Information 
Technology (MCIT) in partnership with the World Health Organization (WHO), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), Egypt’s National Council 
for Women, and the ICT Trust Fund. The Community Development Portal, Kenana Online, offers several online services including syndicated news, 
currency prices, a website directory, job search, and a multilingual dictionary. In addition, there are development-oriented articles, categorized by subject, 
and exclusive to the website. The articles are written by experts, using authoritative sources, on topics related to human development, such as self-
improvement skills, vocational guidance, health care empowerment, small and medium enterprises, and nongovernmental organizations. CDP has begun 
to seek further involvement of its users by allowing them the opportunity to create content, including content related to their own localities, by providing 
personal web space for every registered user to manage using user-friendly content management tools. Civil associations can relate their own development 
experiences, and individual users can write about their personal employment experiences or online interests. 

The Bibliotheca Alexandrina (BA) has developed partnerships with major local, regional, and international governmental and non-governmental 
organizations as well as the private sector to develop numerous projects related to the use of ICTs to leverage educational resources and improve access 
to knowledge. BA is working in partnership with the Internet Archive in San Francisco in the US to establish the second center worldwide to hold a full 
copy of the Internet Archive (http://archive.bibalex.org). The archive is fully operational and the collection is accessible through the Bibliotheca website. 
In addition, the Bibliotheca Alexandrina is a partner in the Million Book Project, initiated by Carnegie Mellon University in the USA. The primary long-
term objective is to transfer all books into digital format, in partnerships with other international scanning centers, to create a Universal Digital Library. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines 
Access to Information and Knowledge 

The Bibliotheca Alexandrina also has developed its Digital Assets Repository (DAR) system (http://dar.bibalex.org) to create and maintain the digital 
library collections. The DAR database acts as a homogeneous repository for all types of digital material, preserving and archiving digital media, and 
providing public access to digitized collections through web-based search and browsing facilities. 

Following upon the recommendations of the First Arab Reform Conference, the Bibliotheca Alexandrina launched Arab Info Mall (www.arabinfomall.bibalex.org) 
to serve as a meeting point for Arab civil societies. The Arab Info Mall emulates a mall for NGOs and civil service organizations in a tri-lingual (Arabic, 
English, French) web portal. Each participating organization is presented as a boutique inside the mall. 

The Development Gateway (http://home.developmentgateway.org) is an international project being implemented by the Bibliotheca Alexandrina in 
partnership with the Development Gateway Foundation, USA. The Development Gateway is an interactive portal for information and knowledge sharing 
on sustainable development and poverty reduction. 
Based on the innovative and successful experiments conducted in India, providing free Internet street kiosks for underprivileged children, the Bibliotheca 
Alexandrina is partnering with Hole In the Wall Education Limited (HIWEL) to bring the children of Alexandria in direct contact with cyberspace. The 
Hole in the Wall project (www.bibalex.org/isis) is based on the hypothesis that children use computers and access the Internet independently through 
self-learning. The project installs a computer, connects it to the Internet, and keeps it functioning in an outdoor environment. BA has built a portal holding 
interesting sites for Egyptian children, with games, stories and educational tools. 
In collaboration with the Internet Archive in San Francisco and the International Children Digital Library (ICDL), the Bibliotheca Alexandrina has developed 
a project called My Book (archive.bibalex.org/mybook). The project reinforces among children the notion that words in books and in digital format are 
the same – that written words can be transformed from digital format to printed format and then to a bound book and vice-versa. 

The Bibliotheca also joined with L’Institut de l’É'83gypte to digitize the Napolé'8eon-era Description de l’É'83gypte. The Description de l’É'83gypte 
(www.bibalex.org/isis) is an invaluable collection of beautiful lithographs and descriptive text related to the antiquities, natural history, and the modern 
state of Egypt. 
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Access to Information and Knowledge 

The Ministry of State for Administrative Development is working jointly with the General Services Organization in a five-year project to develop an e-
inventory system (www.ad.gov.eg). The system will automate all inventory transactions within the government. The inventory system will be phased 
in throughout the country’s government organizations; following implementation, all inventory information will be sent electronically from the organization 
to a central database in the General Services Organization. This centralized inventory system will facilitate and improve the efficiency and effectiveness 
of resource allocation among the different government organizations. 

Another long-term project being implemented by the Ministry of State for Administrative Development is the e-tender system (www.egypt.gov.eg). 
Launched in partnership with the General Services Organization, USAID, and General Dynamics’ ICT division, the e-tender system is a centralized web-
based solution to automate the tendering process and improve collaboration and communication between the different stakeholders, such as buyers, 
suppliers, procurement personnel in the government entities, and upper-level government administrators. The project is expected to improve service 
levels for buyers, suppliers and government procurement personnel and to increase fairness and transparency in the government procurement process. 

The Ministry of State for Administrative Development is working in partnership with the Ministry of Trade and Industry and Microsoft Corporation to 
develop Internet services related to the country’s qualified industrial zones (QIZ) (www.egypt.gov.eg). Examples of these services include online 
registration for companies submitting 
their import and export shipments for quarterly reviews by the Ministry of Trade and Industry – QIZ Unit, and a back-end application for reviews and 
approval of the different types of data entered through the Egyptian gateway. 

The Ministry of State for Administrative Development has also developed a project in partnership with the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 
to create and implement an archiving system (www.egypt.gov.eg) to be used by government ministries to archive all of their correspondence and to 
provide for the exchange of documents electronically over a secure network connecting all ministries. 
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The Community Development Portal for Women is an international project being implemented by Egypt’s National Council for Women in partnership 
with IBM to offer multi-disciplinary resources to women by providing access to information, research, databases, legislation, and career and business 
opportunities. 

The National Council for Women additionally has developed a project to provide on-line and visual information tools to decision-makers on the major 
gender issues, based on their geographical specificity. The National Council for Women’s Ombudsman website publishes recurring complaints and 
solutions as well as links to the major resources available to women. The project is currently exploring the possibility of an on-line help desk to guide 
complaints. 
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Egyptian Efforts to Implement the WSIS Action Lines

Capacity Building 

In order for the country to realize the benefits of the Information Society, it must be able to call upon cadres of citizens skilled in the use of IT.

Therefore, capacity building and ICT literacy training are essential components of the drive to create the Information Society. In Egypt, the

government has begun the process of developing domestic policies to ensure that these technologies are fully integrated in education and

training at all levels, including curriculum development, teacher training, institutional administration and management, and in support of the

concept of lifelong learning.

The government is also developing and promoting programs using the successful private-public partnership model to eradicate illiteracy.


In 2000, MCIT initiated a number of training programs to familiarize graduates with the use of computers. In addition, the ministry worked in

partnership with training institutes to create specialized training programs to facilitate the development of IT and communication specialists.

Table (3) presents the number of trainees enrolled in the different MCIT training programs.


Table (3): Enrollment in MCIT Training Programs 

Program Name Time Span Total Training Content 
Enrollment 

New Graduates 5/2000 – 8/2006 140,246 English Language, MS Office, 
Training and Internet Applications 

Super User 3/2003 – 5/2006 7,560 MS Office Applications, Networking N 
+, Server Applications S+, and PCs Maintenance A+ 

Specialized Training Database/ Web Development/ 
Development Graphics/ Networking/ Software Engineering 

Phase One 2000 -- 2005 18,400 /Automated Manufacturing( ARP)/ Software 

Phase Two 11/2005 – 9/ 2006 3,000 
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The National Telecommunication Institute (NTI) offers postgraduate diplomas in the following tracks: 

• Public Exchanges 
• Satellite and Mobile Communications 
• Microwave Communications 
• Optical Communications 
• Computers and Communications

Networks


• Management of Information Systems and Communications 

In addition, NTI offers training courses in network security, wireless and CDMA, LANs and WANs, ATM, information networks, GSM, radio 
frequency spectrum management, and optical fibre technology. NTI also offers a specialized program in the field of communications, in partnership 
with seven international communications companies. Table (4) indicates the number of trainees enrolled in each program during the last training 
year. 

Table (4): Enrollment in NTI Training Courses

Training Content Providers
 Enrollment 2005-2006 
CISCO (CCNA-CCNP) 282

NORTEL (Switching)
 31

Egti-Siemens (Communication)
 87

Huawei (HCNE-HCSE)
 156

CDMA )ZTE)
 38

HP-openview
 35

Alcatel (GSM)
 34 
Total 663 
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The Information Technology Institute (ITI) offers specialized software development programs to fresh graduates, as well as professional 
training programs and IT courses for the Egyptian government, ministries, and local decision support centers. Table (5) provides a snapshot 
of the enrollment in these specialized programs. 

Table (5): Enrollment in ITI Specialized Programs 

Track
Government, ministries, and business sectors 
Employees of information and decision 
support centers in governorates 
Fresh graduates in governorate training centers 
“Train the Trainers” program 
Total 

2006 
106,000 

616 

659,125 
300 

766,041 
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The following table shows the growth in popularity of the professional programs, since their start in 1999. 

Table (6): Growth in Enrollment in ITI Professional Programs 

Track/Platform 1999 2006 
Software Development 594 1,481 
UNIX 122 271 
Multimedia 75 292 
Database -- 19 
Computer Networks 84 292 
Geographic Information Systems 103 216 
Mechatronics 71 
Digital VLSI Design & Embedded Systems 8 71 
Electronic Commerce -- 183 
Java -- 90 
Geographic Information Systems -- 10 
Software Development_ Geographic -- 10 
Information Systems 
Software Quality Assurance -- 17 
PCs 70 70 
IBM AS400 34 34 
Mainframe 5 5 
Total number of trainees 1,095  3,132 
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The Software Engineering Competence Center (SECC), in cooperation with the Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA), has established 
a new unit called the Embedded Software Unit. The unit’s initial objective is to stimulate the embedded systems industry in Egypt using its 
state-of-the-art equipment and capable, highly trained, and efficient Egyptian manpower. The Korean party has implemented extensive training 
courses for the unit’s staff in some of South Korea's most prominent companies. These courses were carefully designed to create specialized 
Egyptian cadres that would be able to provide technical support and consultant services to Egyptian companies in the field. 

In serving rural communities, many factors, such as those related to customs and traditions, can be obstacles to reaching the target beneficiaries. 
These factors particularly affect females in conservative societies across Egypt, and their access to ICT outlets. To overcome such obstacles, 
innovative solutions that recognize local norms are needed. MCIT, in partnership with the ICT Trust Fund and local NGOs in the Siwa Oasis, 
has implemented a local project to produce a tool to help increase access to ICT for the local community. This tool, the “Tabluter”, is the 
traditional wooden table known in Egypt as the tablya with a customized embedded computer. The tablya is a circular low dining table used 
with traditional floor seating. The embedded computer is a single CPU that runs four screens for four independent users. Each user is equipped 
with his/her own keyboard, mouse and sound card. The Tabluter gives communities, and particularly females, a unique chance to gain access 
to ICT within community traditions to cross the digital divide and help in the eradication of illiteracy. 

The Tabluter is situated in an individual home where IT classes and illiteracy eradication classes are being held. Enrollment is set at eight women 
between the ages of 19 and 50. Four of them are illiterate and the remaining ones serve as facilitator and instructors for the rest of the group. 
After the completion of the three-month course, the attendees have to undertake an exam. 

The National Council for Women is working with the UNDP to raise women’s awareness of their legal rights (http://217.52.27.150/legal) by 
providing an electronic database and a user-friendly information retrieval service to help simplify litigation procedures. The service provides 
information in easily understood terms in response to women’s inquiries on personal issues such as alimony, divorce, marriage, and child custody. 
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The National Council for Women is also working with MCIT to develop a website for small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The website, called 
Afkar Gadida (www.afkargadida.com), or New Ideas, will serve SMEs as an information center, provide project-related information and investment 
opportunities, offer examples of feasibility studies, and encourage the use of information technology. 

The Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and Software Alliance (EITESAL) in partnership with IEEE Gold, Cairo University 
Faculty of Engineering, held the first University-Industry Linkage Conference, focusing on bridging the gap between academia and the ICT 
industry. The conference sponsors college graduation projects related to the ICT sector. 

EITESAL has also implemented a year-long project to train the media. The project organizes training seminars to provide the media with the 
knowledge required to effectively report on issues related to Egypt’s ICT industry. 

Egypt’s Industrial Modernization Center (IMC) has launched a 13 month national program in partnership with the Ministry of Communications 
and Information Technology (MCIT) to improve the international competitiveness of 50 Egyptian ICT companies. The project targets internal 
restructuring, such as human resources, marketing, and finance. In addition, the project provides technical training, study tours and international 
training, benchmarking, and company auditing. 

The Egyptian Barcode and Auto Identification Association is working to promote the use of barcode technology among Egypt’s food 
processing industry SMEs, particularly those in the new satellite cities of 6th of October, 10th of Ramadan, Sadat City, and Obour. The 
association is trying to improve information-based business processes for these companies and to apply food traceability, which is mandatory 
for sales to the European Union market. 

The Future Eve Association is promoting ICT use in rural Abou Korkas and neighboring villages through the development of a revolving loan 
program designed to assist families in purchasing PCs at affordable prices. 
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The ICT Trust Fund, in partnership with the UNDP, Microsoft, and General Dynamics, has implemented a multi-phase project to create a number 
of success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT applications for SMEs. Project members assist and collaborate with pre-
selected SMEs from diverse industr ies and service providers to re-engineer business processes using ICT. 

The ICT Trust Fund, again in partnership with the UNDP, Microsoft, and General Dynamics, is working to enhance the capabilities of a 
minimum of 120 NGOs in six governorates through the application of ICTs. 

An umbrella NGO is providing each NGO participating in the program with a capacity building package which consists of a computer, software, 
printer, DSL connection for a year, maintenance contracts, and ICT and management training. The umbrella NGO will also contract with a service 
provider to develop and host a website for the participating NGOs and will act as a resource center for the NGOs, assisting them in problem 
solving and in exchanging experiences. 

The Parents Association for People with Visual Impairment is collaborating with IBM to introduce ICTs for the visually-impaired. The project 
will begin by hosting events designed to create public awareness in the governorates of Cairo, Gharbeia and Qalubeya. These events will 
address the families of the visually impaired, community members, and the professionals that provide services to visually disabled persons. 
They will address issues such as understanding the abilities of the visually impaired and the importance of ICT. The project will develop, in 
conjunction with IBM’s IT Education Services, a tailored Training of Trainers (TOT) program on how to train the visually impaired to use ICTs, 
and will produce a standard training manual for all who train the visually impaired in ICT. The project will provide training for 40 instructors; after 
the completion of the TOT course, each certified trainer will train a number of visually impaired persons in their locality under the supervision 
of the Association and IBM. The project will purchase hardware and software to complete the already established ICT Training and Resource 
Center, which will provide its services and expertise to the different NGOs and institutions serving the visually-impaired throughout Egypt as 
well as providing TOT to the visually-impaired from other governorates. 
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The Resala Association has formed a partnership with the UNDP, the ICT for Development in Arab Region (ICTDAR) project, and Vodafone 
Egypt to implement a regional project called Information and Communication Technology in the Arab Region for Blind (ICTARB). The 
project, initiated by UNDP/ICTDAR, aims to use ICTs to increase the possibilities for social rehabilitation and access to job opportunities for 
the visually-impaired. The importance of ICTARB project in Egypt is underlined by the high percentage of visually impaired, about 6% of the 
total population, or more than four million people who need to become productive individuals. 

In addition, the Women’s Development Association has developed a website to provide beneficial information and an Internet discussion forum 
for the visually impaired women and children of Damietta. 

The Safe Road Society Association has developed a project to create an Arabic-language road safety portal to promote a culture of safe 
road behavior for both drivers and pedestrians in order to decrease the number of road accidents in Egypt. The project will also develop an 
educational CD containing a basic driving simulation program to practice safe driving. The portal, as well as the CD, will contain materials to 
educate both existing and new drivers, as well as pedestrians and other stakeholders. The portal will contain a large resource center for road 
safety where users can obtain information, learn safety rules, understand the law and understand why they should conform to a safe road culture. 
The CD will be targeted to children and youth and will contain a number of safe driving games, an information center and a link to the website. 
The project’s aim is to instill in tomorrow’s drivers and today’s pedestrians the culture of “It’s Cool to be Safe.” The project includes publicity 
campaigns to raise awareness and to promote the use of the portal as well as boost the distribution of the CD. 
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The Sustainable Development Association developed a research study in partnership with the International Institute for Sustainable Development 
(IISD) and Canada’s International Development Research Centre (IDRC). The IISD, with support from the IDRC, led a study to assess the 
potential for engaging young researchers to catalyze changes in policy and practice in developing countries related to the convergence 
of the information society and sustainable development. Based on the success of the WSIS’ Youth Caucus, with members from developing 
countries initiating and influencing national debates regarding visions of the information society, the study noted that young people can serve 
as powerful catalysts for building a southern dialogue on sustainable development and the information society. The overall objective of the 
research project is to build research capacity and confidence among young researchers from developing countries to undertake applied policy 
research and analysis in harnessing the information society to achieve national sustainable development priorities. The specific objectives of 
the project are to engage developing country researchers and policy-makers in national and international dialogues on the information society 
and sustainable development and to identify and investigate priority areas for national policy and program development at the convergence of 
sustainable development and the information society. The IDRC, in collaboration with the IISD and with young policy researchers from around 
the world undertook a study to develop a program which would build their capacity to serve as proponents for such policy integration. The results 
of this study led to national level research in seven countries. 

Egypt’s branch of the international Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) is working to use the enthusiasm and energy of today’s youth 
to increase awareness and usage of ICT in SMEs throughout Egypt, support telecenter sustainability and build in-country capacity for ICT 
program delivery and management. The program started with a nine-month pilot project in Assiut. 
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Confidence and security are among the main pillars of the Information Society. It is vitally important that governments establish cooperation 
between all stakeholders to enhance user confidence, build trust, and protect both data and network integrity. In addition, these partnerships 
need to consider existing and potential threats to data security and address other information and network security issues. The Egyptian 
government, in cooperation with the private sector, has initiated actions to prevent, detect and respond to cyber-crime and misuse of ICTs. These 
measures include developing legislation regarding investigation and prosecution for misuse; promoting effective mutual assistance efforts; 
strengthening institutional support at the international level for preventing, detecting and recovering from such incidents; and encouraging 
education and raising awareness. In addition, the government has begun to raise awareness among users, both corporate users and individuals, 
about the appropriate use of ICTs and the penalties for violations. 

Egypt’s Information Technology Industry Development Agency (ITIDA) is producing an Egyptian USB-based authentication token for multiple 
applications and network services, such as in E-signatures, virtual private networks, intranet and extranet controls, and internet access. The 
smart token, developing to international standards to support interoperability, can also be used in public key infrastructure (PKI) environments 
and for the authentication requirements. 

Type Approval is a major function of the National Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (NTRA) of Egypt. Part of the NTRA’s mission is 
to regulate the ICT industry equipment market by ensuring that the equipment available in the local market complies with approved technical, 
health and safety standards to protect users and ensure interoperability with public networks. Type Approval regimes remain the most common 
method for regulating this activity; however there has been a global move toward harmonized conformity assessment regimes. Developing an 
effective and efficient equipment certification process and ensuring adherence to global standards benefits both the industry and users, as it 
protects the integrity of the telecom networks, guarantees that consumers get standard equipments that works and prevents frequency spectrum 
interferences. 
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The WSIS Plan of Action states that creating a transparent and non-discriminatory legal, regulatory and policy environment is essential to 
maximize the social, economic and environmental benefits of the Information Society. This enabling environment includes facilitating the 
establishment of national and regional Internet Exchange Centers and promoting awareness of Internet applications in different aspects of life. 

An MCIT project that has had enormous impact on the growth of Internet use in Egypt is the Subscription- Free Internet Initiative, a project 
carried out jointly with Telecom Egypt and local internet service providers. The initiative offers subscription-free Internet services to users via 
dialup connections to special-prefix numbers starting with ‘0777’ or ‘0707’. Today, Internet users across Egypt are only charged for the price of 
the local phone call associated with connecting to the network. The local phone call charges are approximately US$ 0.15 for an hour of access. 
The revenues from the free Internet calls are shared between Telecom Egypt and the service providers. 

The Subscription-Free Internet model was a major step in increasing the number of Internet users. The program effectively abolished the barrier 
of cost for Internet access, which had hindered growth. After introducing the Subscription- Free Internet Model, the number of Internet users 
more than quadrupled, increasing from one million users in January 2002 to 5.7 million in June 2006, and the estimated number of connected 
households reached 1.1 million. 

Like the Subscription- Free Internet Initiative, the Broadband Initiative was developed by MCIT in partnership with Telecom Egypt and Egyptian 
ISPs. The Broadband Initiative, launched in May 2004, was established to provide residential users as well as small enterprises with easy and 
affordable high speed access to the Internet through the use of new broadband technologies. Collaborative efforts from the government and 
the private sector are playing an important role in achieving these objectives and distributing broadband services in Egypt. The initiative’s initial 
target was to introduce the ADSL service to 50,000 subscribers during the first year by focusing on decreasing monthly charges for 256 kpbs 
ADSL services by 50 % to under US$25 per month, reducing installation procedure to less than a week, and increasing public awareness through 
vigorous marketing campaigns. The Ministry of Education in cooperation with MCIT will join the Broadband Initiative to introduce broadband 
services in 7,000 schools countrywide. The Broadband Initiative is expected to drive the development of local electronic content and online 
applications in the various sectors of the economy. 
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The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology launched the ICT Incubators Initiative to support local start-up companies in 
the field of ICT and to provide support to both existing companies and pioneer institutions which are facing difficulties in starting new businesses. 
In addition, the initiative seeks to attract multinational companies to invest in developmental activities in Egypt. The initiative’s objectives are to 
increase job opportunities in the ICT sector, enhance its competitiveness, increase exports from the sector, and positively affect the economy 
at large. The initiative uses the successful public-private partnership model to establish a Developmental Fund supported by MCIT. Successful 
start up companies under this type of funding would be eligible for other types of funding in a second financing round. Soft loans are provided 
primarily by the Social Fund for Development (SFD). 

The Information Technology Industry Development Agency (ITIDA), in order to promote collaboration between industry and universities, 
is developing programs to support the linkage of academic research with industry and market needs. These collaborative research programs 
will bring value to IT companies, universities, researchers and the technology community. 

Egypt’s Industrial Modernization Center (IMC), with the support of the European Union, is implementing a project to promote export and 
investment opportunities by identifying those opportunities in key international markets, and assisting local companies in developing strategic 
alliances or joint ventures, developing feasibility studies, and conducting market research. 

IMC is also partnering with the e-Learning and Business Solutions Union (e-LABS) to implement a project to conduct market research among 
three main regions, namely the Gulf Cooperation Council, Levant, and North African countries. Moreover, the consultants will introduce 
e-LABS union members to potential government and private sector clients. 

The IMC is working with small and medium enterprises to automate and integrate business operations. The Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) projects will assist industrial enterprises participating in the project to implement automated systems to manage their business processes 
and improve their productivity. In a similar way, IMC’s IT for Every Factory project will provide training and support for small and medium 
enterprises. 
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ICT Applications: Benefits in All Aspects of Life 
• E-Government • E-Business • E-Learning • E-Health • E-Employment • E-Environment • E-Agriculture • E-Science 

The WSIS Plan of Action states clearly that ICT applications can support sustainable development in the fields of public administration, business, 
education and training, health, employment, environment, agriculture and science within the framework of national e-strategies. 

• E-Government 
The use of ICTs to provide government services to citizens has the potential to enhance transparency, efficiency, and accountability and can 
strengthen relations with citizens at all levels of government. Recognizing this potential, governments around the globe are developing national 
e-government initiatives and services at all levels, adapted to the needs of their citizens and business communities, to achieve a more efficient 
allocation of resources and public goods. 

The Egyptian government has developed a program to provide government services through new channels (www.egypt.gov.eg). The program 
is being implemented by the Ministry of State for Administrative Development in partnership with the line ministries, such as the ministries of 
education, health, investment, interior, foreign affairs, and others. 

Additional partners in the program include the Capital Market Authority, the General Taxation Authority, the General Authority for Industry 
Development, and individual governorates. The government seeks to re-engineer and provide timely, customized and quality government 
services to its citizens and potential investors through convenient delivery channels that offer users efficiency, accuracy, and speed. One of 
the most important outcomes of the program is the introduction of the Customer Relationship Management culture (CRM) to the Egyptian 
government, with its stress on the public as customer and the centrality of customer satisfaction measures. The program is divided into subsidiary 
projects, such as Traffic Prosecution and Administration, Business and Investors Sector Service, Capital Market Authority Service, Taxpayers 
Service, Real Estate Registration, Customs Service, and the Egyptian Standardization Organization. 
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Another project to promote the development of e-government is the Local Government Development Project (www.ad.gov.eg), established 
to assist local governorates in providing convenient, accurate, fast and efficient government services and to integrate the different government 
services. The project is being implemented by the Ministry of State for Administrative Development in partnership with Egyptian governorates 
and local ICT companies. The main objectives of the project are to simplify procedures, establish back-end systems, and unify the work cycles 
of services to improve transparency and efficiency. To ensure the effective implementation of the new service delivery methods, the project is 
training government employees on using the IT solutions and developing improved work methods in an enhanced work environment. The project 
encompasses activities such as services automation, human resources development, the re-engineering of procedures, developing the ICT 
infrastructure, and civil works. A first pilot project has been implemented in the Alexandria governorate. 

MCIT’s Efforts in Supporting E-Government 

Although the Ministry of State for Administrative Development (MSAD) is now the lead implementation agency for the e-government program, 
MCIT acts as a catalyst for reform. MCIT is taking a major role in facilitating e-government as part of the Egyptian Information Society Initiative’s 
goal of modernizing the way that the citizens of Egypt interact with governmental agencies. Economic databases and decision support services 
are transforming the operations of many key ministries and government enterprises. 

The following is a sample of MCIT’s efforts to support the work of ministries and government agencies: 

• The Ministry of Finance – Automating 1,600 financial units nationwide by 2010. 

• The Luxor City Council – Improving the council’s information infrastructure and providing training. 

• Dar Al-Iftaa  (House of Religious Edicts)  – Creating an online database of almost 120,000 rel igious edicts. 
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• The Egyptian Customs Authority – Enhancing its information network and service procedures, nationwide training, and developing an 
information portal. 

• The Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics (CAPMAS) – Developing a database of industrial establishments and products 
and updating its network and information systems. 

• The Ministry of Justice – Automating notarization offices. 

• The Egyptian Geography Network (a project involving eight governmental authorities) – Supporting the development of a data sharing 
network and electronic gateway and helping to implement unified international standards for creating and publishing digital maps. 

• The Corporeal Agricultural Land Registry – Supporting the automation of land registry data. 

• The Land Registry Office and the Egyptian Survey Authority (ESA) – Supporting the creation of procedures for the electronic transfer of 
ownership and the development of a database of maps and real estate details. 

• EgyptAir – Supporting the development of a web portal and information systems networking projects, including on-line ticketing and flight 
information. 

• The Ministry of Civil Aviation-Improving the Ministry of Civil Aviation’s information system to increase efficiency and raise security levels 
for aircraft. 

• The Ministry of Trade and Industry – Working with the Ministry and the Egyptian Public Authority for Standardization and Quality Control 
to establish a database of standards specifications, online information portals, and an information network to allow data flow between main 
data collection centers. The system will compliment the Foreign Trade Data Warehouse project. 
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The Ministry of State for Administrative Development, in partnership with a wide range of public authorities, such as the Public Notary Authority, 
the Egyptian Surveying Authority, the Real Estate Taxes Authority, the Municipal Engineering Department, the Mortgage Financing Authority, 
the New Urban Communities Authority, the Public Services and Utilities Networks Information Centers, public services networks, and the National 
Project for Real Estate Wealth, developed a project to develop an infrastructure for an efficient and effective system of real estate registration 
(www.ad.gov.eg). The project is designed to develop and promote high quality real estate and cadastral services, provide secured and stabilized 
property ownership, encourage and facilitate the real estate mortgage market in Egypt, enhance the quality of management of real estate wealth 
and other related business environments in Egypt, enhance the efficiency of public service networks, draw an economic map of Egypt and 
develop a “one-stop-shop” for real estate registration. The project is currently being implemented in the Cairo governorate districts of Maadi, 
Nasr City, and Heliopolis and in the Giza governorate district of Dokki. In addition, the project is being implemented in the new urban developments 
of 6th of October City, Sheikh Zayed, El Sherouk, New Cairo, and Badr City. In total, the estimated amount of real estate in these areas is more 
than 700,000 units. 
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• E-Business 
The availability of widely available and secure Internet access can encourage all stakeholders in society to take advantage of the opportunities 
made available by international trade and different e-business models. Egypt has been working over the past decade to develop the infrastructure 
that will build user confidence in e-business models, and increasingly individuals and businesses of all sizes are developing a presence on the 
web and venturing into the world of e-business. 

The Egyptian government is also developing training and facilitation services to encourage small and medium enterprises to take advantage 
of the opportunities offered by e-business models. 

The National Council for Women 
has developed CleoStore (www.cleostore.com), a pilot project to provide e-business support for female entrepreneurs to help market their 
products and services online. Carried out in partnership with the national postal organization, CleoStore’s main objectives are to facilitate the 
adoption of ICT technologies in the business sector; help women to generate income through privately owned e-businesses; improve the 
competitiveness of small to medium enterprises in local, regional and/or international markets; and provide employment opportunities for young 
women specialized in IT. The E-Business Support Center (EBSC) provides technical assistance to train and advise female entrepreneurs on 
designing and developing their website materials. The EBSC is also responsible for working out a delivery and payment system for products 
and services. 
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ICTs for the Cotton Industry 

The Alexandria Business Association has established an e-business pilot project to introduce ICTs to the Egyptian cotton industry (ALCOTEXA). 
The project will be implemented in a two phased approach as follows: 

Phase I: 
1. The project will develop and test an internal back-office automation system for ALCOTEXA to log all industry related transactions in an 

electronic system. This application will both document and archive Egypt’s cotton industry statistics and allow for both general and specific 
searches. The automated system will also be web-enabled to allow all ALCOTEXA members and cotton industry stakeholders to have remote 
access to critical information and statistics. Restricted access will also be granted to retain control over sensitive industry information. 

2. Phase I will also include the automation of ALCOTEXA’s contract registration process. With this new process, Egypt’s cotton exporters will 
be able to submit their export contracts electronically, and ALCOTEXA will be able to more efficiently and effectively approve export contracts, 
increasing both the efficiency of ALCOTEXA and the overall efficiency of the Egyptian cotton exporting industry. 

3. The final component of Phase I will be the automation of the registration of the Egyptian cotton logo. ALCOTEXA is the sole licensee of the 
National Egyptian cotton logo and is responsible for assigning licenses to use the logo. With an automated electronic logo registration process 
this logo can be more efficiently licensed and its usage tracked and monitored. 

Phase II: 
Phase II will take the e-business pilot to the next stage by introducing digital signatures. This will enable ALCOTEXA to start processing 
contracts in digital format and to provide an all-in-one contract registration management system for the cotton exports industry. 
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• E-Learning

Integrating ICT in education and training at all levels is becoming increasingly essential, particularly in curriculum development, teacher training,

and institutional administration and management in addition to enabling lifelong learning. Citizens in many developing countries suffer from e-

illiteracy, which impacts the ability of these citizens to cope with an increasingly electronic world. Providing training for civil servants, secondary

school and university students, women and disadvantaged and vulnerable groups is essential.

It is equally important to design specific training programs in the use of ICT in order to meet the educational needs of information professionals,

such as archivists, librarians, museum professionals, scientists, teachers, journalists, postal workers and other relevant professional groups.


The Smart Schools Network (http://smartschools.ictfund.org.eg) is a project being implemented by MCIT in cooperation with the Ministry of 
Education, education service providers, and the ICT Trust Fund. 

The project aims to help Egyptian students achieve computer literacy after completing preparatory school, while enhancing student creativity 
and positioning them to cope with the requirements of the modern workplace, both in Egypt and abroad. It also aims to improve teaching and 
educational methods, by introducing interactive education methods such as learning management and school management systems. The Schools 
are expected to serve their students during school hours and provide services as a Community Learning Center to their surrounding community 
after school hours. Interaction between parents, students, teachers and the community is encouraged. 

The Egyptian Information and Communication Technology Trust Fund, in partnership with the General Authority for Literacy and Adult Education 
and the National Council for Women, has also implemented a project to develop and produce educational content for illiteracy eradication, 
stored on a CD (or a set of CDs) using multimedia technology. In addition, the project trains the trainers to use the newly developed content 
for instruction. 
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To date, the project has developed the three books of the GALAE curriculum, and the first CD pilot project was launched with 90 trainees in 
two governorates. The pilot project was evaluated by the American University in Cairo’s Social Research Center: 90% of the participants passed 
the GALAE exam after studying the first book only, compared to a pass rate of 40% in traditional classes. The CDs have been distributed to 
100 centers, with 120 trainers and 1400 trainees enrolled in the literacy programs, and the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology 
has agreed to distribute the CD in 10 governorates. 

The E-Learning Competence Centre (ELCC) (www.elcc.gov.eg) was initiated by MCIT in partnership with Cisco Systems. The project’s objective 
is to create an organization to lead and coordinate all e-learning projects in Egypt. ELCC will primarily upgrade the local corporate culture and 
support the private sector. It will actively take steps to enhance workforce performance through high quality, practical, state of the art e-learning 
and human resources development activities in accordance with the evolving needs of the government and business communities. ELCC has 
established working partnerships with private and pubic organizations to work towards its goals, including an agreement, in conjunction with 
the Ministry of Higher Education and Middlesex University in the UK to begin using its general curriculum for e-learning. MCIT also has worked 
in collaboration with MCIT Jordan to share teaching methods and material, and the adoption of Cisco’s Business Essentials iExec program has 
improved course content. ELCC has implemented several specialized projects, including Women’s Empowerment, ICT Online Training, and 
Lifelong Learning. 

The Super Course (www.bibalex.org/supercourse) is a repository of lectures on public health and prevention targeting educators across the 
world. Implemented by the Bibliotheca Alexandrina, it has a network of over 32,000 scientists in 151 countries who are sharing without charge 
a library of over 2,500 lectures. These lectures are published on the Internet and shared among scientists and teachers for personal use. In 
addition, a pilot project has been initiated featuring 1,000 of the "best" electronic lectures in epidemiology published on CD and on the web. 
The Bibliotheca maintains a mirror site of the Super Course, ensuring high availability and reliability. The project also includes an advanced 
search facil ity which provides morphological searches for lectures, comments, and PowerPoint slide presentations. 
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The Bibliotheca Alexandrina is also developing a project called La Main à la Pâte (lamap.bibalex.org) with the French Academy of Sciences. 
The project, initiated in 1996 by Georges Charpak, 1992 Nobel Laureate in physics, is a French educational website promoting scientific 
investigation within the framework of improving science teaching methodologies in primary school education. BA has partnered with the French 
Academy of Sciences to build an equivalent website in Arabic. 

Initiated by Yale University Library, USA, Online Access to Consolidated Information on Serials (OACIS) for the Middle East 
(http://oacis.bibalex.org) creates a publicly and freely available electronic list of serials and journals from or about the Middle East. The mission 
of OACIS is to improve access to Middle Eastern serials in libraries in the United States, Europe, and the Middle East and to make scholarly 
literature from and about the Middle East widely and easily available. A mirror site of the system was launched at the Bibliotheca (http://oacis.bibalex.org) 
to enhance access to the OACIS database in the Middle East region and to serve as a backup of the original. 

The Tanweer Association for Education and Development, located in Minia governorate, is working with MCIT and the ICT Trust Fund to 
implement a self study program using ICT to help eradicate illiteracy. The program has a goal of teaching 1,200 illiterate Egyptians to read 
and write, using the new tools made available by ICT. The association will hold 30 classes, with twice-daily sessions. Each student will take 
three two-hour classes per week, supervised by a trainer who has completed a training course organized by the association and MCIT. At the 
end of the program, students will be required to take the literacy exam provided by the General Authority for the Elimination of Illiteracy and 
Adult Education. As they progress in the literacy program, they will be introduced to the Internet. The project is currently being implemented in 
the governorates of Minia, Sohag, and Assiut. 
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• E-Health 
Health experts in developing countries need easy access to the world’s medical knowledge and locally-relevant content resources for strengthening 
public health research and prevention programs. ICTs provide solutions to create reliable, timely, high quality and affordable health care and 
health information systems, as well as promoting continuous medical training, education, and research. The provision of modern health services 
to all citizens, regardless of their geographical location, is a major goal of the Egyptian government. ICTs are being used not only to leverage 
scarce resources and modernize the health care system in the county, but also to establish a simple and effective way to deliver expert opinion 
on special or serious cases in the event of crises or accidents in remote areas, and decisions on the treatment of cases in Egypt or referral 
abroad. 

The Ministry of State for Administrative Development, in partnership with the Ministry of Health and Population, the Civil Status Organization, 
the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of Social Solidarity, the Ministry of Environment Affairs, and the Ministry of Irrigation and Water Resources, 
is implementing a project to automate health offices. The project’s main purpose is to provide direct health services to Egyptian citizens through 
the 4,000 health offices located throughout the country. These services include birth and death registration, immunization, and other services 
of direct relevance to public health like environment health care, food surveillance, health culture awareness, disease surveillance, and more. 
In addition to providing these services, the health office automation project aims to provide the means to carry out business processes more 
effectively and eliminate redundancy and data inconsistency. Pilot projects are currently being implemented in Alexandria, Kafr Al Sheikh, Al 
Faiyum, and Beni Suef governorates. 

The primary objective of the Egyptian Telemedicine Network is to assist in relaying patient information and indicators that would help the local 
physician to provide a better diagnosis for the patient. This network will improve health services provided by public hospitals throughout the 
country. 
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The Telemedicine Network will also provide the transmission of a live video of the patient and allow for the exchange of medical opinions and 
consultations between the attending physician and a consultant at a distant specialized centre. It will also facilitate the transfer of other information 
such as X-ray, CT and MRI scans, and sonograms for diagnostic purposes and medical consultations. The first phase of the project has been 
implemented in five Egyptian hospitals, four of them central hospitals and the fifth a mobile ambulance unit. The mobile ambulance unit will be 
used throughout the country to assist in the diagnostic process in different locations. The initial phase of the project has been completed and 
the testing period for operations began in June 2005. The second phase will add nine more sites to the network in rural areas in Egypt. The 
final phase will cover the rest of Egypt by October 2007 for a total of twenty four sites. 

Detailed health records and patient information play a fundamental role in the ability of health care professionals to deliver high-quality, effective 
treatment. In addition, this information provides critical insight for the government in developing effective public health policies and for the Ministry 
of Health and Population in determining the most appropriate distribution of resources. The Integrated Health Record System project will 
provide the necessary tools to create an electronic medical record for every citizen and to provide some data on the surrounding environment. 
The Integrated Health Record will capture each individual’s medical history, including prior illnesses, treatment methods and medications for 
rapid retrieval by health care practitioners. These records will be stored in a national medical information network developed to provide citizens 
with better health service and more rational management for human and financial resources at the Ministry of Health. The project is being 
implemented in three phases and will grow to encompass 6,500 medical units and hospitals. The first phase was implemented at the end of 
2003 using innovative technology such as centralized data warehousing, data mining engines, and GIS systems, with six hundred medical units 
distributed over five governorates. The second phase of the project will extend the system to include all medical units in Egypt’s rural areas. 

Population increases and increased health awareness have led to an exponential growth in demand for health services in Egypt. The workload 
of cases at the Ministry of Health and Population has grown seven-fold over the past five years. Difficulties in managing the administration 
process were compounded by the lack of a unique identifier for each patient. 
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The Information System and National Network for Citizen Health Treatment by the Government and Cancer Registry Network project 
will provide an integrated and distributed system for managing and administering the work of the Ministry’s medical boards and government-
provided health care. The project is being implemented in twenty two medical councils and forty hospitals in a two-stage process between July 
2005 and July 2007. The information system will consist of a central node that contains the total repository of data about all concerned entities, 
such as patients, hospitals, treatments, costs, and physicians. The system will provide an efficient solution for the lack of unique identifiers and 
will facilitate the control of expenditures. The project will develop quality control and performance evaluation systems to guarantee the delivery 
of subsidies to those for whom they are intended and improve system efficiency. In addition, the project will develop information systems and 
databases for the central department for government-provided health care and connect all peripheral departments and hospitals through a Virtual 
Private Network. 

The Ambulance and Medical Emergency Contact Center Project was established as a cooperative venture between MCIT and the Ministry 
of Health and Population. The project’s objective is to develop modern automated systems for a central medical emergency call room and to 
control and direct ambulances. The central communication unit would receive and respond to medical emergency calls 24/7 and, by being in 
constant contact with all ambulances, dispatch assistance as quickly and efficiently as possible to the site of the incident. The project was first 
put into operation starting in October 2005 in the larger Cairo area, including the governorates of Cairo, Giza, and Qalioubia, providing service 
coverage for approximately 24 million Egyptians, with a fleet of two hundred ambulances and a modern contact center with AVL and data transfer 
facilities. The next stage is to cover the northern regions and Delta with a similar center in Alexandria and in the southern governorates with a 
center in Assiut. A fourth and smaller centre is envisioned for Sinai and the Red Sea area before the project’s completion in October 2009. 
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The Audio Unit of Ain Shams University is developing a project to create an Arabic-language multimedia software package to assist children 
with Central Auditory Processing Disorder (CAPD). In its first phase, the project will develop multimedia software in CD format using tones 
and non-verbal stimuli. In phase II, the team will create additional CDs focusing on simple verbal stimuli (words) and complex verbal stimuli 
(words and sentences). 

The Nahdet Misr Medical Association is forming a medical information network for hepatologists and gastro-intestinal tract (GIT) specialists. 
The network and the accompanying software are called, respectively, Hepatonet and Hepatosoft. 
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• E-Employment 
E-employment encourages the development of best practices for e-workers and e-employers at the national level on principles of fairness and 
gender equality, respecting all relevant international norms. In addition, e-employment seeks to promote new ways of organizing work and 
business with the aim of increasing productivity, growth and well-being through investment in ICT and human resources. This mode of work 
can allow citizens, particularly in the developing countries and small economies, to live and work anywhere, and increases employment 
opportunities for women and for those with disabilities. 

The Ministry of Manpower and Emigration is collaborating with MCIT and the International Organization for Migration (IOM) to develop employment 
services for both prospective employers and employees. As part of the government’s overall scheme to address employment issues, the 
Integrated Migration Information System (IMIS) will assist industries in more efficiently sourcing employees abroad and within Egypt. 
IMIS addresses the problem of the lack of accurate and updated information on the migrant population abroad in addition to the lack of official 
channels for promoting labor migration towards new markets, particularly in Europe. The aim of the IMIS project is to support the Emigration 
and Egyptians Abroad Sector (EEAS) by building a structured line of communication between Egypt and its expatriates abroad to acquaint them 
with development projects in Egypt and to preserve the necessary spiritual and cultural ties with their home country. Moreover, the IMIS project 
provides Egyptian expatriates with a secure channel of information regarding investment opportunities in Egypt, to improve the potential impact 
of remittances and to enhance the possibility of using Egyptian expertise abroad in development projects in Egypt. The system currently connects 
288 offices and twenty seven domains, and provides staff training as an integrated feature of system implementation. 
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• E-Environment 
ICT can enable and enhance environmental protection and the sustainable use of natural resources. The WSIS Plan of Action encourages 
governments, civil society and the private sector to initiate actions and implement projects and programmes for sustainable production and 
consumption as well as take measures to ensure the environmentally safe disposal and recycling of discarded hardware and other components 
used in ICT. The Government of Egypt has devoted substantial resources to promoting the development of projects that use ICT to monitor 
and protect the environment and increase the public’s awareness of environmental issues. 

Fayoum University’s Faculty of Tourism has established an ecotourism website (www.ecotourism.edu.eg) to promote ecotourism in the 
Fayoum/Beni Suef regions. The portal will provide both students and the local tourism industry with practical experience in using ICT to promote 
and market ecotourism in the region. 

In addition, the website will provide valuable information on ecotourism for both local and international travelers as well as travel and lodging 
information for the Fayoum region. 

Egypt faces continuing problems related to the balance between increasing demand for water and available resources. With its Water Resources 
and Irrigation Management project, the Ministry of Water Resources and Irrigation (MWRI) is using ICT technology to assist in the management 
of water resources and canals, as well as the mechanical methods employed along the water channels, to maximize the efficient use of resources. 
The Ministry is also participating in ongoing training programs and research and development into improving water quality. 
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The National Surface and Subterranean Water Quality Monitoring Network is involved in surface and subterranean water quality monitoring. 
The network covers Lake Nasser, the Nile and its branches, canals and drains, and groundwater reservoirs. The project uses an Environment 
Monitoring System (EMS) to provide decision makers with information they require to evaluate current and future water quality and formulate 
water usage plans. The EMS helps predict the effects of future water management scenarios, allowing decision makers to adopt the appropriate 
measures to redress the effects of past or future policies. An integrated information system for data classification and analysis identifies pollution 
problems in the priority areas being monitored and provides access to the information required to formulate policies and strategies. 

Since its establishment in 1992, the Nile Flood Monitoring, Forecasting, and Simulation Center has given decision makers access to data 
and information on the hydrological and meteorological phenomena of the River Nile basin. The center provides daily forecasts and analysis 
of floods that reach the High Aswan Dam in order to identify appropriate operational responses. It is equipped with advanced technologies and 
methods for data classification and processing, the latest hydrological and meteorological models, and computer applications oriented towards 
interpretation of satellite imagery. 

The Integrated and Decentralized Water Management Systems Project applies an integrated and decentralized approach to water resources 
management, particularly in the fields of irrigation, drainage, groundwater, and mechanical and pumping works. The project is working to develop 
associations of commercial water consumers and expand the capacity of rural communities to improve the management of solid waste and 
drainage water. The project also provides communities with examples of the re-use of treated drainage water. The project has been particularly 
successful in establishing information systems and networks at the level of irrigation engineering units to collect and analyze water resources 
data, which is used to estimate the water needs and determine the priorities. 
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The Egyptian Environmental Information System (EIS) was created to develop and maintain information related to the environment and its 
various components. The EIS collects and classifies information and data on the environment that relates to a specific activity of the Egyptian 
Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA). The system provides EEAA management as well as other sectors and organizations with the data they 
need to help them prepare policies and plans and to rationalize decision making. Using the system, the EEAA can produce reports related to 
environmental socio-economic situations, monitor recent international developments related to IT, and conduct studies and research. The EIS 
is accessible from the EEAA's web site, which also includes free access for consumers, researchers, and others: a description of EEAA projects 
and activities; service and support; and a forum for community feedback. 

The website is regularly updated with new information on the policies, activities, and services of the government and the EEAA. Recently, the 
project team added a tool on the website to receive environmental inquiries and complaints. 

The Ministry of State for Environmental Affairs established a new industrial unit in February 2004 under the environmental management section 
of the Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA). The mandate of the unit is to coordinate with local and international stakeholders' and their 
projects, to develop industrial environmental policies that will promote environmental compliance, to provide for effective enforcement 
procedures such as economic incentives, and to promote awareness of environmental management systems and the benefits of cleaner 
production. 

Building on previous cooperation agreements between the Centre for Environment and Development for the Arab Region and Europe (CEDARE) 
and the Environment Pollution Abatement Project (EPAP) CEDARE worked with the EEAA to develop the industrial unit website. The objective 
of the website is to provide environment related information for industrial enterprises and to act as a means of communication between the unit 
and industrial investors. The website is integrated into the EEAA website. 
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• E-Agriculture 
The WSIS Plan of Action calls for governments to work to ensure the systematic dissemination of information on the use of ICT to improve 
agriculture, animal husbandry, fisheries, forestry and food management, and to provide ready access to comprehensive, up-to-date and detailed 
agricultural knowledge and information, particularly in rural areas. Egypt has sought to leverage expertise and resources through the use of 
the successful public-private partnership model. 

The Ministry of State for Administrative Development has also established a project to develop the animal and livestock production market 
in Egypt (www.bvda.org.eg), with a special emphasis on improving the market for buffalos. The project is designed to use information and 
communication technologies to create an electronic market and to offer technical and financial assistance to Buffalo and Veal Development 
Association (BVDA). The project will help BVDA develop an internal IT solution for back office operation and will also assist in developing a 
specialized website on animal production. The website will create a network for Egyptian livestock producers and stakeholders in order to facilitate 
the exchange of information, share experiences, promote and communicate research, and enhance industry performance. The project also aims 
to promote the diffusion and use of ICT in the rural areas where most farms and livestock markets are located. The project currently is being 
implemented in the Alexandria, Bahariya, Fayoum, and Minia governorates. 

Egypt’s Horticultural Export Improvement Association (HEIA) has launched a project to build an application to automate and web-enable HEIA’s 
Perishable Goods Terminal at the Cairo airport. The project will transfer all operations to an automated system; enable access to market 
information via a web-accessible knowledge platform; provide secure, online, real-time access to terminal financial data; increase the level of 
transparency among stakeholders; and move towards a “one-stop-shop” for perishable goods tracking. 
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• E-Science 
The Information Society requires that all universities and research institutions have affordable and reliable high-speed access to the Internet to 
support their critical role in information and knowledge production, education, and training. ICTs can play a critical role in supporting the 
establishment of partnerships, cooperation and networking between institutions. These technologies can facilitate the distribution of knowledge 
through electronic publishing and open access to make scientific information affordable and accessible in all countries on an equitable basis. 

The Bibliotheca Alexandrina has installed a CAVE (Computer Aided Virtual Environment) system known as VISTA (Virtual Immersive Science 
and Technology Applications), to meet the digital challenges of today. VISTA is the latest generation of FLEX™', the world's first commercial 
re-configurable visualization solution for those whose viewing, collaboration, and presentation requirements are beyond a single visualization 
technology. VISTA displays 3D stereoscopic images generated from a state-of-the-art PC cluster, on three 10-ft 10-ft vertical walls and the 
floor. In the world of 21st century science, the traditional categories of theoretical and experimental science are being complemented by a third: 
simulation through the use of powerful high-speed computers. Often eliminating the need for physical models, work within virtual environments 
saves time and resources in both commercial and scientific research. The system is ideal in a vast number of applications in fields as diverse 
as medicine, engineering, architecture, socio-economic analysis, seismic interpretation and well-planning, biotechnology research, manufacturing 
and design, fluid dynamics, and chemistry. Bibliotheca Alexandrina is the first in Africa and the Middle East to provide researchers with such 
advanced infrastructure necessary to cooperate with peers from all over the world. 

MCIT, in cooperation with the Academy of Scientific Research and Technology (ASRT) has launched a Science and Technology Portal. The 
main objective of this portal is to acquire, develop, and make available the Egyptian National Scientific and Technology Information Network 
(ENSTINET) content to the scientific community. 
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It is essential to create policies that support the preservation, promotion and enhancement of cultural and linguistic diversity and cultural heritage 
within the Information Society. These policies can include those that promote the production of cultural, educational and scientific content, as 
well as policies that encourage the development of local cultural industries suited to the linguistic and cultural context of the users. Additionally, 
there is a need to develop national policies and laws to ensure that libraries, archives, museums and other cultural institutions continue to play 
a central role as archives of information, whether in traditional or digital formats. 
Culturama, developed by the Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural Heritage (CULTNAT), is a projector-based panoramic projection 
system, designed to present cultural and natural heritage information in an attractive and interactive multimedia format. Its huge semi-circular 
panoramic display surrounds the viewer through 180 degrees, with a display radius of approximately six meters and height of one and a half 
meters. Culturama is made possible through the coordination of nine projectors connected to a single computer. 

These nine projectors display their images on nine white screens arranged to form a semi-circular shape that can be adjusted to produce a flat 
or concave display shape. Because the development of multimedia applications to run on multiple screens differs dramatically from those run 
on single monitors, the Culturama team developed specialized software to control the development, testing, and display of the multiscreen 
applications. In addition to its use as an immersive display system, the Culturama system provides a solution to the display of large objects or 
panoramic images that could not otherwise be viewed using traditional projection or display systems. 

The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) in partnership with the ICT Trust Fund is creating a Community Knowledge 
Generation e-Library (www.fekrzad.com) to promote the use of ICT for research skills development and the development of Arabic content. 
The Community Knowledge Generation E-Library project, part of the Fekrzad project, is designed to build tools for stimulating local electronic 
knowledge generation using ICT. These tools include a text-to-speech (TTS) engine to enable illiterate and visually impaired users to access 
locally generated content, as well as English-to-Arabic translation to enable users to integrate the vast amount of English content available online 
into their learning and research. 
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Bibliotheca Alexandrina organized an international workshop entitled The Middle East Digital Library Workshop (www.bibalex.org/EgyptDLW) 
in partnership with MCIT, the US National Science Foundation (NSF), and the US Institute of Museum and Library Services. During this workshop, 
participants worked collaboratively to discuss issues and identify processes, requirements and actions needed for the development of a large-
scale, distributed digital repository of resources on and about the Middle East, with an initial focus on cultural heritage. A primary goal of the 
workshop was to develop a vision and mission statement for a digital library of the Middle East and to identify key constituents in a community 
of practice. Findings were incorporated in a report to inform grant-making agencies and other potential founders of a variety of interrelated 
activities that will develop and sustain the digital library, including content development, management structures, networked infrastructure, 
research and educational applications, and education of digital managers and users. 

Egypt’s Information Technology Industry Development Agency (ITIDA) developed the e-Content Award (www.econtentaward.org.eg) to increase 
the competitiveness of ICT organizations and professionals working with e-content and to promote Egyptian ICT exports. The national competition 
presents awards in seven fields: e-government, e-health, e-learning, e-entertainment, e-culture, e-business, e-science, and e-inclusion. ITIDA 
assists and supports the best projects in preparing for international competition. 

Eternal Egypt (www.eternalegypt.org) is a website developed by the Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural Heritage (CULTNAT) 
in partnership with the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT), IBM Corporation, and the Supreme Council of Antiquities. 
The website is designed to provide an attractive and informative multimedia portal for people around the world to learn more about Egypt. The 
website allows visitors to view photos of both ancient and modern Egypt and offers guided virtual tours through the Pharaonic, Greco-Roman, 
Coptic and Islamic periods of Egypt’s history. IBM patented 15 applications as a result of the collaborative work with CULTNAT. The portal was 
awarded the World Summit Award (WSA) for e-Content in e-Culture during the second phase of the WSIS in Tunis during the November 2005 
meeting. 
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The mission of the Universal Networking Language Program (UNLP), initiated within the United Nations and devised by the Universal 
Networking Digital Language (UNDL) Foundation, is to enable all people to generate information and have access to cultural knowledge in their 
native languages. This global project focuses on automatic translation based on the Interlingua. Universal Networking Language (UNL) is an 
artificial language that attempts to replicate the functions of natural human language in communication. In July 2004, Bibliotheca Alexandrina 
partnered with the Universal Networking Digital Language (UNDL) Foundation and the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development (AFESD) 
to host the Ibrahim Shihata Arabic-Universal Networking Language (UNL) Center (ISAUC). ISAUC plays the major role in designing and 
implementing the UNL Arabic component. The core of a UNL system is a pair of software applications that bridge natural languages: an 
Enconverter, converting expressions from native language to UNL, and a Deconverter, converting expressions from UNL into native languages. 
This will create an inter-lingual communication platform necessary for sustainable development. 

The Arab Memory Project’s main goal is to highlight shared Arab heritage. In order to achieve this goal, the project is using the latest 
developments in ICT to digitize heritage materials and use Internet portals, in addition to electronic and hard-copy publishing, as a main mode 
of transmission and dissemination. The project will establish an integrated network of heritage and IT specialist entities in each Arab country 
to gather, digitize, and design the output of each country, including manuscripts, photographs, documentary films, government and national 
archives, music, maps, fossils, flora and fauna, oral histories and folklore. One of the most important outcomes of the project has been the 
strategic alliance that has developed between both international and regional organizations which have an established history in documenting, 
preserving and disseminating culture. UNESCO is expected to manage the project, and the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development 
(AFESD) will provide much of the funding. Bibliotheca Alexandrina, represented by the Centre for Documentation of Cultural and Natural Heritage 
(CultNat), will be the executing and coordinating body for the project. 
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The Arabic e-content initiative was launched in May 2005 to improve access to high-quality digital content and to  increase availability, use 
and distribution of Arabic digital content. The initiative encourages the private sector to invest in e-content, to strengthen the industry and improve 
competitiveness as well as provide content in Arabic. The project’s Arabic e-content portal has a target to reach 300,000 titles by the end of 
2007. 

Current projects include the E-content Portal, Digitization of Books and Software Applications, Digitization of Selected titles from Dar El-Maaref, 
Digitization of Selected Heritage Books from Dar El-Kutub, Digitization of National Theater content, Religious Content from Dar El-Eftaa, and a 
portal for the News Sector in Egyptian Television. 

In partnership with the Gamal Abdel Nasser Foundation, the Bibliotheca Alexandrina (BA) has digitized and published through a web-based 
system the collections of the former Egyptian president. The Gamal Abdel Nasser Digital Archive (http://nasser.bibalex.org) is primarily 
intended for research and documentation. 

Through an agreement between the Bibliotheca and Dar Al-Hilal, the Bibliotheca is currently finalizing a project to publish a digital copy of all 
issues of Al-Hilal magazine since its first publication in 1892. The magazine played a leading role in modernizing Arab intellectual thinking 
and stimulated cultural development. 

The issues of each decade will be compiled on a CD that includes search tools enabling researchers and the public to read and research one 
of the region’s oldest journals. 
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The Bibliotheca Alexandrina hosted the “Digitization of Arabic-Language Books Conference”, 21-25 February 2006 in cooperation with 
Stanford University Library and Yale University and supported by the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation (www.bibalex.org/digiarab). The 
main aim of the conference was to foster the development of an international cooperative effort for digitization of Arabic-language books. The 
outcome was a planning project as an immediate and first step toward establishing a permanent core of Arabic books for both academic and 
popular use. The conference pursued the development of an international cooperative effort toward secure, effective, and useful digitization of 
Arabic-language books. 
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The media play an essential role in the development of the Information Society and are an important contributor to freedom of expression and 
plurality of information. Countries working toward building Information Societies should encourage the development of domestic legislation that 
guarantees the independence and plurality of the media, including the Internet, and at the same time contains appropriate measures to protect 
intellectual copyrights, children, and the societies’ cultural mores. 

Over the course of the last five years, technological advances have begun to blur the boundaries between information technology and 
communications and the two domains have become more integrated. Examples of media convergence include the rise in popularity of music 
and video downloads through the Internet to home PCs and iPods, the use of mobile phone text and multimedia messaging, digital television, 
and broadband access that allows users to centralize all of their media and data needs in one “box.” 

Egypt is making a tremendous effort to stake out a leadership position in the region, following the government’s effective reforms and massive 
investment in the telecommunications and IT sectors. This trend toward convergence has stimulated demand for communications as well as 
IT services and products at increasingly higher rates of growth. 

Egypt currently is considering plans to support the growth of converged media industries and the applications that will devolve from it. The 
government is continuing to make heavy investments in telecommunications and IT infrastructure and is looking particularly closely at the potential 
that broadband connectivity presents to deliver media content that has been traditionally delivered through terrestrial and satellite broadcasting. 
This strategy is seen as being useful in bringing the benefits of the information age to the reach of the majority of the population, due to the 
availability of content in Arabic, as well as the convenience and ease of use of the communications networks. The delivery of the content over 
electronic networks could be the catalyst needed for stimulating demand for communications as well as media services. 
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In May 2006, MCIT hosted an event prior to the meeting of the World Economic Forum in Sharm El Sheikh. The conference, entitled “Convergence 
of ICT and the Broadcasting Industry: Regional Perspectives and Opportunities”, gathered together industry experts to debate and explore 
the issues related to media convergence, from content and service delivery to technical transfer, business case studies, and examples of 
successful convergence projects. 

With its historical leadership in the area of content production and distribution in addition to highly competitive ICT markets, Egypt is well placed 
to lead the region in this area. MCIT and the Ministry of Information have initiated a strategic dialogue with leading international players to analyze 
and explore the potential of convergence to help meet Egypt’s development goals. The ministries are currently analyzing the various technological 
and regulatory issues related to convergence and are expected to announce an action plan to promote converged services in Egypt and the 
region. 
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The Information Society should be subject to universally held values, promote the common good and prevent abusive uses of ICT. Governments, 
in partnership with stakeholders on all levels, should encourage the development of legislation that promotes the common good and protects 
privacy and personal data, and they should also take appropriate actions and preventive measures, as determined by law, against abusive uses 
of ICT such as criminal activity and all forms of child abuse. To ensure that these values are inculcated across society, governments need to 
support training and educational programming that teaches awareness of ICT ethics and appropriate use of the technologies throughout the 
society. 

The Egyptian National Commission for UNESCO, in partnership both with UNESCO and the Ministry of Education, is training local school 
teachers on the ethical, legal, and societal implications of ICTs.  The project focuses particularly on primary and secondary school teachers 
in remote areas and small villages. In addition, the teachers are trained on how to include ICTs in their curricula and are taught how to teach 
their students about the ethical, legal, and societal issues related to ICTs. The project adopted the approach of training teachers rather than 
students to leverage their resources and to speed the diffusion of awareness to this next generation of ICT users and professionals. The project 
uses the Ministry of Education’s videoconference network to reach the remote locations. 
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International cooperation among all stakeholders is vital to the successful implementation of the WSIS Plan of Action and needs to be strengthened 
with a view to promoting universal access and bridging the digital divide. Governments, particularly those in developing countries, need to 
prioritize ICT projects in requests for international cooperation and assistance from developed countries and international financial organizations.
 It is essential to invite international and regional organizations to assist all levels of developing countries to prepare and implement national 
action plans to support the fulfillment of the goals indicated in the declaration of principles and in the WSIS Plan of Action. 

The Egyptian National Postal Organization (ENPO) in partnership with the European Union, the Ministry of Communications and Information 
Technology, and the Ministry of International Cooperation, is implementing a two-year institutional twinning arrangement with the EU’s 
postal administration to support ENPO in preparing for anticipated regulatory changes and liberalization of the postal sector. With the EU 
postal administration’s assistance, ENPO is modernizing its financial management systems, quality measurement methodology, and marketing 
organization through the application of EU best practices, adapted to the Egyptian context, and creating awareness of the kind of management 
skills needed to cope with the dual impact of market liberalization and regulation. 

Exchanging Debt for Development 

The Egyptian government represented by the Ministry of International Cooperation and its international partners have found creative ways to 
reduce the country’s debt burden and at the same time promote development goals. Exchanging Debt for Development is a program designed 
to demonstrate innovate methods of reducing debt and at the same time establish public-private partnerships to encourage the use of ICTs to 
further development, increase awareness of the developmental potential of ICTs,and make ICTs more accessible and affordable for all citizens. 
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Egypt and Italy reached a debt swap agreement that utilizes an ICT development approach. The ICT program covers 5% of the total debt swap 
agreement between Egypt and Italy, with a total value of 48.5 million Egyptian pounds. It consists of five interrelated projects that are divided 
into two main categories. The first category includes two projects: the Smart Schools Network Project (SSNP) and the Mobile IT Clubs Project 
(MITC). The program provides ICT access points to local communities. The second category includes three projects: the Community Knowledge 
Generat ion and Electronic Library Project (CKGeL), the I l l i teracy Eradicat ion Project ( IE), and the Community 
Development Portal Project (CDP). The program provides applications support for the beneficiaries. 
The results to date of the debt for development program indicate that, even though the absolute amount of money released for development 
programs by debt swaps is modest, it has had a positive impact on socio-economic development in Egypt. Moreover, program supporters note 
that the experience gained from the Italian program should greatly increase the likelihood of additional successful arrangements, which will, in 
turn, enhance Egypt’s overall future prosperity. 

The Arab Network for Regulatory Authorities (ARNET) was formed following an agreement reached between regulatory authorities participating 
in the first symposium for the Arab Regulatory Authorities, held on 19-21 April 2003 in Algeria. ARNET officially meets twice each year and 
unofficially throughout the year to discuss the latest regulatory developments and to follow-up on the status of the network’s projects. The chair 
of ARNET is chosen on a rotating basis among Arab countries according to alphabetical order. The ARNET secretariat is located in Algeria. 

The Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and Software Alliance (EITESAL) is working in an alliance with the Egyptian 
Commercial Service, the Exporters Council and international companies to assist members to market their services and products abroad. 
EITESAL has also signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Northern Virginia Technology Council (NVTC) for cooperation in the field of 
technology business associations. This cooperation includes the creation, development, and management of committees and committee 
activities for the members, as well as helping EITESAL in establishing effective communications with its members through the use of electronic 
publications and newsletters. The cooperation also includes the creation of affinity programs and management of their benefits structures. 
EITESAL additionally is working in partnership with international organizations to establish certified ICT training programs for primary and 
secondary school teachers and setting up certified ICT maintenance and support centers. 
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Egypt's involvement in the WSIS process has moved along two complementary paths. The first is actively engaging in the WSIS process on 
both the regional and international levels, working with regional and international colleagues to develop the international agenda for the ICT 
sector, including recommending specific priorities and actions. The second is acting effectively upon WSIS recommendations on the local level, 
to develop the infrastructure, programs, and policies needed to achieve the goals of the Information Society and the WSIS. 

Egypt's involvement in the WSIS process has offered the country an outstanding opportunity to understand international trends and commonly 
shared difficulties in the issues related to developing an Information Society. This process has facilitated national coordination as well regional 
and international cooperation. Egypt has also been selected as a member of a working group on Internet governance in an effort to begin a 
dialogue between parties over fair Internet use. 

Through participation in global preparatory communications, hosting Arab regional conferences, and attending African regional meetings, as 
well as taking an active part in thematic gatherings, Egyptian experts have enriched and have been enriched by the ongoing international dialogue 
on the Information Society. 

On the Local Level 

The Egyptian local preparation process began in June 2002 when H.E. the former Minister of Communications and Information Technology Dr. 
Ahmed Nazif invited the different Egyptian stakeholders for a meeting to introduce the plan for participating in the WSIS and its preparation 
process. A committee with representatives from governmental agencies, civil society associations, and private sector organizations was formed 
and held a series of meetings from June 2002 to November 2003 to prepare for Egypt’s participation in the first phase of the summit. 
During the first quarter of 2005, MCIT invited Information Society stakeholders for a preparatory meeting to discuss Egypt’s participation in the 
second phase of the WSIS. A series of meetings were held till the end of October to prepare for Egyptian participation in Tunis. Representatives 
from 13 organizations including ministries, governmental agencies and NGOs attended those meetings. The ministry developed a web site for 
Egyptian participation in the WSIS process (www.egyptatwsis.com.eg). 
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In March 2006, MCIT called for a meeting of the different stakeholders in Egypt to discuss the mechanism needed to follow up on the WSIS 
Declaration of Principals, Plan of Action, Commitments, and Agenda for the Information Society. MCIT formed a committee for taking stock of 
the different projects, programs, and initiatives related to the WSIS action lines. Representatives from 17 organizations, including MCIT, attended 
six follow up meetings during the period from March to September 2006 (Table 7). A dedicated web-based database was developed to enable 
the stakeholders to enter data on projects themselves. By November 2006, the total number of projects exceeded 120. The collected data from 
those projects was used as a base to produce this report and will also be published on a frequently updated web site. 

On the Regional Level 

Egypt, in concert with other Arab states, played an important role in networking and early negotiations, which culminated in the formation of an 
Arab ICT strategy addressing Arab concerns and priorities in the field of ICT. Egypt played a main coordinating role in translating the strategy 
into an action plan during the Pan Arab Conference on the WSIS, which was then approved by the Council of Arab ICT ministers. 

The first Pan-Arab Regional Conference on the WSIS was organized by MCIT in cooperation with the League of Arab States and in coordination 
with the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), the Arab Business Forum for Information and Communication Technology, and the 
concerned regional and international organizations in June 2003. It was a regional preparatory conference held in the interim period between 
Prep-Com II and Prep-Com II 1/2. The objectives of this conference were to reach a unified Arab stance on the action plan to be presented at 
Prep-Com II 1/2 and Prep-Com III as well as the World Summit. Attending this event were the Arab ministers of communications and information 
technology, Arab delegations, public figures, representatives of the Arab business sector and NGOs, the mass media, and representatives from 
UN agencies, regional and international organizations, the ITU, and the executive bureau of the WSIS. The event was an opportunity to reach 
a consensus on a regional plan of action for building the Arab Information Society. The strategy statement and resulting plan were submitted 
to the WSIS during the Prep-Com III meeting in Geneva in September 2003. 
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In January 2004 the executive office of the Arab League’s Arab Telecommunications and Information Council of Ministers agreed to establish 
a taskforce for identifying a number of regional projects drawn from the Arab ICT strategy and the WSIS global plan of action. The taskforce 
gave priority to infrastructure, human capacity development, enabling environment, and e-commerce projects. The taskforce has identified 19 
pan-Arab projects to be implemented in these fields. Egypt, the vice chair of the taskforce, is leading the implementation of three of these 
projects. 

In May 2005, Egypt hosted the second Pan-Arab Regional Conference on the WSIS. Debt relief featured heavily in the discussions. The 
conference was concerned with activating the Declaration of Principles and Plan of Action, which were issued during the first phase of the 
Summit. During the conference, which included an international and African dimension, a new document was developed, entitled “Towards 
the Activation of the Geneva Action Plan: A Regional Vision for Developing and Accelerating the Information Society in the Arab 
Region.” 

On the African level, Egypt participated in forming the African Regional Action Plan on the Knowledge Economy (ARAPKE), which seeks 
to build a region that fully benefits from ICT services by the year 2015. The Action Plan was adopted through several venues, under the aegis 
of the African Union (AU) Commission and technical coordination of the UN Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA). As per the decision 
of the first African Union Ministerial Conference on Communications and Information Technology (CIT) held in Cairo in April 2006, and subsequent 
endorsement by heads of states in the Banjul summit in July 2006, implementing ARAPKE assumed greater importance as one of the cornerstone 
objectives of the Conference. 
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As Chair of the AU Ministerial Conference on CIT and in coordination with the African Union Commission, Egypt initiated the establishment of 
a Working Group of Experts to review the ARAPKE Action Plan and identify 11 priority projects that constitute flagship projects of significant 
sub-regional and regional impact for the African continent. The Working Group, chaired by the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa 
(UNECA), convened in Cairo in September and November 2006 to finalize the selection of the proposed flagship projects which encompass 
the areas of ICT infrastructure, ICT in education, youth and women's empowerment, e-learning, e-content, and capacity building for potential 
ICT leaders and policy makers. Of the proposed flagship projects, Egypt is leading one initiative in coordination with the UNECA. 

On the International Level 

Egypt actively participated in the preparatory process for holding the first meeting of the Internet Governance Forum (IGF) in Greece, and 
was selected as a member of the IGF’s Advisory Group headed by the Special Advisor to the UN Secretary General. H.E. Dr. Tarek Kamel, 
Egypt’s Minister of Communications and Information Technology, addressed the inaugural ceremony of the Forum on 30 October 2006, where 
he emphasized the need to further consolidate efforts of all stakeholders in order to increase the robustness of the Internet. 
He stressed that the international community will have to pay attention to the fact that the majority of the world’s population, especially in 
developing countries, do not have access to the Internet, and the international community will have to address these needs as well as other 
issues of significance to the development of the Internet such as diversity and multilingualism. 

Egypt, mindful of the importance of the issue of multilingualism for encouraging Internet use, organized, in collaboration with UNESCO and 
ICANN, a workshop entitled “Towards a Multilingual Global Internet: Avoiding the Risk of Fragmentation.” The workshop pointed out that 
language barriers are major obstacles to a truly global Internet and recommended that all stakeholders work for launching and supporting 
multilingual e-content initiatives. 
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Conclusion 
The projects mentioned in this book are only a sample of the many WSIS-related activities that are being initiated by the Egyptian government, 
nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector, often working in partnership to create synergy and maximize the potential benefits to 
Egypt’s citizens. These projects are creating jobs, developing capacity in both new industries and Egypt’s human resources, building infrastructure 
that will enable the country to realize its potential, and demonstrating the ways in which ICT can reduce or eliminate barriers to development. 
Egypt’s ICT Golden Book highlights the creativity, innovation, and commitment of the many stakeholders in the process and their shared belief 
that successful implementation of the WSIS Plan of Action is critical to helping Egypt achieve its human development goals. 
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Egypt’s multi-stakeholder national WSIS working group conducted an analysis of WSIS-related issues, with the dual purpose of providing an 
inventory of activities being implemented by the Egyptian government and other stakeholders in response to the WSIS action lines and of tracking 
the progress made in building the Egyptian Information Society. By mid November 2006, the database had registered more than 120 entries. 
Table (1) indicates the number of entries per WSIS action line. 

Table (1): Projects and Activities by WSIS Action Line 

WSIS Action Line  No. of Entries 

Role of government and stakeholders in the promotion of ICT for development 6 

Information and communication infrastructure 5 

Access to information and knowledge 20 

Capacity-building 25 

Building confidence and security in the use of ICT 2 

Creating an enabling environment 8 

ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 43 

Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diversity and local content 10 

Media 1 

Ethics 1 

International and regional cooperation 6 

Total 127 
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Statistical Summary 
Chart (1) details the breakdown of projects by WSIS Action Line. 
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International and regional cooperation Chart (2) outlines the breakdown of ICT projects by area of application. 
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Organization Project 

Abou Bakr Al Seddik Association ICT4NGO 
The objective of this grant is to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 
NGOs in 6 govoranates through the application of ICT. > More 

Alexandria Business Association Providing market research and trade analysis 
To implement the Alexandria Cotton Exporters Association e-business pilot 
project, which will introduce ICT to the Egyptian cotton industry. > More 

Alexandria Businessmen Association (Alcotexa) e-business pilot Project 
The main objective of the project is to implement the e-business pilot project 
which will introduce ICT to the Egyptian cotton industry. > More 

Assiut Businessmen Association ICT4SME Phase III Sohag 
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second 
phase of ICT4SME in other governorates. > More 

Assiut Businessmen Association ICT4SME phase III Menya 
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second 
phase of ICT4SME in other governorates. > More 

Assiut Businessmen Association ICT4SME phase III Al Wadi El Gedid 
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second 
phase of ICT4SME in other governorates. > More 
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Organization Project 

Assiut Businessmen Association ICT4SME Phase III Luxor 
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second 
phase of ICT4SME other governorates. > More 

Assiut Businessmen Association ICT4SME phase III Qena 
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second 
phase of ICT4SME in other governorates. > More 

Audio Unit, Ain Shams University Producing CAPD Treatment Software 
To develop a localized Arabic-language multimedia software package to assist 
children with Central Auditory Processing Disorder (CAPD) with the remediation 
process. > More 

Bani Solaiman CDA ICT for Youth Employment 
To increase the utilization of ICT in businesses and schools in Beni Soliman 
and surrounding villages. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina My Book: Digital And Printed 
This project is designed to enable children to relate to both printed and digital 
information in a seamless fashion. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Gamal Abdel Nasser Collection 
In cooperation with the Nasser Foundation, BA has digitized the collection of 
former Egyptian President Nasser and published it through an integrated 
searchable web-based system. > More 
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Organization Project 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Digitization of Description de l'Egypte 
A valuable collection of images - together with their illustrations - related to 
antiquities, natural history, and the modern states of Egypt. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Online Access to Consolidated Information on Serials (OACIS) for the 
Middle East 
Initiated by Yale University Library, OACIS creates a publicly and freely available 
electronic union list of serials and journals from or about the Middle East.> More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina The Internet Archive 
In January 2002, the Internet Archive in San Francisco donated a copy of the 
Internet Archive to Bibliotheca Alexandrina. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina The Million Book and the Digital Assests Repository (DAR) 
The Million Book Project aims to create a universal digital library. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Middle East Digital Library Workshop 
Bibliotheca Alexandrina organized an invitational workshop on “A Digital Library 
of the Middle East.” > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Al Hilal Digital Collection 
The Al-Hilal Digitization Project is one of the products of partnership agreements 
that preserves and publishes aspects of modern Egyptian history. > More 
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Organization Project 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Alexandria Monuments Script 
Documentation of Alexandrian Monuments’ Scripts is a system developed at 
Bibliotheca Alexandrina to document the scripts written on Pharaonic, Greek, 
Coptic and Islamic Monuments of Alexandria. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Universal Networking Language (UNL) 
The mission of the UNL program, initiated within the United Nations and devised 
by the Universal Networking Digital Language (UNDL) Foundation, is to enable 
all people to generate information and have access to cultural knowledge in 
their native languages. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Arab Info Mall Database and Website 
Upon the recommendations of the First Arab Reform Conference, the Arab Info 
Mall portal was established to serve as a meeting point for Arab civil societies. 

> More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina The Development Gateway 
The Development Gateway of the World Bank is an interactive portal for 
information and knowledge sharing on sustainable development and poverty 
reduction. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Virtually Immersive Science and Technology Applications (VISTA) 
The Bibliotheca Alexandrina has installed a CAVE (Computer Aided Virtual 
Environment) system known as VISTA (Virtual Immersive Science and Technology 
Applications). > More 
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Organization Project 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina La Main à la Pâte 
La Main à la Pâte is a French educational website promoting scientific investigation 
within the framework of primary school education. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Hole in the Wall 
Based on the innovative and successful experiments conducted in India, 
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (BA) intends to bring the children of the community of 
Alexandria in direct contact with the cyber world. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina The Super Course 
A repository of lectures on public health and prevention targeting educators 
across the world. > More 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Digitization of Arabic Language Books Conference 
Bibliotheca Alexandrina organized the “Digitization of Arabic-Language Books 
Conference” from 21 to 25 February 2006. > More 

Buffalo and Veal Development Association Animal Production Development by using ICT Project 
The project is designed to create an electronic market for animal and livestock 
production market in Egypt with the use of ICT. > More 

Community Development Association ICT4NGO 
The objective of this grant is to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 
NGOs in 6 govoranates through the application of ICT. > More 
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Organization Project 

E-Learning Competence Center E-Learning Center 
Initial activities for the Center include establishing operations, focusing on building 
the center’s own capacity for e-curricula development and developing local 
training centers in conjunction with government and NGOs. > More 

Egypt Information and Communication Technology Mobile IT Club 
Trust Fund Aims to expose rural and remote communities to ICTs for the purpose of 

enhancing human development. > More 

Egypt Information and Communication Technology ICT for Illiteracy Eradication 
Trust Fund Aims to develop and produce an educational content for illiterates, stored on a 

CD (or a set of CDs) using multimedia technology. > More 

Egypt Information and Communication Technology Smart School Network 
Trust Fund Established to allow Egyptian students to achieve computer literacy after 

completing preparatory school. > More 

Egypt Information and Communication Technology Community Development Portal 
Trust Fund Kenana Online offers several online services; such as syndicated news, currency 

prices, a website directory, job search, and a multilingual dictionary. > More 

Egypt Information and Communication Technology Community Knowledge Gerneration e-Library > More 
Trust Fund 
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Organization Project 

Egypt Information and Communication Technology ICT for SME 
Trust Fund Promote the use of ICT as a tool to develop SMEs and develoop the IT-SME 

sector. > More 

Egyptian Association for Community Initiative & ICT4SME 
Development - Aswan The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second 

phase of ICT4SME in other governorates. > More 

Egyptian Association for Training & Development ICT4NGO 
The objective of this grant is to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 
NGOs inother govoranates through the application of ICT. > More 

Egyptian Barcode and Auto Identification Association Barcode for food processing SME 
To promote use of barcode technology among Egypt’s food industry SMEs in 
new investment cities and improve information-based business processes and 
apply food traceability. > More 

Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Youth Program 
Electronics and Software Alliance The first University Industry Linkage Conference focused on bridging the gap 

between academia and the ICT industry. > More 
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Organization Project 

Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics Media training program 
and Software Alliance Organizing training seminars aimed at providing the media with necessary 

knowledge to effectively report on issues concerning Egypts ICT industry. 
> More 

Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics Advocacy Program 
and Software Alliance Lobbying government officials and policy makers for more liberalizing ICTE 

related measures and to establish a more ICTE friendly environment. > More 

Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics Members Training Program 
and Software Alliance Developing both the soft and technical skills of Eitesal members via training 

courses. > More 

Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics Export Program 
and Software Alliance Working with the Egyptian Commercial Service, the Exporters Council and 

international companies to assist members market their services and products 
abroad. > More 

Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics ICTE Human Resouces Standardization 
and Software Alliance Develope a standard ICTE human resources manual; Establish an ICTE sector 

salary scale/survey and exchange HR experiences. > More 

Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics Certified Education, Maintenance and Support Centers 
and Software Alliance Approaching international entities for technical assistance in establishing certified 

training programs for primary and secondary school teachers. > More 
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Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics ICTE Database Project 
and Software Alliance Compiling a database of all Egyptian ICTE companies. > More 

Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics Cooperating with International Associations 
and Software Alliance Cooperating with regional and international ICTE associations and bodies to 

learn from experiences and better situate Egypt on the ICTE map. > More 

Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics NVTC & Eitesal Cooperation 
and Software Alliance The two associations agreed that the best way to activate their MOU was to set 

targets. > More 

Egyptian National Commission for UNESCO Regional workshop on Arab Open University 
A three days workshop on "Open and Remote Education" on a regional basis. 

> More 

Egyptian National Commission for UNESCO Training of School Teachers on the Ethical Legal and 
Societal implications of ICT’s 
School teachers in remote areas to be informed of on the implication of ICTs 
on the Ethical Legal and Societal implications. > More 

Egyptian National Postal Organization Delivery of Cleo-Store Products 
Egypt Post signed an agreement with the National Council of Women to deliver 
the products exhibited on the CleoStore Portal. > More 
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Organization Project 

Egyptian National Postal Organization EU Institutional Twinning 
A twinning arrangement between Egypt Post and a European postal administration 
to support ENPO in preparing for future regulatory environment and liberalisation 
of the postal sector. > More 

Faculty of Tourism, Fayoum University ecotourism website 
To establish an ecotourism portal for Fayoum to promote ecotourism in the 
Fayoum/Beni Suef regions. > More 

Future Eve Association Revolving Loans Program to provide computers to families in Abou Korkas 
To assist families in Abou Korkas and neighboring villages in obtaining a computer 
at competitive prices. > More 

Harticultural Export Improvement Association Establishing control system for Harticultural export terminal 
at Cairo Airport 
To build an application to automate and web-enable HEIA’s Perishable Goods 
Terminal. > More 

INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE Improving the International Competitiveness of 50 Egyptian ICT Companies 
(Capacity Building) 
Targets internal company restructuring and provides technical training (for tech 
staff). > More 
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Organization Project 

INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE Export/ Investment Promotion 
To promote and expose beneficiary companies to international key target markets 
by identifying export opportunities. > More 

INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE Providing Capacity Maturity Model Integration (CMMI®) > More 

INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE CMMi guide/ Software Process Improvement (SPI) 
Build the capacity of local IT SME's IT to prepare them to embark on acquiring 
the CMMi framework. > More 

INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE Market Research & Business Development for e-Learning & Multimedia 
Companies 
IT marketing and Business Development consultants to conduct market research 
and introduce e-LABS union members to potential candidates. > More 

INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
A system that integrates and automates all business operations. > More 

INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE IT For Every Factory 
Providing Training and Support for small enterprises. > More 

Information Technology Industry Development Agency "ITIDA" Embedded Software Development 
Providing support, training and consultations for the Egyptian local companies, 
for the state of the art technologies. > More 
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Organization Project 

Information Technology Industry Development Agency "ITIDA" Informat ion Technology Academy Col laborat ion (  ITAC) 
The objective of the programs is to promote Industry/Universities collaboration 
through linking academic research with industry and market needs. >More 

Information Technology Industry Development Agency "ITIDA" Smart token for E-signature 
The aim of the project is to produce an egyptian USB based authentication token 
for multiple applications and network services, as in E-signature, VPNs, Controls 
intranets, extranets and internet access. >More 

Information Technology Industry Development Agency "ITIDA" Providing CMMI Services to Software Companies 
Providing technical and financial support to software companies; to achieve 
Level-2 or Level-3 of CMMI Accreditation. >More 

Information Technology Industry Development Agency "ITIDA" Supporting Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 
Providing training and consultations to Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 
and offering them with best practices and procedures for software process 
improvement. >More 

Information Technology Industry Development Agency "ITIDA" Enabling Environment for Software Best Practices 
Providing tools, infrastructure and human resources to support acceleration of 
the software development industry in Egypt. >More 
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Organization Project 

Information Technology Industry Development Agency "ITIDA" Capacity Building for Contact Centers 
Providing technical and financial support to Contact Centers ; to achieve 
Certification. This is performed through Management Awareness, Registered 
Coordinator Training, Consultations, and Certification. >More 

Information Technology Industry Development Agency "ITIDA" e-content award of Egypt 
This project aims at increasing the competitiveness of the organizations and 
people working in ICT, in the field of e-content. >More 

Information Technology Industry Development Agency "ITIDA" Egypt ICT entrepreneur program (EIEP) 
The EIEP (Egypt ICT Entrepreneurial Program) is a project funded by the USAID 
with 3 main components >More 

Islamic Association Najaa El Dar ICT4NGO 
The objective of this grant is to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 
NGOs in 6 govoranates through the application of ICT. The program is being 
implemented in the following governorates: Sohag, Minia, Port Said and Luxor, 
Gharbeya and Fayoum. The Umbrella NGOs will provide each NGO participating 
in the program a capacity building package which consists of a computer, 
software, printer, DSL connection for a year, maintenance contracts, and ICT 
and management training. The Umbrella NGO will also contract with a service 
provider to develop and host a website for the NGOs participating in the program 
and will act as the resource center for the NGOs assisting them in problem 
solving and in exchanging experiences >More 
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Organization Project 

MCIT IR PC for Community 
The PC for Community objective is to increase PC usage and penetration to 
reach one PC per every three families. > More 

MCIT IR IT Clubs 
A PPP model for that brings affordable Internet access throughout the country 
to those who cannot afford to own a PC. >More 

MCIT IR Free Internet Initiative 
Offers subscription free Internet services to Internet users via dialup to special-
prefix numbers starting with ‘0777’ or ‘0707’. >More 

MCIT IR Broadband Initiative 
Aimed at providing residential users and small enterprises with easy and 
affordable high speed access to the Internet through the use of new technologies. 

>More 

MCIT IR ICT Incubators 
The Incubator initiative is aiming at supporting the start up of local companies 
in the field of ICT and to provide support to existing companies and pioneer 
institutions who are facing difficulties in starting business, as well as attracting 
multinational companies to invest in developmental activities in Egypt. >More 
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Organization Project 

MCIT IR Illiteracy Eradication 
The main objective of the Illiteracy Eradication Initiative is to produce electronic, 
efficient, and simple content for teaching Arabic words, characters, and elementary 
mathematics to the populous through IT Clubs, the Internet, and CDs . >More 

MCIT IR The e-Learning Competence Centre "eLCC" 
MCIT in cooperation with Cisco has set up the e-Learning Competence Centre 
(eLCC) to create an organization to lead and coordinate all e-Learning projects 
in Egypt. >More 

Ministry of Communications & Information Technology Egyptian Education Initiative 
A public-private partnership that aims to improve education in Egypt through 
effective use of ICT. >More 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development The Local Government Development Project 
Main objectives of the program is to provide convenient, accurate, fast and 
efficient government services to governorates residents. >More 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development The Resource Management Program 
Aims at increasing efficiency, reducing expenditure and better allocating of 
governmental resources, through automation of government application package. 

>More 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development The Program of Service Provisions through New Channels 
Aims at reengineering and providing a timely, customized and quality measured 
government services to citizens and investors. >More 
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Organization Project 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development The Health Office Automation Project 
Basic objective is to serve all citizens living in its surroundings, irrespective of 
their living standards through over 4000 Health Offices. >More 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development Real Estate Registration Project 
Aims at availing and facilitating high quality real estate and cadastral services, 
providing secured & stabilized properties’ ownerships. >More 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development The Smart Family Card Project >More 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development Enhancing BAWABA performance on the internet 
Aims at developing the BAWABA Portal on the internet and linking it with 
governmental services >More 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development E-Inventory Project 
An inventory system to automate all inventories transactions and to be able to 
control all inventories items within the government. >More 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development E-Tender Project 
Ministry of State for Administrative Development cooperated with General 
Services Authority to develop a full centralized web based solution that automate 
all the tendering processes and allow collaboration and communication between 
the different stakeholders >More 
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Organization Project 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development QIZ Project 
Ministry of State for Administrative Development cooperated with Ministry of 
Trade and Industry to develop some services on the Egyptian gateway related 
to the qualified industrial zones, and these services include: - Companies’ online 
registration. > More 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development Archiving Project 
Ministry of State for Administrative Development developed an archiving system 
for the ministers’ offices to archive all their correspondences. > More 

Nahdet Misr Medical Association Hepatonet and Hepatosoft development 
Aims to create a medical information network among hepatologists and gastro-
intestinal tract (GIT) specialists. > More 

National Telecom Regulatory Authority Universal Service 
Creating Universal Service Policies to secure the equitable and affordable 
distribution of telecommunications. > More 

National Telecom Regulatory Authority Arab Regulators Network 
The Arab Network for Regulatory Authorities (ARNET) was formed upon 
agreement between the regulatory authorities participating in the first symposium 
for the Arab Regulatory Authorities April 2003 in Algeria. > More 
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Organization Project 

National Telecom Regulatory Authority Type approval 
Protects the integrity of the Telecom networks, ensures that consumers get 
standard equipments and prevents frequency spectrum interferences. > More 

NCR Build Trade Data Warehouse 
Creates a database for Foreign Trade to help the government in taking the 
proper decisions to direct Egyptian economy. > More 

Parents Association for People with Visual Impairment Introducing ICT to People with Visual Impairment 
The main goals include public awareness, and TOT on training the Visually 
Impaired. > More 

Red Sea Sustainable & Environmental & Deveopment ICT4SME 
Association Replicates the success of the first and second phase of ICT4SME in other 

governorates. > More 

Resala Association ICT for Special Needs 
Aims to use the ICT to help the visually impaired to better social rehabilitation 
and to access to new job opportunities. > More 

Safe Road Society Association Safe Road Society Portal 
Creates an Arabic –language Road Safety Portal to promote a culture of safe 
road behavior. > More 
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Scientific Association for Egyptian Women E-buisness Support Center 
To establish an E-Business Support Center for women entrepreneurs to market 
their products/services through a portal. > More 

Sharkeya Businessmen Association for Community ICT4SME 
Development Replicates the success of the first and second phase of ICT4SME in other 

governorates > More 

Siwa Community Development Environment Conservation Tabluter 
PC-mini-table (tableya) to expose adult females to PC and Internet. > More 

Small & Medium & Development Association ICT4SME Phase III Damietta 
Replicates the success of the first and second phase of ICT4SME in other 
governorates > More 

Small & Medium Industrie & Development Association ICTSME phase III Portsaid 
Replicates the success of the first and second phase of ICT4SME in other 
governorates > More 

Small & Medium Industries Development Association ICTNGO (Port Said) 
Replicates the success of the first and second phase of ICT4SME in other 
governorates > More 

Sustainable Development Association ISSD “Information Society and Sustainable Development”: 
Next Generation Policy Directions research study 
A study to assess the young researchers potential in catalyzing changes in 
policy and practice in developing countries around the convergence of the 
information society and sustainable development. > More 
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Organization Project 

Tanweer for Education & Development Association (Menia) Ilimination of Ilitracy 
Implements a self study program using ICT to help illiterates learn how to write 
and read, > More 

The Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural Eternal Egypt Website 
Heritage Provides a host of new multimedia means for people around the world to learn 

more about Egypt. >More 

The Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural CULTURAMA 
Heritage A projector-based panoramic displaying system; it is a huge semi-circular display 

that surrounds the viewer in 180 degrees. >More 

The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure National Authority of Post Office Project 
Connects all POST offices at Alexandria & Marsa Matrouh areas to the Head 
quarter at Down Town using Frame Relay and VPN. >More 

The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure ADSL For Egyptian Preparatory Schools Project 
Connects 208 prep. Schools at Alexandria, North sinai, Al-Kalubia & Al-Ismailia 
Area to the net using ADSL 512 kbps connection per each school. >More 

The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure Egypt State Information Services - (SIS) Project 
Connects SIS with net with 3 MB Internet Connectivity to make their domain 
available for the whole world as SIS is the Official Gate of the nation. >More 
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Organization Project 

The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure Ministry of Interior - INTERPOL Project 
Connect the locations of Interpol at Egypt with net via Ministry of Interior.>More 

The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure Central Bank of Egypt Project 
Connects CBE with Head Quarter of 12 different banks to upload/download 
credits data between them and the CBE. >More 

The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure Ministry Of Education - Smart School Project 
Provides internet connectivity and connect 8 Schools at Upper Egypt with the 
net. >More 

The National Council for Women Promoting the Rights of Women and Children Through Information 
Raises women's awareness of their legal rights by providing an electronic 
database and a retrieval service to help simplify litigation procedures. >More 

The National Council for Women Cleostore 
CLEOSTORE’s main Objectives are to: 1-Enhance the adoption of the ICT 
technologies in the business sector. >More 

The National Council for Women Afkar Gadida 
A website for SMEs that aims at establishing an information center to serve 
SMEs. >More 
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Organization Project 

The National Council for Women Community Development Portal for Women 
A portal that provides multi-disciplinary resources to women by availing information, 
research, databases, legislation, and opportunities. >More 

The National Council for Women Women Issues through GIS 
Provides an on-line and visual information tools to decision-makers on the major 
gender issues, based on their geographical specificity. >More 

The National Council for Women The NCW Ombudsman Website 
A website to complement the activities of the project. >More 

Women Development Association ICT Training for blind female 
Provides beneficial information and a discussion forum for women and children 
of Damiatta via a website. >More 

Young Christianmen Association ICT4NGO 
Aims to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 NGOs in 6 govoranates 
through the application of ICT. >More 

Young Mail Christian Association Increasing Youth Awarrness with ICT 
Aims to raise awareness and usage of ICT in SMEs throughout Egypt, support 
telecenter sustainability and build in-country capacity for ICT program delivery 
and management. >More 
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Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

Participating Organizations 

Ministry of Communications and Information Technology www.mcit.gov.eg 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs www.mfa.gov.eg 

Ministry of Information www.minfo.gov.eg 

Ministry of State for Administrative Development www.ad.gov.eg 

United Nations Development Program (UNDP ) - Egypt www.undp.org.eg 

Information and Communication Technology Trust Fund www.ictfund.org.eg 

Egyptian National Commission for UNESCO www.egynatcom.org.eg 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina www.bibalex.org 

Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural Heritage www.cultnat.org 

Egypt Post www.bareed.org 

National Telecommunication Regularity Authority www.tra.gov.eg 
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Appendix 2/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

Information Technology Industry Development Agency (ITIDA) www.itida.gov.eg 

e-Learning Competence Center www.elcc.gov.eg 

National Telecommunications Institute www.nti.sci.eg 

Information Technology Institute www.iti.gov.eg 

National Council for Women www.ncwegypt.com 

Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics www.eitesal.org 
and Software Alliance (EITESAL) 
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Appendix 3/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

Related Organizations 

Arab Fund for economic social development - AFESD http://www.arabfund.org/ 

Customer Operations Performance Center - COPC http://www.copc.org/ 

Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency - EEAA http://www.eeaa.gov.eg/ 

E-Learning Competence Center - e-LCC www.elcc.gov.eg 

The Food and Agriculture Organization - FAO http://www.fao.org/ 

General Dynamics http://www.generaldynamics.com/ 

International Telecommunication Union - ITU http://www.itu.int/home/index.html 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers - IEEE http://www.ieee.org/portal/site 

Industrial Modernization Center - IMC http://www.imc-egypt.org/

 International Business Machines - IBM http://www.ibm.com/eg/ 

International Institute for Sustainable Development - IISD http://www.iisd.org/ 

Integrated Migration Information System - IMIS www.utlcairo.org 
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Appendix 4/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

Internet Governance Forum - IGF http://www.intgovforum.org/ 

Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers http://www.icann.org/ 

Ministry of Civil Aviation www.civilaviation.gov.eg 

Ministry of Finance www.mof.gov.eg 

Ministry of Trade and Industry www.mfti.gov.eg 

Microsoft http://www.microsoft.com/ 

The National Bank of Egypt - NBE http://www.nbe.com.eg/ 

National Science Foundation - NSF http://www.nsf.gov/ 

Northern Virginia Technology Council - NVTC http://www.nvtc.org/index.php 

UN Economic Commission for Africa - UNECA http://www.uneca.org/ 

United States Agency for International Development - USAID http://www.usaid.gov/ 

Social Fund for Development - SFD http://www.sfdegypt.org/ 

World Health Organization - WHO http://www.who.int/en/ 

Young Men's Christian Association - YMCA www.ymca.net 
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Appendix 5/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

Index of Projects 

Afkar Gadida Website for Small to Medium Enterprises www.afkargadida.com 

Ambulance and Medical Emergency Contact Center 

Arab Info Mall http://www.arabinfomall.org/En/index.aspx?orgid=-1 

Arab Memory Project 

Arab Network For Regulatory Authorities 

Arabic-Language Road Safety Portal www.saferoadsegypt.org 

Authentication Token for Multiple Applications and Network Services. 

Automation of Health Offices 

Automation of the Horticultural Export Improvement Association (HEIA) 

Bawaba Governement Services Web Portal www.egypt.gov.eg 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina's Internet Archive http://www.bibalex.org/English/index.aspx 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina's la Main a la pate http://lamap.bibalex.org 

Bibliotheca Alexandrina's Super Course www.bibalex.org/supercourse 
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Appendix 6/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

Broadband Initiative www.broadband.com.eg 

Capability Maturity Model (CMM) 
and Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) Services to 
Local Software Companies. 

Capacity Building for NGO's 

Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics http://www.capmas.gov.eg/eng_ver/homeE.htm 

CleoStore www.cleostore.com 

The Community Development Portal www.kenanaonline.com 

Community Development Portal for Women 

Community Knowledge Generation e-Library www.fekrzad.com 

Corporeal Agricultural Land Registry 

Culturama www.cultnat.org 

Dar el Ifta online Database http://www.dar-alifta.org/ 

Database Development for the Land Registry Office 
and the Egyptian Survey Authority. 

The Development Gateway www.bibalex.org/isis 
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Appendix 7/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

Development of the Animal and Livestock Production Market www.bvda.org.eg 

Digital Assets Repository http://dar.bibalex.org 

Digital copies of el Hilal magazine www.manuscriptcenter.org/center/Dar_al-Hilalproject.asp 

Digitize the Napoleon Era Description de l'Egypte www.bibalex.org/isis 

Discussion Forum for Visually Impaired Women and Children 

E-Business Support Center 

E-content Award www.econtentaward.org.eg 

Ecotourism Website www.ecotourism.edu.eg 

Egyptian Education Initiative www.eei.gov.eg 

Educational Content for Illiteracy Eradication 

Egypt Air Web Portal and Networking http://www.egyptair.com/english/ 

The Egyptian Geography Network http://www.egn.gov.eg/Portal/ 

Egyptian Telemedicine Network 

E-Inventory System www.ad.gov.eg 
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Appendix 8/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

EITESAL Media Training Project www.eitesal.org 

E-learning Competence Center (ELCC) www.elcc.gov.eg 

Eternal Egypt www.eternalegypt.org 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

Environmental Affairs Industrial Unit and Website 

E-signature Law www.itida.gov.eg/e-signature.asp 

E-signature Regulatory Authority 

E-tender System www.egypt.gov.eg 

Exchanging Debt for Development 

Subscription- Free Internet Initiative www.mcit.gov.eg 

The Gamal Abd El Nasser Digital Archive http://nasser.bibalex.org 

Hepatonet http://www.hepatonet.com/ 

Hole in the Wall www.bibalex.org/isis 

Ibrahim Shehata Arabic-Universal Networking Language (UNL) Canter 
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Appendix 9/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

ICT Entrepreneurship Program (EIEP) www.ibdcegypt.com 

ICT Applications for SME's 

ICT Incubators Initiative 

ICT Maintenance and Support Centers 

ICT's for the Cotton Industry 

ICT's for the Visually Impaired 

Improving the International Competitiveness of Egyptian ICT Companies 

Increasing Women's Awareness of Their Legal Rights 

Information and Communication Technology in the 
Arab Region for the Blind (ICTARB) 

Information System and National Network for Citizen Health Treatment by
 the Government and Cancer Registry Network 

Information Technology Institute Specialized Software Development Programs 

Institutional Twinning Arrangement with EU Postal Administration 

Raise Women's Awareness of their Legal rights http://217.52.27.150/legal 
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Appendix 10/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

The Integrated and Decentralized Water Management Systems Project www.mwri.gov.eg 

Integrated Health Record System 

Integrated Migration Information System 

IT clubs http://www.ict-megaclub.com.eg/ 

IT for Every Factory 

Local Government Development Project www.ad.gov.eg 

Luxor City Council Upgrade of Information Infrastructure 

Market Research in GCC, Levant, and North Africa 

Marketing Assistance for EITESAL Members www.eitesal.org 

Media Convergence www.convergenceconference.com.eg 

The Middle East Digital Library Workshop www.bibalex.org/EgyptDLW 

The Million Book Project http://www.archive.org/details/millionbooks 

Ministry of Civil Aviation Information System www.civilaviation.gov.eg 

Ministry of Finance Automation of Financial Units www.mof.gov.eg 
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Appendix 11/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

Ministry of Trade and Industry Standards Database and Information Network www.mfti.gov.eg 

Mobile IT Unit http://www.ict-megaclub.com.eg/ 

My Book Archive.bibalex.org/mybook 

National Council for Women's Ombudsman Website www.ncwegypt.com 

National Surface and Subterranean Water Quality Monitoring Network 

National Telecommunication Institute Postgraduate Diplomas www.nti.sci.gov.eg 

National Telecommunication Institute Training Courses www.nti.sci.gov.eg 

Nile Food Monitoring, Forecasting, and Simulation Center 

Online Access to Consolidated Information on Serials (OACIS) for the Middle East http://oacis.bibalex,org 

PC for the Community www.pc4egypt.gov.eg 

Promotion of Barcode Technology 

Promotion of Collaboration Between Industry and Universities 

Promotion of Export and Investment Opportunities 

Internet services related to the country's qualified Industrial Zones (QIZ) www.egypt.gov.eg 
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Appendix 12/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

Real Estate Registration www.ad.gov.eg 

The Resource Management Program www.ad.gov.eg 

Science and Technological web Portal www.sti.sci.eg 

Self-Study Program to Use ICT For Illiteracy Eradication 

The Smart Family Card www.ad.gov.eg 

The Smart Schools Network http://smartschools.ictfund.org.eg 

The Software Engineering Competence Center (SECC) http://www.secc.org.eg/ 

Study to Assess the Potential to Engage Young Researchers www.ymca.net 
to Catalyze Changed in Policy 

Tabluter 

Technical and Financial Support to Egypt's Contact Center Industry 

Trade Dara Warehouse 

Training Local Primary and Secondary School Teachers on Ethical, Legal , 
and societal Implications of ICT. 

Type Approval http://www.tra.gov.eg/english/Main.asp 
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Appendix 13/13 

Participating Organizations Related Organizations Index of Projects 

Universal Networking Language Program http://www.bibalex.org/isis/ProjectDetails.aspx?id=31 

Virtual Immersive science and Technology Applications (VISTA) http://www.bibalex.org/isis/ProjectDetails.aspx 
?Status=ongoing&id=34 

While in Egypt Stay Connected www.connected-egypt.org 

Water Resources and Irrigation Management 

World Economic Forum Pre-Forum: "Convergence of ICT and the Broadcasting http://www.convergenceconference.com.eg/ 
Industry: Regional Perspectives and Opportunities". 
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ICT4NGO 


� Organization: Abou Bakr Al Seddik Association 

� Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

� Organization Website:  -

� Scope of Work: National 

� Project Name: ICT4NGO 

� Project Description: 
The objective of this grant is to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 NGOs 
in 6 govoranates through the application of ICT. The program is being implemented in 
the following governorates: Sohag, Minia, Port Said and Luxor, Gharbeya and 
Fayoum. The Umbrella NGOs will provide each NGO participating in the program a 
capacity building package which consists of a computer, software, printer, DSL 
connection for a year, maintenance contracts, and ICT and management training. 
The Umbrella NGO will also contract with a service provider to develop and host a 
website for the NGOs participating in the program and will act as the resource center 
for the NGOs assisting them in problem solving and in exchanging experiences. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

� Project Website:  -

� Project Duration: 7 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

� Partners: ICT Trust Fund - Microsoft - UNDP 

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 

Back to Projects’ Database



Providing Market Research and Trade Analysis 

� Organization: Alexandria Business Association 

�  Acronym: ABA 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Providing market research and trade analysis 

�  Project Description:  
To implement the Alexandria Cotton Exporters Association e-business pilot project, 
which will introduce ICT to the Egyptian cotton industry. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 18 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 

Back to Projects’ Database



(Alcotexa) e-business Pilot Project 

� Organization: Alexandria Businessmen Association 

�  Acronym: ABA 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: (Alcotexa) e-business pilot Project 

�  Project Description:  
The main objective of the project is to implement the e-business pilot project which will 
introduce ICT to the Egyptian cotton industry. The project will be implemented in a two 
phased approach as follows: Phase I Scoping, build out and quality testing of an internal 
back-office automation system for Alcotexa to log all industry related transactions in an 
electronic system. This application will both document and archive Egypt’s cotton industry 
statistics and allow for general and specific searches. This automated system will also be 
web enabled to allow all ALCOTEXA members and cotton industry stakeholders to have 
remote access industry critical information and statistics. Restricted access will also be 
granted to retain control over sensitive industry information. To build further upon this 
back end application, Phase I will also include the automation of ALCOTEXA’s contract 
registration process. Today, every cotton exporter submits all export contracts offline in a 
very tedious process. With a new electronic contract registration process Egypt’s cotton 
exporters will be able to submit their export contracts electronically and more importantly 
ALCOTEXA will be able to more efficiently and effectively approve export contracts. This 
will inevitably increase the efficiency of ALCOTEXA and the overall efficiencies of the 
Egyptian cotton exporting industry. The final component of Phase I of this project will be 
the automation of the registration of the Egyptian Cotton Logo, which is exclusively with 
ALCOTEXA. ALCOTEXA is the sole licensee of the National Egyptian Cotton Logo and is 
responsible for assigning licenses to use the logo. Today, this process is also done 
manually and is a tedious process. With an automated electronic logo registration 
process this logo can be more efficiently licensed, usage tracked and monitored. Phase II 
Once all of the components Phase I have been built and tested, Phase II will aim to 
leverage all of the applications of Phase I and take this e-business pilot to the next stage 
by introducing digital signatures. Using digital signatures is the natural next step for 
ALCOTEXA’s contract registrations processes. This will enable Alcotexa to start sealing 
the contracts in digital format and to provide an all-in-one contract registration 
management system for the cotton exports industry. This, however, is entirely contingent 
upon ITIDA finalizing its regulation and authorization of digital signatures. Once this is 
complete, and only upon this being finalized, will the ICT Program entertain implementing 
Phase II. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 
�  Project Website:  -
�  Project Duration: 12 Months 
� Project Time Scale: Completed 
�  Partners:  -

� Project WSIS Action Lines:  
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development Access to information and knowledge 

-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 

Back to Projects’ Database



ICT4SME Phase III Sohag 

� Organization: Assiut Businessmen Association 

�  Acronym: -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT4SME Phase III Sohag 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second phase of 
ICT4SME in the following 12 governorates: Aswan, Assiut, Minia, Sohag, Port Said 
(vertical expansion) Luxor ,Qena, Hurgada, Al Wadi Al Gadid, Baheria ,Damiatta and Al 
Sharekya (horizontal expansion). The nine months plan focuses on creating a number of 
success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT applications for SMEs. It 
will aim at triggering demands for ICT by assisting and collaboration with pre-selected 
SMEs from diverse industries and service providers to work together to conduct business 
process reengineering via ICT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
-  Capacity building 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 

Back to Projects’ Database



ICT4SME Phase III Menya 

� Organization: Assiut Businessmen Association 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 
�

�  Project Name: ICT4SME phase III Menya 

�  Project Description:  

The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second phase of 
ICT4SME in the following 12 governorates: Aswan, Assiut, Minia, Sohag, Port Said 
(vertical expansion) Luxor ,Qena, Hurgada, Al Wadi Al Gadid, Baheria ,Damiatta and 
Al Sharekya (horizontal expansion). The nine months plan focuses on creating a 
number of success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT 
applications for SMEs. It will aim at triggering demands for ICT by assisting and 
collaboration with pre-selected SMEs from diverse industries and service providers to 
work together to conduct business process reengineering via ICT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

� Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 

- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 
development.


- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 

Back to Projects’ Database



ICT4SME Phase III Al Wadi El Gedid 

� Organization: Assiut Businessmen Association 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT4SME phase III Al Wadi El Gedid 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second phase of 
ICT4SME in the following 12 governorates: Aswan, Assiut, Minia, Sohag, Port Said 
(vertical expansion) Luxor ,Qena, Hurgada, Al Wadi Al Gadid, Baheria ,Damiatta and 
Al Sharekya (horizontal expansion). The nine months plan focuses on creating a 
number of success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT 
applications for SMEs. It will aim at triggering demands for ICT by assisting and 
collaboration with pre-selected SMEs from diverse industries and service providers to 
work together to conduct business process reengineering via ICT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: -

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 

Back to Projects’ Database



ICT4SME Phase III Luxor 

� Organization: Assiut Businessmen Association 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type:  Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT4SME Phase III Luxor 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second phase of 
ICT4SME in the following 12 governorates: Aswan, Assiut, Minia, Sohag, Port Said 
(vertical expansion) Luxor ,Qena, Hurgada, Al Wadi Al Gadid, Baheria ,Damiatta and 
Al Sharekya (horizontal expansion). The nine months plan focuses on creating a 
number of success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT 
applications for SMEs. It will aim at triggering demands for ICT by assisting and 
collaboration with pre-selected SMEs from diverse industries and service providers to 
work together to conduct business process reengineering via ICT 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

� Project Website: -

�  Project Duration:  12 Months 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

� Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 

Back to Projects’ Database



ICT4SME Phase III Qena 

� Organization: Assiut Businessmen Association 

� Acronym: -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT4SME phase III Qena 

�  Project Description: 
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second phase of 
ICT4SME in the following 12 governorates: Aswan, Assiut, Minia, Sohag, Port Said 
(vertical expansion) Luxor ,Qena, Hurgada, Al Wadi Al Gadid, Baheria ,Damiatta and 
Al Sharekya (horizontal expansion). The nine months plan focuses on creating a 
number of success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT 
applications for SMEs. It will aim at triggering demands for ICT by assisting and 
collaboration with pre-selected SMEs from diverse industries and service providers to 
work together to conduct business process reengineering via ICT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: -

�  Partners:  -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	  Information and communication infrastructure. 
-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
-	 Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
-	 Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 

Back to Projects’ Database



Producing CAPD Treatment Software 

� Organization: Audio Unit, Ain Shams University 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Producing CAPD Treatment Software 

�  Project Description:  
To develop a localized Arabic-language multimedia software package to assist 
children with Central Auditory Processing Disorder (CAPD) with the remediation 
process. A multimedia software CD will be developed using tones and non-verbal 
stimuli as the first phase of the program, and in Phase II, two multimedia CDs are 
being developed – one focusing on simple verbal stimuli (words) and the second on 
complex verbal stimuli (words and sentences). 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

� Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: ` 30 Months 

� Project Time Scale: -

� Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 

Back to Projects’ Database



ICT for Youth Employment 

� Organization: Bani Solaiman CDA 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work:  National 

�  Project Name: ICT for Youth Employment 

�  Project Description:  
To increase the utilization of ICT in businesses and schools in Beni Soliman and 
surrounding villages. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

� Project Website: -

�  Project Duration:  10 Months 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 

Back to Projects’ Database



My Book: Digital and Printed 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: My Book: Digital And Printed 

�  Project Description:  
This project is designed to enable children to relate to both printed and digital 
information in a seamless fashion. Children learn that written words can be 
transformed from digital format to printed format and then to a bound book and vice-
versa. A Bookmobile unit has been touring more than 115 schools and 12 
orphanages since November 2003 till June 2005 to ensure that this valuable source 
of knowledge reaches to the poorest parts of the community, and a portal has been 
implemented with over 250 digitized Arabic children books and a database has been 
designed and implemented to hold their meta data. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website: http://archive.bibalex.org/mybook 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale:  Completed 

�  Partners: Rachid Mashreq Group 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Enabling environment 
-	  Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 

Back to Projects’ Database
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Gamal Abdel Nasser Collection 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Gamal Abdel Nasser Collection 

�  Project Description:  
In cooperation with the Nasser Foundation, BA has digitized the collection of former 
Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser and published it through an integrated 
searchable web-based system, which is mainly intended for research and 
documentation purposes. The major strength of the Nasser project lies in the 
integration of all the different information sources and media under a single interface 
and in a fully searchable form. Hence, a researcher may find all possible documents, 
pictures, videos, stamps, articles, etc., pertaining to his/her field of interest by 
performing a single search. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: http://nasser.bibalex.org/ 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale:  Completed 

�  Partners: Gamal Abd El-Nasser Foundation 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://nasser.bibalex.org/


Digitization of Description de l’Egypte 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Digitization of Description de l’Egypte 

�  Project Description: 
Description de l’Egypte is a valuable collection of images - together with their 
illustrations - related to antiquities, natural history, and the modern states of Egypt. 
The collection is the outcome of the collaboration of more than 150 scholars who 
accompanied Napoleon. This collection was fully digitized and integrated on a virtual 
browser with the objective of preserving it and making it publicly accessible. In 
October 2004, the application was provided on DVD in high resolution with French 
and English interfaces. The relation between the text and images were also 
established and rendered in a searchable form. In the second stage, the whole 
collection is to be available in an integrated searchable form on the web. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx 

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners: Institut de l Egypte 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
- Media 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx


Online Access to Consolidated Information on Serials (OACIS) for 
the Middle East 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Online Access to Consolidated Information on Serials 
(OACIS) for the Middle East 

�  Project Description:  
Initiated by Yale University Library, OACIS creates a publicly and freely available 
electronic union list of serials and journals from or about the Middle East. The mission 
of OACIS is to improve access to Middle Eastern serials in libraries in the United 
States, Europe, and the Middle East and to make scholarly literature from, and about, 
the Middle East widely and easily available to scholars around the world. The OACIS 
system was launched in November 2003 and currently comprises 16 partners, 42 
languages, and 23,000 unique title records. BA has been contributing to the project 
through enriching the OACIS catalog with the BA catalog records, performing 
quarterly updates since January 2005, and implementing a content retrieval web 
interface for the digitized material. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: oacis.bibalex.org 

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale:  Completed 

� Partners:  
Yale University - American University of Beirut - Cornell University - New York 
University - Ohio State University - Princeton University - Tishreen University, 
Latakia, Syria - Universitaets-und Landesbibliothek of Sachsen-Anhalt in Halle, 
Germany - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - University of Jordan, Amman, 
Jordan - University of Pennsylvania - University of Michigan - University of Texas - 
University of Washington - Yale Law School 

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
- International and regional cooperation 

Back to Projects’ Database



The Internet Archive 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: The Internet Archive 

�  Project Description:  
In January 2002, the Internet Archive in San Francisco donated a copy of the Internet 
Archive to Bibliotheca Alexandrina. The objective was to establish the second center 
worldwide holding a full copy of the Internet Archive which is a complete snapshot of 
all web pages on every website since 1996 till today. The archive at BA includes 10 
billion web pages from 1996–2001; 2000 hours of Egyptian and US television 
broadcast and 1000 archival films. It represents 100 terabytes of data stored on 200 
computers. The archive is fully operational and the collection is accessible through 
the BA website. Synchronization with the Internet Archive in San Francisco is carried 
out regularly. The BA Archive site has been widely accessed reaching over 14 million 
hits during the past year. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  Internet Archive in San Francisco - Mr. Brewster Kahle 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
- International and regional cooperation 

Back to Projects’ Database



The Million Book and the Digital Assests Repository (DAR) 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: The Million Book and the Digital Assests Repository (DAR) 

�  Project Description:  
The Million Book Project aims to create a universal digital library. The BA and its 
partners are working together to digitize one million books within three years and 
publish them as a searchable collection on the internet. The project aims to provide 
access to subscriptions through remote sites using Digital Right Management (DRM), 
and provide a test-bed to support research on improved scanning techniques, optical 
character recognition (OCR), intelligent indexing, machine translation, and 
information retrieval. BA has designed and implemented a database for the books, 
metadata and digitization status, and set standards for the process of digitization in 
order to improve the quality of the scanning, processing and OCR phases. The 
database has been expanded into a Digital Assets Repository (DAR) accommodating 
various types of digitized material. The repository preserves digital media, and 
provides public access to digitized collections. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: http://dar.bibalex.org 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  USA, India, China, BA 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
- International and regional cooperation 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://dar.bibalex.org


Middle East Digital Library Workshop 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Middle East Digital Library Workshop 

�  Project Description: 
 Bibliotheca Alexandrina organized an invitational workshop on “A Digital Library of 
the Middle East.” The workshop was held at BA in Alexandria, Egypt, Jan 15-17, 
2006. Participants worked collaboratively to discuss issues and identify processes, 
requirements and actions needed for the development of a large-scale, distributed 
digital repository of resources on and about the Middle East, with an initial focus on 
cultural heritage. A primary goal of the workshop was to develop a vision and mission 
statement for a digital library of the Middle East and to identify key constituents in a 
community of practice that can ensure realization. Findings was incorporated in a 
report to inform grant-making agencies and other potential funders of a variety of 
interrelated activities that will develop and sustain the digital library, including content 
development, management structures, networked infrastructure, research and 
educational applications, and education of digital managers and users. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website: http://www.bibalex.org/EgyptDLW/ -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:
 Egyptian Ministry of Communications and Information Technology. - National 
Science Foundation. - US Institute of Museum and Library Services. 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
- International and regional cooperation 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://www.bibalex.org/EgyptDLW/


Al Hilal Digital Collection 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Al Hilal Digital Collection 

�  Project Description:  
The Al-Hilal Digitization Project is one of the products of partnership agreements that 
preserves and publishes aspects of modern Egyptian history. First issued on 
September 1, 1892, Al-Hilal is the oldest cultural journal in the Arab world, and the 
only regular journal that has been issued for more than a hundred years. The project 
aimed at publishing a digital copy of Al-Hilal magazine issues since its first issue in 
1892. The issues are compiled on CDs with search tools to enable the public to read 
and research one of the region’s oldest journals. This comes as part of the BA’s 
mission of utilizing state-of-the-art technologies to preserve human knowledge and 
make it widely accessible. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: Dar Al-Hilal Corporation. - Bibliotheca Alexandrina, ISIS and 
Manuscripts Center 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
- Media 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx


Alexandria Monuments Script 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Alexandria Monuments Script 

�  Project Description:  
Documentation of Alexandrian Monuments’ Scripts is a system developed at 
Bibliotheca Alexandrina to document the scripts written on Pharaonic, Greek, Coptic 
and Islamic Monuments of Alexandria. The project will document information about 
Alexandrian monuments and their related scripts including pictures, transliterations 
and translations and will provide them in a web-based searchable form for 
researchers. ISIS has already designed and implemented a database for metadata, 
transliterations, translations and pictures. Currently, A workflow has been 
implemented and is being used for documenting monuments# metadata and scripts 
on it. The team is currently working on designing the web interface for final 
publication. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx


Universal Networking Language (UNL) 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Universal Networking Language (UNL) 

�  Project Description:  
The mission of the UNL program, initiated within the United Nations and devised by 
the Universal Networking Digital Language (UNDL) Foundation, is to enable all 
people to generate information and have access to cultural knowledge in their native 
languages. UNL is an artificial language attempting to replicate the functions of 
natural language in human communication. In July 2004, a partnership with UNDL 
was established and an agreement was signed in favor of BA to host the Ibrahim 
Shihata Arabic-UNL Center (ISAUC). ISAUC plays the major role in designing and 
implementing the Arabic component. A team conducted by UNDL was formed with 
members from the Bibliotheca Alexandrina and qualified linguists from Egyptian 
universities. In March 2006, representatives of BA, led by Dr. Magdy Nagi, presented 
the UNL team#s progress so far to H.E. Abdelatif Alhamad, President of the Arab 
Fund for Economic & Social Development, Kuwait, the project#s supporter. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website:  http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx 

�  Project Duration: 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: 
Universal Networking Digital Language (UNDL) Foundation. - Economic and Social 
Development (AFESD). Bibliotheca Alexandrina, ISIS Department. 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
- International and regional cooperation 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx


Arab Info Mall Database and Website 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Arab Info Mall Database and Website 

�  Project Description:  
Upon the recommendations of the First Arab Reform Conference, the Arab Info Mall 
portal was established to serve as a meeting point for Arab civil societies. The Arab 
Info Mall emulates a mall for NGOs and CSOs in a tri-lingual (Arabic, English, 
French) web portal. Each participating organization is presented as a boutique inside 
the mall. The Arab Info Mall provides a web access point through which Egyptian, 
Arab and international NGOs present their activities and observe what others are 
doing at the national, regional and international levels. The website interface was 
translated into Arabic and French and a web-based back-end application was 
developed to allow NGOs to enter their data, news, events, etc. The database is 
being fed with NGO data collected by the BA Dialogue Forum personnel 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: www.arabinfomall.org 

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Access to information and knowledge 

Back to Projects’ Database



The Development Gateway 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: The Development Gateway 

�  Project Description:  
The Development Gateway of the World Bank is an interactive portal for information 
and knowledge sharing on sustainable development and poverty reduction. Its 
purpose is to promote development by building partnerships and information systems 
that provide access to knowledge for development. The Bibliotheca Alexandrina has 
agreed with the World Bank to collaborate on this project in two phases: 1. To take 
ownership of the main Gateway site in Arabic and be responsible for Arabic 
translation, similar to the current functionality of the Gateway Spanish and French 
version. 2. To design, develop and host the Egypt Country Gateway in Arabic similar 
to the China Country Gateway. Moreover, BA will create the Arabic portal within the 
Development Gateway’s global portal on development, by translating and augmenting 
the Development Gateway’s collection of information resources relevant to the region 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website: http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- International and regional cooperation 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx


Virtually Immersive Science and Technology Applications (VISTA) 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Virtually Immersive Science and Technology Applications 
(VISTA) 

�  Project Description:  
The Bibliotheca Alexandrina has installed a CAVE (Computer Aided Virtual 
Environment) system known as VISTA (Virtual Immersive Science and Technology 
Applications), to meet the digital challenges of today. Managed and operated through 
ISIS, VISTA is the latest generation of FLEX™ visualization systems. The VISTA 
displays 3D stereoscopic images generated from a PC cluster, on three 10-ft ? 10-ft 
vertical walls and the floor. With virtual reality researchers are able to experience 
simulations of natural or human-engineered phenomena in a way that provides new 
insights and understanding. The system is ideal in a vast number of applications in 
fields such as medicine, engineering, architecture, seismic interpretation and well 
planning, and chemistry. Bibliotheca Alexandrina is the first in Africa and the Middle 
East to provide researchers with such advanced visualization tools 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website:  http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx 

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-  Enabling environment 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx


La Main à la Pâte 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: La Main à la Pâte 

�  Project Description:  
Initiated in 1996 by Georges Charpak, Nobel prize winner for physics in 1992, 
managed by the French Academy of Sciences, La Main à la Pâte is a French 
educational website promoting scientific investigation within the framework of primary 
school education. Appreciating the considerable role that sciences play in our lives, 
BA has partnered with the French Academy of Sciences to build an equivalent 
website of LAMAP in Arabic. Phase I of setting up the mirror site with same structure 
as current website as well as revision and adaptation of translated documents has 
been completed. Not all translated documents are online yet due to resolving 
copyright issues. In addition, an authoring tool was developed to facilitate adding new 
formatted documents and pages to the website. The site was officially launched on 27 
April during BioVision Alexandria Conference. In addition, an agreement with IDRC ( 
International Development Research Center) is being finalized to fund the project. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website:  http://lamap.bibalex.org 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://lamap.bibalex.org


Hole in the Wall 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Hole in the Wall 

�  Project Description: 
Based on the innovative and successful experiments conducted in India, Bibliotheca 
Alexandrina (BA) intends to bring the children of the community of Alexandria in direct 
contact with the cyber world. The "Hole in the Wall" project is based on the 
hypothesis that children can use computers and access the Internet independently 
through self-learning. Free Internet street kiosks are provided to children in areas 
where children are unfamiliar with computers. It was observed that mere curiosity led 
children to explore, which resulted in learning. A fully functional kiosk - consisting of 3 
PCs - had been built and set up in the Plaza of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina. A new 
portal was designed holding some interesting sites for children with games, stories 
and educational tools. Secure browsing is enabled to provide security and ensure 
inappropriate content is inaccessible. A software was also developed to track the 
complete lifecycle of the kiosks. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: -

�  Partners: India 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- International and regional cooperation 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://www.bibalex.org/ISIS/Projects.aspx


The Super Course 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: the Super Course 

�  Project Description:  
The Supercourse is a repository of lectures on public health and prevention targeting 
educators across the world. It has a network of over 32,000 scientists in 151 
countries who are sharing for free a library of over 2500 lectures. Lectures are 
selected, published on the Internet and shared among scientists and teachers for 
personal use. A pilot project has been initiated featuring public health where 1000 of 
the "best" electronic lectures in epidemiology were published on a CD and on the 
web. BA maintains a mirror site of the Supercourse, thus ensuring high availability 
and reliability. An advanced search facility is currently available. This facility provides 
morphological search for the HTML lectures# comments and the PowerPoint lectures 
original data, organized search results output where each lecture slides are grouped 
together directly linking to the PowerPoint slide which matches the search keyword, 
and frequent updates of searched data upon content modifications. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: http://www.bibalex.org/supercourse 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: -

�  Partners:  -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://www.bibalex.org/supercourse


Digitization of Arabic Language Books Conference 

� Organization: Bibliotheca Alexandrina 

�  Acronym: BA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.bibalex.org 

�  Scope of Work: International 

�  Project Name: Digitization of Arabic Language Books Conference 

�  Project Description: 
 Bibliotheca Alexandrina organized the “Digitization of Arabic-Language Books 
Conference” from 21 to 25 February 2006. Its main aim was to foster the 
development of an international cooperative effort for digitization of Arabic-language 
books. The event included a closed workshop, from 21 to 25 February 2006, in 
conjunction with the invitational conference from 22 to 23 February 2006. Participants 
included people from the Stanford University, Yale University, the British Library, 
Oxford University, the BA and others. This project will bridge many divides, and will 
have the effect of sharing expertise between Arab World professionals with both 
technical exposure and language skills, and Western librarian/technicians with a track 
record of scalable digitization projects as well as a trans-national perspective for 
collection development. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website: http://www.bibalex.org/DigiArab/ 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

� Partners:  - Stanford University Library, USA, Yale University,  William and 
Flora Hewlett Foundation 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 

- International and regional cooperation 

Back to Projects’ Database

http://www.bibalex.org/DigiArab/


Animal Production Development by using ICT Project 

� Organization: Buffalo and Veal Development Association 

�  Acronym: BVDA 
�

�  Organization Type:  Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.bvda.org.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Animal Production Development by using ICT Project 

�  Project Description:  
To develop animal and livestock production market in Egypt with special emphasis on 
buffalos. The project is designed to create an electronic market with the use of ICT. 
BVDA is planning to establish their internal back office and a specialized portal on 
animal production, with ICT Program technical and financial assistance. The portal 
will keep all livestock-raisers and stakeholders connected in order to facilitate 
information exchange, experience sharing, research, and performance enhancement. 
The project also aims at spreading the use of ICT in non-urban locations where the 
farms and markets are located in order to spread the use of modern tools. The project 
is being implemented in 4 governorates (Alexandria, Beheira, Fayoum, and Minia). 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website: www.bvda.org.eg 

�  Project Duration: 15 Months 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 

Back to Projects’ Database



ICT4NGO 


� Organization: Community Development Association 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work:  National 

�  Project Name: ICT4NGO 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of this grant is to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 NGOs 
in 6 govoranates through the application of ICT. The program is being implemented in 
the following governorates: Sohag, Minia, Port Said and Luxor, Gharbeya and 
Fayoum. The Umbrella NGOs will provide each NGO participating in the program a 
capacity building package which consists of a computer, software, printer, DSL 
connection for a year, maintenance contracts, and ICT and management training. 
The Umbrella NGO will also contract with a service provider to develop and host a 
website for the NGOs participating in the program and will act as the resource center 
for the NGOs assisting them in problem solving and in exchanging experiences. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 8 Months 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

� Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 

Back to Projects’ Database



E-Learning Center 

� Organization: E-Learning Competence Center 

�  Acronym: ELCC 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.elcc.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work:  National 

�  Project Name: E-Learning Center 

�  Project Description:  
The initial activities for the Center will be to establish operations, focus on building the 
center’s own capacity for e-curricula development and to develop local training 
centers in conjunction with government and non-government organizations (NGOs), 
deliver education programs targeted at small-to-medium enterprises (SMEs), help 
setup the E-Learning center for the Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE), and begin 
curriculum development activities. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.elcc.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- International and regional cooperation 

Back to Projects’ Database



Mobile IT Club 

� Organization: Egypt Information and Communication Technology Trust 
Fund 

�  Acronym: Egypt ICT Trust Fund 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.ictfund.org.eg 

�  Scope of Work:  National 

�  Project Name:  Mobile IT Club 

�  Project Description:  
The aim of this project is to expose rural and remote communities to Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICTs) for the purpose of enhancing particularly human 
development. This project will implement a Mobile IT Unit that will service rural 
communities in Egypt. The MIU concept is simple: A vehicle equipped with computers 
and has an Internet access that travels to rural areas offering short and focused 
courses in computer literacy. In this context, the MIU has the potential to effectively 
improve the extension of computer-based training using the following strategy: MIUs 
have also been extremely flexible in assuming other roles, in public relations 
exercises, and as computer rooms for conferences. Another important application is 
the use of MIUs for public sector employees’ training for instance, an MIU can be 
easily driven and parked in front of a public administration institution and administer 
educational courses on specific subjects efficiently, without the need to set up a room 
specifically for that. At the end of each workshop, the project is expected to have 
exposed trainee to the capabilities of computer and Internet technology. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: mitc.ictfund.org.eg 

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 

Back to Projects’ Database



ICT for Illiteracy Eradication 

� Organization: Egypt Information and Communication Technology Trust 
Fund 

�  Acronym: Egypt ICT Trust Fund 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.ictfund.org.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT for Illiteracy Eradication 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of this project is to develop and produce an educational content for 
illiterates, stored on a CD (or a set of CDs) using multimedia technology. Another 
objective is to prepare trainers for using the newly developed content. Current 
Achievements: * The three books of GALAE curriculum were developed * The first 
CD was piloted with 90 trainees in 2 governorates to represent rural and urban areas 
and evaluated by Social Research Center - American University in Cairo. 80% of the 
participants passed GALAE exam after studying the first book only (comparing with 
40% in traditional classes) * The CDs were distributed to 100 centers with 120 
trainers and 1400 trainees enrolled. * 15 TOT were graduated * A protocol between 
GALAE and MCIT was signed for CD distribution in 10 governorates 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: ie.ictfund.org.eg 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: 
General Authority for Literacy and Adult Education National Council for Women 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

- Capacity building 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Smart School Network 

� Organization: Egypt Information and COmmunication Technology Trust 
Fund 

�  Acronym: Egypt ICT Trust Fund 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.ictfund.org.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Smart School Network 

�  Project Description:  
The Smart Schools Network is established to allow Egyptian students to achieve 
computer literacy after completing preparatory school, while enhancing student 
creativity, enabling them to cope with the requirements of the modern workplace, both 
in Egypt and abroad. Students and teachers will be qualified to obtain the 
International Computer Driving License. It also aims to improve teaching and 
educational methods. Interactive education methods such as Learning Management 
and School Management Systems are introduced. This School model is also 
developed to provide an effective leaning environment for administrators, teachers 
and students alike using ICT infrastructure. The Schools are expected to serve their 
students during school hours and provide its services as a Community Learning 
Centre to their surrounding community after school hours. Interaction between 
parents, students, teachers and the community is encouraged. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: smartschools.ictfund.org.eg 

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: Ministry of Education Service Providers 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Community Development Portal 

� Organization: Egypt Information and Communication Technology Trust 
Fund 

�  Acronym: Egypt ICT Trust Fund 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.ictfund.org.eg 

�  Scope of Work:  National 

�  Project Name:  Community Development Portal 

�  Project Description:  
The Community Development Portal (CDP) aka Kenana Online offers several online 
services; such as syndicated news, currency prices, a website directory, job search, 
and a multilingual dictionary. In addition there are development-oriented articles, 
categorized by subject under the Kenana Library section. It#s an exclusive archive of 
content pertinent to human development written by experts in a simplified manner 
and based on authoritative sources, such as self-improvement skills, vocational 
guidance, healthcare empowerment, SMEs and NGOs. CDP began to seek a further 
involvement of its users in terms of creating content, either that handling their own 
localities (remote ones in particular), developmental experiences (in case of civil 
associations), personal experiences (of self-made learning and work in private SMEs) 
or online interests. In doing so, CDP gave away a personal web space for every 
registered user to manage it on his/her own via user-friendly content management 
tools. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website: www.kenanaonline.com 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: WHO, FAO, National Women Council 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Community Knowledge Generation e-Library 

� Organization: Egypt Information and Communication Technology Trust 
Fund 

�  Acronym: Egypt ICT Trust Fund 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.ictfund.org.eg 

�  Scope of Work:  National 

�  Project Name: Community Knowledge Generation e-Library 

�  Project Description: -

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website: www.fekrzad.com 

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- International and regional cooperation 
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ICT for SME 

� Organization: Egypt Information and Communication Technology Trust 
Fund 

�  Acronym: Egypt ICT Trust Fund 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.ictfund.org.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT for SME 

�  Project Description: 
Promote the use of ICT as a tool to develop SMEs and develo0p the IT-SME sector 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: -

�  Partners: IDRC SFD 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- International and regional cooperation 
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ICT4SME 


� Organization: Egyptian Association for Community Initiative & 
Development- Aswan 

�  Acronym:	 -

�  Organization Type:	 Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work:	 National 

�  Project Name:	 ICT4SME 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second phase of 
ICT4SME in the following 12 governorates: Aswan, Assiut, Minia, Sohag, Port Said 
(vertical expansion) Luxor ,Qena, Hurgada, Al Wadi Al Gadid, Baheria ,Damiatta and 
Al Sharekya (horizontal expansion). The nine months plan focuses on creating a 
number of success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT 
applications for SMEs. It will aim at triggering demands for ICT by assisting and 
collaboration with pre-selected SMEs from diverse industries and service providers to 
work together to conduct business process reengineering via ICT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:	  -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: 	 -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 
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ICT4NGO 


� Organization: Egyptian Association for Training & Development 

�  Acronym: EATD 

�  Organization Type:  Non-government 

�  Organization Website: -

�  Scope of Work:  National 

�  Project Name: ICT4NGO 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of this grant is to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 NGOs 
in 6 govoranates through the application of ICT. The program is being implemented in 
the following governorates: Sohag, Minia, Port Said and Luxor, Gharbeya and 
Fayoum. The Umbrella NGOs will provide each NGO participating in the program a 
capacity building package which consists of a computer, software, printer, DSL 
connection for a year, maintenance contracts, and ICT and management training. 
The Umbrella NGO will also contract with a service provider to develop and host a 
website for the NGOs participating in the program and will act as the resource center 
for the NGOs assisting them in problem solving and in exchanging experiences 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 8 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: ICT Trust Fund, UNDP, Microsoft Virjitech 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 
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Barcode for Food Processing SME 

� Organization: Egyptian Barcode and Auto Identification Association 

�  Acronym: EBAIDA 

�  Organization Type:  Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Barcode for food processing SME 

�  Project Description:  
To promote use of barcode technology among Egypt’s food industry SMEs in new 
investment cities (6th of October, 10th of Ramadan, Sadat City, and Obour) to 
improve information-based business processes and apply food traceability, which is 
mandatory for entering the EU market in Jan 05. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website: 

�  Project Duration:  12 Months 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Youth Program 

� Organization: Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and 
Software Alliance 

�  Acronym: EITESAL 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.eitesal.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  Youth Program 

�  Project Description:  
Co-organized along with IEEE at El Zagazig University, the first University Industry 
Linkage Conference focused on bridging the gap between academia and the ICT 
industry. Sponsoring College Graduation projects related to the ICT sector. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration:  12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: IEEE GOLD, University of Cairo Faculty of Engineering 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
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Media training program 

� Organization: Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and 
Software Alliance 

�  Acronym: EITESAL 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.eitesal.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  Media training program 

�  Project Description: 
Organizing training seminars aimed at providing the media with the knowledge 
required to effectively report on issues concerning Egypts ICT industry 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- Media 
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Advocacy Program 

� Organization: Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and 
Software Alliance 

�  Acronym: EITESAL 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.eitesal.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  Advocacy Program 

�  Project Description: 
Lobbying government officials and policy makers for more liberalizing ICTE related 
measures and to establish a more ICTE friendly environment 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

- Enabling environment 
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Members Training Program 

� Organization:  Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and 
Software Alliance 

�  Acronym: EITESAL 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.eitesal.com 

�  Scope of Work:  National 

�  Project Name: Members Training Program 

�  Project Description:  
Developing both the soft and technical skills of Eitesal members via training courses 
in subjects such as Oracle, Microsoft, Project Management, Business Planning, etc. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: -

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
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Export Program 

� Organization: Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and 
Software Alliance 

�  Acronym: EITESAL 

�  Organization Type:  Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.eitesal.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  Export Program 

�  Project Description: 
Working with the Egyptian Commercial Service, the Exporters Council and 
international companies to assist members market their services and products 
abroad. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: -

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Enabling environment 
- International and regional cooperation 
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ICTE Human Resources Standardization 

� Organization: Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and 
Software Alliance 

�  Acronym: EITESAL 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.eitesal.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICTE Human Resouces Standardization 

�  Project Description: 
Develop a standard ICTE human resources manual; Establish an ICTE sector salary 
scale/survey in order to control the ethics of EITESAL member companies and 
counteract both the high turnover rate of employees as well as the market#s brain 
drain; and Exchange HR experiences, challenges and brainstorm solutions. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: -

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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Certified Education, Maintenance and Support Centers 

� Organization:  Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and 
Software Alliance 

�  Acronym: EITESAL 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.eitesal.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Certified Education, Maintenance and Support Centers 

�  Project Description: 
Approaching international entities for technical assistance in establishing certified 
training programs for primary and secondary school teachers geared towards 
educating Egyptian youth about computer usage. Establishing certified ICT 
maintenance and support centers. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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ICTE Database Project 

� Organization: Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and 
Software Alliance 

�  Acronym: EITESAL 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.eitesal.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICTE Database Project 

�  Project Description: 
 Compiling a database of all Egyptian ICTE companies. Database will include 
corporate profiles, etc 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
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Cooperating with International Associations 

� Organization: Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and 
Software Alliance 

�  Acronym: EITESAL 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.eitesal.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Cooperating with International Associations 

�  Project Description: 
Cooperating with regional and international ICTE associations and bodies to learn 
from experiences and better situate Egypt on the ICTE map. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- International and regional cooperation 
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NVTC & EITESAL Cooperation 

� Organization: Egyptian Information, Telecommunications, Electronics and 
Software Alliance 

�  Acronym: EITESAL 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.eitesal.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  NVTC & EITESAL Cooperation 

�  Project Description:  
The two associations agreed that the best way to activate their MOU was to set 
targets. Two such targets were enumerated to be completed by the end of the June 
2007 fiscal year: 1. Two American companies will "conduct business" in Egypt. The 
term "conduct business" will be given a flexible reading and may include establishing 
an office in Egypt, outsourcing services to an Egyptian company, etc…. 2. Two 
American and two Egyptian companies will begin cooperating, either via outsourcing 
services or otherwise. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: North Virginia Technology Council (NVTC) 

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- International and regional cooperation 
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Regional workshop on Arab Open University 

� Organization: Egyptian National Commission for UNESCO 

�  Acronym: EGNATCOM 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.egnatcom.org.eg 

�  Scope of Work:  Regional 

�  Project Name: Regional workshop on Arab Open University 

�  Project Description: 
It is proposed to hold a three days workshop on "Open and Remote Education" on a 
regional basis. The workshop is to have some general sessions for discussing 
general aspects. However, specialized sessions are assigned for experience 
exchange in applied topics. Short training sessions dedicated for educators and 
technologists may be run also. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: UNESCO - Ministry of Higher - Ministry of Education 

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Training of School Teachers on the Ethical Legal and Societal 
implications of ICT’s 

� Organization: Egyptian National Commission for UNESCO 

�  Acronym: EGNATCOM 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.egnatcom.org.eg 

�  Scope of Work: Regional 

�  Project Name: 
Training of School Teachers on the Ethical Legal and Societal implications of 
ICT’s 

�  Project Description: 
School teachers specially in remote areas and small villages are to be trained on and 
informed of the important implication of ICTs on the Ethical Legal and Societal 
implications. They are to be also trained on how to include them in their curricula and 
to train their students on such issues and to become aware of the importance of 
taking care of them during their deal with ICTs . Concentrating on teachers facilitates 
, the speeding up of the awareness and its solidification in the new generation to 
become one integrated element of their use of ICT’s . Chances will be equally 
distributed among male and female computer and other teachers . The Video-
Conference network of the Ministry of Education could well be utilized in the project 
execution to reach out remote locations. Activities : · Consultation meeting on 
developing and /or modifying curricula to take into account ethical, legal and societal 
in the regular courses. · Training Course for the trainees · Training Course for the 
Teachers 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: UNESCO - Ministry of Education 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Ethical dimensions of the Information Society 
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Delivery of Cleo-Store Products 

� Organization: Egyptian National Postal Organization 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.egyptpost.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Delivery of Cleo-Store Products 

�  Project Description:  
Egypt Post signed an agreement with the National Council of Women to deliver the 
products exhibited on the CleoStore Portal. This service offered by Egypt Post will 
add value to the functionality of the portal by availing delivery service between 
customer and enterpreneur. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.cleostore.com 

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: National Council for Women 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

- Capacity building 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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EU Institutional Twinning 

� Organization: Egyptian National Postal Organization 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.egyptpost.org 

�  Scope of Work:  National 

�  Project Name: EU Institutional Twinning 

�  Project Description: 
Egypt Post will undergo a twinning arrangement with a European postal 
administration “to support ENPO in preparing for the future regulatory environment 
and liberalisation of the postal sector by modernising its financial management 
systems, quality measurement methodology and marketing organisation through the 
application of EU best practice in the Egyptian context and awareness building in all 
management aspects necessary to cope with the impacts of market liberalisation and 
regulation”. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  24 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: 

European Union, Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, Ministry of 
International Cooperation 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
-	 International and regional cooperation 
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Ecotourism Website 

� Organization: Faculty of Tourism, Fayoum University 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.ecotourism.edu.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  ecotourism website 

�  Project Description: 
To establish an ecotourism portal for Fayoum to promote ecotourism in the 
Fayoum/Beni Suef regions. The Portal will assist the students of the faculty of tourism 
and hotels and the tourism industry in Fayoum in obtaining practical experience using 
ICT in showcasing and marketing ecotourism in Fayoum. This portal will also provide 
travelers whether international or local a resource on ecotourism in Fayoum and a 
place to find the best deals 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: www.ecotourism.edu.eg 

�  Project Duration: 13 Months 

� Project Time Scale:  Completed 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Revolving Loans Program to Provide Computers to Families in Abou 
Korkas 

� Organization:	 Future Eve Association 

�  Acronym:	 Future Eve 

�  Organization Type:	 Non-government 

�  Organization Website: -

�  Scope of Work:	 National 

�  Project Name: Revolving Loans Program to provide computers to families in 
Abou Korkas 

�  Project Description: 
To increase the usage of ICT in Abou Korkas and neighboring villages through the 
adoption of a revolving loan program that would assist families obtaining a computer 
at competitive prices. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

� Project Website:	 -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale:	 Ongoing 

�  Partners: 	 -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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Establishing Control System for Harticultural Export Terminal at Cairo 
Airport 

� Organization: Harticultural Export Improvement Association 

�  Acronym: HEIA 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

� Project Name: Establishing control system for Harticultural export terminal 
at Cairo Airport 

�  Project Description: 
To build an application to automate and web-enable HEIA’s Perishable Goods 
Terminal, in order to stimulate transfer to use of ICT in all operations, enable access 
to market information via a web-accessible knowledge platform, enable secure, 
online, real-time access to Terminal financial data, increase level of transparency 
among stakeholders, and phase into a one-stop-shop for perishable goods tracking. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 8 Months 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Improving the International Competitiveness of 50 Egyptian ICT 
Companies (Capacity Building) 

� Organization: INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE 

�  Acronym: IMC 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.imc-egypt.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

� Project Name: Improving the International Competitiveness of 50 Egyptian ICT 
Companies (Capacity Building) 

� Project Description: 
Targets the internal company restructuring (HR, Marketing, Finance, etc), provides 
technical training (for tech staff), study tours/international training, bench marking, 
auditing for 50 ICT companies 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 13 Months 

� Project Time Scale:  Completed 

�  Partners: Ministry of Communication and Information Technology 

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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Export / Investment Promotion 

� Organization: INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE 

�  Acronym: IMC 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.imc-egypt.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  Export/investment promotion 

�  Project Description:  
To promote and expose beneficiary companies to international key target markets by 
identifying export opportunities, strategic partnerships/ Joint Ventures for selected 
beneficiary companies, Also Market Entry group of companies would receive the 
benefit of feasibility studies and market research 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 9 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners: European Union 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Enabling Environment 
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Providing Capacity Maturity Model Integration (CMMI®) 

� Organization: INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE 

�  Acronym: IMC 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.imc-egypt.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Providing Capacity Maturity Model Integration (CMMI®) 

�  Project Description:  
provide CMMI® Level II and Level III related services, and training, mini assessment 
and formal assessment to around 20 Egyptian software development companies of 
which around 5-6 will be selected for either CMMI® Level II or Level III formal 
appraisal. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

� Partners: Ministry of communication and Information Technology 
(ITIDA/SECC) 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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CMMi guide/ Software Process Improvement (SPI) 

� Organization: INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE 

�  Acronym: IMC 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.imc-egypt.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: CMMi guide/ Software Process Improvement (SPI) 

�  Project Description: 
Build the capacity of local IT SME#s IT to prepare them to embark on acquiring the 
CMMi framework if needed and be qualified to participate in exporting products and 
services and become reliable partners while cooperating with international offshore 
enter 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: Ministry of communication and Information Technology 
(ITIDA/SECC) 

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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Market Research & Business Development for e-Learning & 
Multimedia Companies 

� Organization:  INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE 

�  Acronym: IMC 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.imc-egypt.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: 
Market Research & Business Development for e-Learning & Multimedia Companies 

�  Project Description: 
IT marketing and Business Development consultants to conduct market research 
among three main regions namely: GCC, Levant Countries and North Africa. 
Moreover, the consultants will introduce e-LABS union members to potential 
candidates (government, private 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  -

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners:  e-Learning & Business Solutions Union (eLABs) 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Enabling environment 
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Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

� Organization: INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE 

�  Acronym: IMC 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.imc-egypt.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

�  Project Description: 
A system that integrates and automates all business operations. To enable industrial 
enterprises participating in the project to absorb the service and achieve the 
maximum output by implementing a an automated system to mange their business 
processes. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- Enabling environment 
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IT For Every Factory 

� Organization: INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION CENTRE 

�  Acronym: IMC 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.imc-egypt.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: IT For Every Factory 

�  Project Description: Providing Training and Support for small enterprise 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
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Embedded Software Development 

� Organization: Information Technology Industry Development Agency 
"ITIDA" 

�  Acronym: ITIDA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.itida.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  Embedded Software Development 

�  Project Description:  
Providing support, training and consultations for the Egyptian local companies, for the 
state of the art technologies. Technology transfer in the area of embedded software 
development. Initial Training and infrastructure are provided by the Korean partner. 
The budget of the project is annually renewed. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: -

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

� Partners: Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA), other 
stakeholders 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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Information Technology Academy Collaboration ( ITAC) 

� Organization: Information Technology Industry Development Agency 
"ITIDA" 

�  Acronym: ITIDA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.itida.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Information Technology Academy Collaboration ( ITAC) 

�  Project Description: 
The objective of the programs is to promote Industry/Universities collaboration 
through linking academic research with industry and market needs. These 
collaborative research programs will bring value to IT companies, universities, 
researchers and the technology community. the budget annually renewed. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: http://www.itida.gov.eg/On-going_UI_objectives.asp 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Smart token for E-signature 

� Organization: Information Technology Industry Development Agency 
"ITIDA" 

�  Acronym: ITIDA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.itida.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Smart token for E-signature 

�  Project Description: 
 the aim of the project is to produce an egyptian USB based authentication token for 
multiple applications and network services, as in E-signature, VPNs, Controls 
intranets, extranets and internet access. The smart token can also be used in public 
key infrastructure (PKI) environments and for the authentication requirements. 
International standards will be strictly followed in order to support interoperability. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- Enabling environment 
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Providing CMMI Services to Software Companies 

� Organization: Information Technology Industry Development Agency 
"ITIDA" 

�  Acronym: ITIDA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.itida.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Providing CMMI Services to Software Companies 

�  Project Description:  
Providing technical and financial support to software companies; to achieve Level-2 
or Level-3 of CMMI Accreditation. This is performed through Consultations, Training, 
Pre-appraisal and Formal Appraisal Activities. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: USAID and Industrial Modernisation Center (IMC) 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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Supporting Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 

� Organization: Information Technology Industry Development Agency 
"ITIDA" 

�  Acronym: ITIDA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.itida.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Supporting Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 

�  Project Description:  
Providing training and consultations to Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and 
offering them with best practices and procedures for software process improvement. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration:  24 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: Industrial Modernisation Center (IMC) 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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Enabling Environment for Software Best Practices 

� Organization: Information Technology Industry Development Agency 
"ITIDA" 

�  Acronym: ITIDA 

�  Organization Type:  Government 

�  Organization Website: www.itida.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Enabling Environment for Software Best Practices 

�  Project Description: 
Providing tools, infrastructure and human resources to support acceleration of the 
software development industry in Egypt. The state of the art tools in the area of 
software process improvement are provided to the Egyptian local companies. 
Training, support and consultations on the efficient utilization of these tools are 
provided through local and foreign experts. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 24 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: USAID 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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Capacity Building for Contact Centers 

� Organization: Information Technology Industry Development Agency 
"ITIDA" 

�  Acronym: ITIDA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.itida.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Capacity Building for Contact Centers 

�  Project Description:  
Providing technical and financial support to Contact Centers ; to achieve Certification. 
This is performed through Management Awareness, Registered Coordinator Training, 
Consultations, and Certification. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 24 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: COPC 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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E-content Award of Egypt 

Organization: Information Technology Industry Development Agency 
"ITIDA" 

�  Acronym: ITIDA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.itida.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: e-content award of Egypt 

�  Project Description:  
This project aims at increasing the competitiveness of the organizations and people 
working in ICT, in the field of e-content. The project works through encouraging the 
organizations and people working in e-content to present their best products in a 
national competition, the competition covers 7 fields that include e-government, e-
health, e-learning, e-entertainment, e-culture, e-business, e-science, e-inclusion. 
ITIDA works on selecting the best product to adopt and support it to get it ready for 
international competition. This project will help to promote the Egyptian exports. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.econtentaward.org.eg 

�  Project Duration:  6 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: WSA, RITSEC 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
-	 Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
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Egypt ICT Entrepreneur Program (EIEP) 

� Organization: Information Technology Industry Development Agency 
"ITIDA" 

�  Acronym: ITIDA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.itida.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Egypt ICT entrepreneur program (EIEP) 

�  Project Description:  
The EIEP (Egypt ICT Entrepreneurial Program) is a project funded by the USAID with 
3 main components: A.To create a business development center I-BDC to help the 
growing IT firms in Egypt satisfy the needs of different investors and financial 
institutions to acquire the capital they need whether through debt or equity to finance 
their growing operations. B.To help promote Egyptian IT industry in the US by 
providing a business plan for creating a US based Business Development and 
Incubation center for the IT firms. C.To create a base of professional instructors 
trained to deliver Entrepreneurial training for ICT, through the TOT (Training of 
Trainers) initiative. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 8 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: USAID, MCIT 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

- Capacity building 
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ICT4NGO 


� Organization: Islamic Association Najaa El Dar 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT4NGO 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of this grant is to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 NGOs 
in 6 govoranates through the application of ICT. The program is being implemented in 
the following governorates: Sohag, Minia, Port Said and Luxor, Gharbeya and 
Fayoum. The Umbrella NGOs will provide each NGO participating in the program a 
capacity building package which consists of a computer, software, printer, DSL 
connection for a year, maintenance contracts, and ICT and management training. 
The Umbrella NGO will also contract with a service provider to develop and host a 
website for the NGOs participating in the program and will act as the resource center 
for the NGOs assisting them in problem solving and in exchanging experiences. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 9 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: ICT trust fund, Microsoft, Virjtech UNDP 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 
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PC for Community 

� Organization: MCIT IR 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.mcit.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: PC for Community 

�  Project Description: 
The PC for Community objective is to increase PC usage and penetration to reach 
one PC per every three families. The project is a PPP model to provide the hardware 
needed to get more people online. MCIT is cooperating with the Federation of 
Egyptian Chamber of Commerce "IT Division" and the e-Learning and Business 
Solution Union "e-LABS". The project aims at providing end users with computers 
from 24 suppliers with extended warranties of up to 3 years, at an affordable prices 
for the average user through simple and approved credit schemes. A pre-installed 
Microsoft Widows XP Operating system, with locally developed value added software 
being made available with the PCs. The project dedicated a hotline at one of the call 
centers to provide customer service, answer inquiries, and manage complaints. In 
addition to this customer confidence in the schemes has been boosted by 
establishing extended warranties on products supplied from 12 to 36 months. Banque 
Misr and National Bank of Egypt (NBE) branches have been linked to Egypt 
Telecom’s database to assist them in assuring the clients’ compliance with the 
necessary loan conditions under the guarantee of a phone line. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: 
Federation of Egyptian Chamber of Commerce "IT Division" e-Learning and Business 
Solution Union "e-LABS" Telecom Egypt Banque Misr National Bank of Egypt (NBE 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Enabling environment 
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IT Clubs 

� Organization: MCIT IR 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.mcit.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: IT Clubs 

�  Project Description:  
The IT Clubs is a PPP model for communal solution to problems of affordability, 
accessibility, and awareness -regardless of skills, gender, and income level- in order 
to bring affordable Internet access throughout the country to those who cannot afford 
to own a PC. To date there are 1244 Clubs most of them are based in the deprived 
and rural areas. All the clubs are equipped with necessary infrastructure, including 
H/W, S/W, Internet access, and a LAN. The main objective of these clubs is taking 
the latest technology to the grass roots, and making the IT an integral part of local 
communities to maximize opportunities for all citizens. Within the clubs citizens 
receive training for basic skills, and web design through authorized instructors. The 
local business organizations are using the IT Clubs to do their business. IT Clubs are 
also creating job opportunities for university graduates who join the Training of 
Trainers programe. The project is targeting to establish one club/village and one 
club/faculty and to use those clubs to reduce illiteracy in women. Alos the project 
aims at establishing clubs for people with special needs. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  -

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Enabling environment 
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Free Internet Initiative 

� Organization: MCIT IR 

�  Acronym: -

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.mcit.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Free Internet Initiative 

�  Project Description:  
The initiative offers subscription free Internet services to Internet users via dialup to 
special-prefix numbers starting with ‘0777’ or ‘0707’. Today, Internet users across 
Egypt are only charged for the price of local phone calls associated with connecting 
to the network. The local phone call charges are approximately US$ 0.15 for an hour 
of access. The revenues from the free Internet calls are shared between Telecom 
Egypt and the service providers. The Free Internet model was a major step in 
increasing the number of Internet users. The program effectively abolishes the major 
cost barrier of Internet access for users and has encouraged many who had 
previously not made use of the Web to log on. After introducing the Free Internet 
Model, the number of Internet users more than quadrupled, increasing from one 
million users in January 2002 to 5 million in October 2005 through an estimated 1.1 
million connected households. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: MCIT Telecom Egypt Different Egyptian ISPs 

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	  Enabling environment 
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Broadband Initiative 

� Organization: MCIT IR 

�  Acronym: -

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.mcit.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  Broadband Initiative 

�  Project Description:  
The Broadband Initiative which started in May 2004 aimed at providing residential 
users as well as small enterprises with easy and affordable high speed access to the 
Internet through the use of new technologies. Collaborative efforts from the 
government and the private sector are playing an important role in achieving these 
objectives and spreading broadband services in Egypt. The initiative’s initial target 
was to introduce the ADSL service to 50,000 subscribers during the first year by 
focusing on three main action items: • Decreasing monthly charges for 256 kpbs 
ADSL services by 50 % to reach < 25 US$/Month. • Reducing installation procedure 
to less than a week. • Increasing public awareness through vigorous marketing 
campaigns. The broadband initiative will allow the Ministry of Education in 
cooperation with MCIT to introduce broadband services in 7000 schools countrywide. 
The Broadband initiative is expected to drive the development of local electronic 
content and online applications in the various sectors of the economy. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: MCIT Egyptian ISPs 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
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ICT Incubators 

� Organization: MCIT IR 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.mcit.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT Incubators 

�  Project Description:  
The Incubator initiative is aiming at supporting the start up of local companies in the 
field of ICT and to provide support to existing companies and pioneer institutions who 
are facing difficulties in starting business, as well as attracting multinational 
companies to invest in developmental activities in Egypt. The initiative objectives are 
to increase the job opportunities in the ICT sector, enhance its competitiveness, 
increase the exports from that sector, and positively affect the economy at large. The 
initiative is another model of a Public Private Partnership to formulate a 
Developmental Fund which would be fully supported by MCIT. The initiative will help 
small groups of young, talented individuals, who do not necessarily have an 
experience in starting up companies. Successful start up companies under this type 
of funding would be eligible for the other two types of funding in a second financing 
round. Soft Loans are provided primarily by the Social Fund for Development (SFD). 
Start Ups applying to this initiative should have a very clear business case, and 
ideally already an existing potential customer base. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale:  -

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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Illiteracy Eradication 

� Organization: MCIT IR 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.mcit.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Illiteracy Eradication 

�  Project Description:  
The main objective of the Illiteracy Eradication Initiative is to produce electronic, 
efficient, and simple content for teaching Arabic words, characters, and elementary 
mathematics to the populous through IT Clubs, the Internet, and CDs through the 
following steps: • Development of appropriate generic content in cooperation with the 
General Authority for literacy and Adult Education “GALAE”, and the National Council 
for Women “NCW”. • Production and maintaining of multimedia content to 
disseminate through the Internet and CDs. • Training for Trainers scheme conducted 
by CD tutorial circulation in cooperation with GALAE. • Conducting pilot course using 
the content on CDs, making an ongoing assessment, in cooperation with both the 
GALAE and NCW. • Development of a business model for sustainability. The pilot 
schemes were selected based on local illiteracy rates, availability of IT Clubs, and 
supervisory representation in both rural and urban areas. Principal areas where the 
scheme is currently in operation are Kalyoubia, Beheira, Fayoum, and Minya. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: -

�  Partners: 
MCIT National Councel for Women "NCW" General Authority for Literacy and Adult 
Education “GALAE” 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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The e-Learning Competence Centre "eLCC" 

� Organization: MCIT IR 

�  Acronym: -

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.mcit.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: The e-Learning Competence Centre "eLCC" 

�  Project Description:  
MCIT in cooperation with Cisco has set up the e-Learning Competence Centre 
(eLCC) to create an organization to lead and coordinate all e-Learning projects in 
Egypt. e-LCC will primarily upgrade the local corporate culture and support the 
private sector driven economy. It will actively take steps to enhance workforce 
performance through high quality, practical, state of the art e-Learning and human 
resources development activities in accordance with the government and business 
communities evolving needs. eLCC has established working partnerships with private 
and pubic organizations to work towards its goals. An agreement has been made, in 
conjunction with the Ministry of Higher Education, with Middlesex University in 
England to begin using its general curriculum for e-Learning. MCIT has worked in 
collaboration with MCIT Jordan in sharing teaching methods and material. Content 
has been improved by the adoption of Cisco’s Business Essentials iExec program. 
Special projects that have been implemented include Women Empowerment, ICT 
Online Training, and Life Long Learning. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: -

�  Partners: 
MCIT Ministry of Higher Education. Jordan Ministry of Information and 
Communication Technology 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Egyptian Education Initiative (EEI) 

� Organization: Ministry of Communications & Information Technology 

�  Acronym: MCIT 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.mcit.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Egyptian Education Initiative 

�  Project Description:  

The Egyptian Education Initiative is a public-private partnership that aims to improve 
education in Egypt through effective use of Information & Communication Technology 
(ICT). 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 36 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: MoE, MoHE, WEF, and ICT multinational companies 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
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The Local Government Development Project 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: The Local Government Development Project 

�  Project Description:  
The main objectives of the local Government development Projectm. The main 
objectives of the program is to provide convenient, accurate, fast and efficient 
government services to governorates residents and achieve an integration of different 
government services. The main objectives of the program are to simplify procedures, 
establish backend systems, and unify services work cycles in order to reach 
transparency and regulatory climate. In addition to training of employees on using IT 
and developed work methods in an enhanced work environment. The Project 
includes activities such as Services Automation Human Resources Development 
Procedures Re- engineering ICT Infrastructure Civil Works> The pilot project is 
implemented in Alexandria governorate 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: 

MSAD with the Egyptian governorates and IT local companies 

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Information and communication infrastructure 
-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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The Resource Management Program 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: The Resource Management Program 

�  Project Description:  
The Resources Management Program aims at increasing efficiency, reducing 
expenditure and better allocating of governmental resources, through automation of 
government application package, proposing a new mechanisms for governmental 
payroll, accounting, budget, personnel, inventory and procurement. The program is 
divided into subsidiary projects which are: - E-Inventory, National Building 
Database,E- Procurement,Deploying GRP in ministries,E-Archiving,Automation of 
1600 Accounting Units. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: 
MSAD, The Presidency, Cabinet General Secretary, The Minister of State for 
Administrative Development, Central Auditing Organization, Ministry of 
Communication and Information Technology, Ministry of Industry, Real Estate Tax 
Authority, National Authority for Remote Sensing and Space Sciences and other 
government bodies 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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The Program of Service Provisions through New Channels 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: The Program of Service Provisions through New Channels 

�  Project Description:  
The Program of Service Provisions through New Channels aims at reengineering and 
providing a timely, customized and quality measured government services to citizens 
and investors through convenient delivery channels to satisfy citizens’ demands and 
meets investors# expectations in terms of efficiency, accuracy, quality and speed. 
The program is introducing the Customer Relationship Management Culture (CRM) to 
the government, where the public is being viewed as customers and government 
organizations are constantly seeking their satisfaction. The Program is divided into 
subsidiary projects, such as Traffic Prosecution and Administration,Buisness and 
Investors Sector Service,Capital Market Authority Service,Taxpayers Service,Real 
Estate Registration,Customs Service, The Egyptian organization of Standardization. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.egypt.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: 
MSAD with in line ministries ( Education- Health- Investment- Interior, Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs..etc.), Capital Market Authority Services- The General Taxation 
Authority, General Authority for Industry Development and Governorates 

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- International and regional cooperation 
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The Health Office Automation Project 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: The Health Office Automation Project 

�  Project Description:  
The basic objective of the project is to serve all citizens living in its surroundings, 
irrespective of their living standards through over 4000 Health Offices spread all over 
Egypt providing direct services to the citizens like “Births and Mortalities Registration”, 
“Immunization” and other services of direct relevance to public health like 
“Environment Healthcare”, “Food Surveillance”, “Health Culture Awareness”, 
“Diseases Surveillance”, etc . Other objectives are: - Rationalize the health services 
delivered to citizens - Clear business processes -Eliminating redundancy and data 
inconsistency - Automation of Health Offices.The pilot projects are implemented in 
four governorates: Alexandria-Kafr AL sheikh-Al fayum- Bani Sueif 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration: 10 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: 
1. Ministry of Health and Population 2. Ministry of State for Administrative 
Development 3. Civil Status Organization – Ministry of Interior 4. Ministry of Social 
Solidarity 5. Ministry of Environment Affaires 6. Ministry of Irrigation and Water 
Resources 
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Real Estate Registration Project 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Real Estate Registration Project 

�  Project Description:  
The Real Estate Registration Project aims at availing and facilitating high quality real 
estate and cadastral services, provide secured & stabilized properties’ ownerships, 
encourage & facilitate the real estate mortgage market in Egypt, enhance the quality 
of management of the real estate wealth & other related business environments in 
Egypt, enhance the efficiency of public service networks, draw an economical map for 
Egypt and adopt & enact the principle of “one-stop-shop”. Scope of the current phase 
of the project covers the following governorates & districts/new urban cities: Cairo 
governorate: Old districts : Maadi - Naser City - Heliopolis. New urban cities : El 
Sherouk - New Cairo - Badr Giza governorate: Old districts : Dokki. New urban cities: 
6th of October - Shiekh Zaid. Plus the main organizations participating to the 
registration system (PNA, ESA & RETA). Estimated total no. of real estate units 
covered in the above areas : 700,000 units. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration: 12 months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: 
Public Notary Authority. The Egyptian Surveying Authority. Real Estate Taxes 
Authority. Municipal Engineering Dept. Mortgage Financing Authority. New Urban 
Communities Authority. Public Services & Utilities Networks Information Centers. 
Public Services Network Companies. The National Project for Real Estate Wealth. 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- International and regional cooperation 
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The Smart Family Card Project 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: The Smart Family Card Project 

�  Project Description:  
The Smart Family Card Project The aim of this project is to link and integrate the 
national ID databases to build a mature family profile in the Egyptian governorates 
that would help in designating and reforming the government policies toward social 
and subsidizing issues. The pilot project is implemented in Suez governorate. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

� Partners: MSAD- Ministry for Social Solidarity- Governorate of Suez- 
Local IT companies 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development. 
-	 Information and communication infrastructure 
-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
-	 Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- Enabling environment

- Ethical dimensions of the Information Society
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Enhancing BAWABA Performance on the Internet 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Enhancing BAWABA performance on the internet 

�  Project Description:  
The project of enhancing BAWABA performance on the internet aims at: • Designing 
and implementing the site of BAWABA Portal on the internet • Linking BAWABA with 
variable governmental services • Updating and developing the components of 
BAWABA systems • Adding new components to avail services through different 
channels • Terminating the designing and developing Disaster Recovery site in 
running to avail business continuity 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.egypt.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: MSAD- IBM- Microsoft- IT local companies 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
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E-Inventory Project 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: E-Inventory Project 

�  Project Description:  

Ministry of State for Administrative Development cooperated with the General 
Services Organization to develop an inventory system to automate all inventories 
transactions and to be able to control all inventories items within the government. 
This inventory system will be rolled out through the government organizations and all 
the information related to the stock of each item will be transferred from any 
government organization to one central database in the general services organization 
which can help them to take the right decisions regarding exchanging dead 
inventories items among the different government organizations 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration: 60 Months 

� Project Time Scale: -

�  Partners: the General Services Organization 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Enabling environment 
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E-Tender Project 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: E-Tender Project 

�  Project Description:  
Ministry of State for Administrative Development cooperated with General Services 
Authority to develop a full centralized web based solution that automate all the 
tendering processes and allow collaboration and communication between the 
different stakeholders (buyers, suppliers, procurement personnel in the government 
entities and government upper management). The project is established to 
accomplish some objectives such as improve service levels to buyers, suppliers and 
government procurement personnel and also we want to increase fairness and 
transparency in the government. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.egypt.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration: 60 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: USAID – General Dynamics, ICT program 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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QIZ Project 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  QIZ Project 

�  Project Description:  
Ministry of State for Administrative Development cooperated with General Services 
Authority to develop a full centralized web based solution that automate all the 
tendering processes and allow collaboration and communication between the 
different stakeholders (buyers, suppliers, procurement personnel in the government 
entities and government upper management). The project is established to 
accomplish some objectives such as improve service levels to buyers, suppliers and 
government procurement personnel and also we want to increase fairness and 
transparency in the government. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.egypt.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration: 10 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: Microsoft 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 
-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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Archiving Project 

� Organization: Ministry of State for Administrative Development 

�  Acronym: MSAD 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ad.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  Archiving Project 

�  Project Description:  
Ministry of State for Administrative Development developed an archiving system for 
the ministers’ offices to archive all their correspondences. The project aims also to 
exchange documents electronically between users in the same ministry and between 
users in different ministries. Ministers can exchange documents among them through 
a secure network connecting all government ministries. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.egypt.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration: 24 Months 

� Project Time Scale:  Ongoing 

�  Partners: UNDP 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- Enabling environment 
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Hepatonet and Hepatosoft Development 

� Organization: Nahdet Misr Medical Association 

�  Acronym: NMMA 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Hepatonet and Hepatosoft development 

�  Project Description:  
To create a medical information network among hepatologists and gastro-intestinal 
tract (GIT) specialists. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Universal Service 

� Organization: National Telecom Regulatory Authority 

�  Acronym: NTRA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.ntra.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Universal Service 

�  Project Description: 
Deregulation of the telecommunications sector implies a number of political and 
social considerations. Market mechanisms alone cannot guarantee the achievement 
of socioeconomic and political goals which are vital to the development of any state. 
This is where Universal Service Policies intervene to secure the effectuating of these 
goals through the equitable and affordable distribution of telecommunications among 
all income groups and throughout all regions of the state. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Enabling environment 
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Arab Regulators Network 

� Organization: National Telecom Regulatory Authority 

�  Acronym: NTRA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.ntra.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Arab Regulators Network 

�  Project Description:  
The Arab Network for Regulatory Authorities (ARNET) was formed upon agreement 
between the regulatory authorities participating in the first symposium for the Arab 
Regulatory Authorities, held from 19 to 21 April 2003 in Algeria. ARNET meets twice 
each year and it organizes other unofficial meetings all over the year to discuss the 
latest developments and to follow-up on projects’ status. The ARNET chairmanship 
circulates among Arab regulators in alphabetical order, except for Egypt that took 
over after Jordan, as an exception. Algeria is the ARNET secretariat 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- International and regional cooperation 
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Type Approval 

� Organization: National Telecom Regulatory Authority 

�  Acronym: NTRA 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.ntra.gov.eg 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Type approval 

�  Project Description:  
As a National Telecommunication Regulatory Authority NTRA Egypt, part of our 
mission is to regulate the Telecommunications & Information Technology equipments 
market by ensuring that the equipments available in the local market are complying 
with the approved technical , health & safety standards thus protecting users & 
guarantying interoperability with Telecom public networks. Type Approval regimes 
remain the most common method of regulating this activity however there have been 
moves toward harmonized conformity assessment regimes spreading worldwide. All 
the Telecom market players, Service providers, Consumers & the Regulator benefit 
from the equipment certification processes as it protects the integrity of the Telecom 
networks, ensures that consumers get standard equipments thus ensuring 
interoperability & health safety protection as well as preventing frequency spectrum 
interferences. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners: -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
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Build Trade Data Warehouse 

� Organization: NCR 

�  Acronym: -

�  Organization Type: International Organization 

�  Organization Website: www.ncr.com 

�  Scope of Work: Regional 

�  Project Name: Build Trade Data Warehouse 

�  Project Description:  
This project was initiated by the Egyptian Minister of Foreign Trade as a response to 
Egyptian President Statement in a recent speech about the urgency of having a data 
base for Foreign Trade that can help the government take the proper decisions to 
direct Egyptian economy. Foreign Trade decisions and operations are always 
dependent on the Import and Export transactions which are available through 
Customs Authority System, and since Egyptian Customs Authority system was built 
by NCR Egypt, and also NCR is known for having a strong tools and experience in 
building Data Warehousing systems, the ministry decided to directly request NCR to 
build the needed DW. This project may be considered as the first phase of the Data 
Warehouse, and focused on gathering all transactions available through different 
government agencies regarding this subject, cleanse it adding the necessary rules to 
insure the quality of the data, and then load it into the DW. MOFT DW provide precise 
and complete information about Import and Export, which enables the government to 
take the proper decisions towards increasing Export and decreasing Import. MOFT 
DW is also helping different government agencies such as the Foreign Trade sector 
that is responsible for negotiating and tracking International treaties by providing 
monthly and ad-hoc reports such as the reports shown in the next page. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners: none 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
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Introducing ICT to People with Visual Impairment 

� Organization: Parents Association for People with Visual Impairment 

�  Acronym: (PAVT) 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: -

�  Scope of Work: National 
�

�  Project Name: Introducing ICT to People with Visual Impairment 

�  Project Description:  
The main goals of this project shall be:- • Public Awareness Events in a number of 
different governorates • To develop, in conjunction with IBM, a TOT program for 
training the Visually Impaired • Provide TOT to 40 instructors on how to train the VI on 
the usage of ICT. • To purchase a limited amount of hardware and software to 
complete the already established ICT Training and Resource Center. • Actual training 
of 180 Visually Impaired The project will begin by conducting Public Awareness 
Events in three governorates (Cairo, Gharbeia and Qalubeya). These events will 
address the families of VI persons, community members, and professionals that 
provide services to visually disabled persons. They will address issues such as 
understanding the abilities of VI persons, the importance of ICT to the visually 
impaired. The association is also planning to coordinate with IBM’s IT Education 
Services to develop a tailored Training of Trainers (TOT) program on how to train the 
visually impaired on ICT usage and produce a standard training manual which shall 
be useful for all who train the VI in ICT. IBM and the association will then deliver a 
TOT course to approx 40 trainees in three different governorates (Cairo, Gharbia, and 
Qalubia) on how to train the VI. After the completion of the TOT course, each certified 
trainer will train a number of VI persons in their locality under the supervision of the 
Association and IBM. The ICT Training Resource Center for the Visually Impaired will 
provide its services and know -how to the different NGOs and institutions serving the 
visually disabled throughout Egypt as well providing TOT to Visually Impaired form 
different governorates. The Center will serve as the House of experience for the VI 
community. It will begin working and introducing its services in 3 governorates during 
the first phase Cairo, Gharbia and Qalubia. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 8 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: IBM 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
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ICT4SME 


� Organization: Red Sea Sustainable & Environmental & Deveopment 
Association 

�  Acronym: RSED 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT4SME 

�  Project Description: 
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second phase of 
ICT4SME in the following 12 governorates: Aswan, Assiut, Minia, Sohag, Port Said 
(vertical expansion) Luxor ,Qena, Hurgada, Al Wadi Al Gadid, Baheria ,Damiatta and 
Al Sharekya (horizontal expansion). The nine months plan focuses on creating a 
number of success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT 
applications for SMEs. It will aim at triggering demands for ICT by assisting and 
collaboration with pre-selected SMEs from diverse industries and service providers to 
work together to conduct business process reengineering via ICT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 9 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  -

� Project WSIS Action Lines:  
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 
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ICT for Special Needs 

� Organization: Resala Association 

�  Acronym:  -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT for Special Needs 

�  Project Description:  
CTARB (Information and Communication Technology in Arab Region for Blind) is a 
regional project initiated by UNDP/ICTDAR, which aims to use the 
visually impaired people to better social rehabilitation and to acces
opportunities. The importance of ICTARB project in Egypt refers to
percentage of the visually impaired population, about 6 % of the po
four million visually impaired need to become productive individual
their own businesses. ICTARB project in Egypt is in partnership wi
and Vodafone Egypt 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: -

�  Partners: UNDP Egypt, ICTDAR, Resela NGO, Vod

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- International and regional cooperation 
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Safe Road Society Portal 

� Organization: Safe Road Society Association 

�  Acronym: SRS 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Safe Road Society Portal 

�  Project Description:  
The main objective of the project is to create an Arabic –language Road Safety Portal 
to promote a culture of safe road behavior for both drivers and pedestrians and to 
develop an educational CD containing a basic driving simulation program to practice 
safe driving. The desired impact of the project is to decrease the number of road 
accidents in Egypt. The portal, as well as the CD, shall contain materials to educate 
existing and new drivers, pedestrians and other stakeholders. The portal will contain 
a large resource center for road safety where stakeholders can obtain information, 
learn safety rules, understand the law and understand why they should conform to a 
safe road culture. The CD will be targeted to children and youth and will contain a 
number of driving games. The objective is to target youth as road users, toady 
pedestrians and cyclist, tomorrow as drivers. The CD will contain approximately 5 
games, an information center and a link to the Website. Its aim is to instill the culture 
of “It’s cool to be Safe” in future drivers and current pedestrians. The project includes 
publicity campaigns to raise society’s awareness and to promote the use of the portal 
as well as boost the distribution of the CD in order to ensure achieving the ultimate 
goals of the project and the secure project sustainability. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 7 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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E-business Support Center 

� Organization: Scientific Association for Egyptian Women 

�  Acronym: SAEW 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: E-business Support Center 

�  Project Description:  

To establish an E-Business Support Center for women entrepreneurs to market their 
products/services through a portal, showcasing their products in a website. This will 
be achieved through the technical assistance of EBSC-trained staff who will assist 
female entrepreneurs in designing/developing their website materials. The EBSC will 
also be responsible for working out a delivery and payment system for products/ 
services. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: www.cleostone.com 

�  Project Duration: 24 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
-	 International and regional cooperation 
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ICT4SME 


� Organization: Sharkeya Businessmen Association for Community 
Development 

�  Acronym: SBCD 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  ICT4SME 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second phase of 
ICT4SME in the following 12 governorates: Aswan, Assiut, Minia, Sohag, Port Said 
(vertical expansion) Luxor ,Qena, Hurgada, Al Wadi Al Gadid, Baheria ,Damiatta and 
Al Sharekya (horizontal expansion). The nine months plan focuses on creating a 
number of success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT 
applications for SMEs. It will aim at triggering demands for ICT by assisting and 
collaboration with pre-selected SMEs from diverse industries and service providers to 
work together to conduct business process reengineering via ICT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 9 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Tabluter 

Organization:  Siwa Community Development Environment Conservation 

� Acronym: -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: -

�  Scope of Work: Local 

�  Project Name:  Tabluter 

�  Project Description: PC-mini-table (tableya) to expose adult females to PC and 
Internet 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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ICT4SME Phase III Damietta 

� Organization: Small & Medium & Development Association 

�  Acronym: SNIDA 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT4SME Phase III Damietta 

�  Project Description:  

The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second phase of 
ICT4SME in the following 12 governorates: Aswan, Assiut, Minia, Sohag, Port Said 
(vertical expansion) Luxor ,Qena, Hurgada, Al Wadi Al Gadid, Baheria ,Damiatta and 
Al Sharekya (horizontal expansion). The nine months plan focuses on creating a 
number of success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT 
applications for SMEs. It will aim at triggering demands for ICT by assisting and 
collaboration with pre-selected SMEs from diverse industries and service providers to 
work together to conduct business process reengineering via ICT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 11 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: ICT Trust Fund, UNDP, Microsoft, Virjitech-

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	  Information and communication infrastructure. 
-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
-	 Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
-	 Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
-	 Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 
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ICTSME Phase III Portsaid 

� Organization: Small & Medium Industrie & Development Association 

�  Acronym: SNIDA 

�  Organization Type:  Non-government 

�  Organization Website: -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICTSME phase III Portsaid 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of the grant is to replicate the success of the first and second phase of 
ICT4SME in the following 12 governorates: Aswan, Assiut, Minia, Sohag, Port Said 
(vertical expansion) Luxor ,Qena, Hurgada, Al Wadi Al Gadid, Baheria ,Damiatta and 
Al Sharekya (horizontal expansion). The nine months plan focuses on creating a 
number of success stories that demonstrate the values and benefits of ICT 
applications for SMEs. It will aim at triggering demands for ICT by assisting and 
collaboration with pre-selected SMEs from diverse industries and service providers to 
work together to conduct business process reengineering via ICT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration:  11 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 
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ICTNGO (Port Said) 

� Organization: Small & Medium Industries Development Association 

�  Acronym: SMIDA 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICTNGO (Port Said) 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of this grant is to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 NGOs 
in 6 govoranates through the application of ICT. The program is being implemented in 
the following governorates: Sohag, Minia, Port Said and Luxor, Gharbeya and 
Fayoum. The Umbrella NGOs will provide each NGO participating in the program a 
capacity building package which consists of a computer, software, printer, DSL 
connection for a year, maintenance contracts, and ICT and management training. 
The Umbrella NGO will also contract with a service provider to develop and host a 
website for the NGOs participating in the program and will act as the resource center 
for the NGOs assisting them in problem solving and in exchanging experiences. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration:  9 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: ICT Trust Fund, UNDP, Microsoft, Virjitech-

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 
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ISSD “Information Society and Sustainable Development”: Next 
Generation Policy Directions Research Study. 

� Organization: Sustainable Development Association 

�  Acronym: SDA 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: www.sda-web.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

� Project Name: ISSD “Information Society and Sustainable   Development”: 
Next Generation Policy Directions Research Study. 

�  Project Description:  
From January-July 2003, International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) 
led a scoping study with support from International Development Research Centre 
(IDRC) Ito assess the potential for engaging young researchers to catalyze changes 
in policy and practice in developing countries around the convergence of the 
information society and sustainable development. Based on the success of the WSIS 
Youth Caucus members from developing countries in initiating and influencing 
national debates regarding visions of the information society, the scoping study noted 
that young people might serve as powerful catalysts for building a southern dialogue 
on sustainable development and the information society. Objectives: The overall 
objective of the research project is to build research capacity and confidence among 
young researchers from developing countries to undertake applied policy research 
and analysis on harnessing the information society to achieve national sustainable 
development priorities. The specific objectives of the project are as follows: * to 
engage developing country researchers and policy-makers in national and 
international dialogues on the information society and sustainable development; and * 
to identify and investigate priority areas for national policy and programme 
development at the convergence of sustainable development and the information 
society. Cooperation: Thus, the IDRC, in collaboration with the IISD undertook the 
scoping study with young policy researchers from around the world to design a 
program which would build their capacity to serve as proponents for such policy 
integration. The results of this scoping study led to national level research in 7 
countries in 2004-2006 in the Information Society and Sustainable Development: 
Next Generation Policy Directions research study . and Amira Sobeih an Egyptian 
National and staff of The Sustainable Development Association in Egypt –as a 
partner- , is part of the project’s International Advisory Committee. Her presence aims 
to Draft one of the seven national case studies under the guidance of national expert 
panels Examining the use of geographic information systems for coastal resource 
development 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 
�  Project Website:  -
�  Project Duration: 12 Months 
� Project Time Scale: Completed 
�  Partners: 

International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD), International Development 
Research Centre (IDRC)-

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
-  International and regional cooperation 
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Elimination of Illiteracy 

� Organization: Tanweer for Education & Development Association (Menia) 

�  Acronym: -

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: Regional 

�  Project Name: Elimination of Illiteracy 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of the project is to implement a self study program using ICT to help 
illiterates learn how to write and read. By the end of the program 1200 illiterates will 
not have only eliminated their illiteracy but learned how to use the ICT. The 
association will open 30 classes and they will run 2 sessions daily. Each student will 
take 3 classes per week; the duration of the class is 2 hours. For each class there will 
be a supervisor who will have completed a training course which will be organized by 
the association and MCIT. By the end of each program the students will do the 
Elimination of Illiteracy exam provided by the General Authority of Elimination of 
Illiteracy and will get certified if the pass the exam .. The advantage of the exam is 
that the student will have the freedom to select their schedule. Each student will have 
his/her own computer/instruction which help him focus more and move at his own 
paste, the session is divided into 5 parts (reading, vocabulary, exercises, activities 
and situation) which makes the session interesting and diversified. When they 
progress in the program they will be using the internet The project is being 
implemented in Minia, Sohag and Assiut. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Regional 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: MCIT, ICT - Trust Fund-

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
-	 The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for


development.

-	 Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
-	 ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Eternal Egypt Website 

� Organization: The Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural 
Heritage 

�  Acronym: CULTNAT 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.cultnat.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Eternal Egypt Website 

�  Project Description: 
Eternal Egypt Portal is the fruit of the collaboration between CULTNAT, the supreme 
council of Antiquities and IBM Corporation. CULTNAT has developed a unique 
trilingual portal, www.eternalegpt.org , which provides a host of new multimedia 
means for people around the world to learn more about Egypt. The website allows 
visitors to see Egypt both as it was thousands of years ago and as it is today and 
offers guided tours that lead them through the story of the pharonic, Greco roman, 
Coptic and Islamic periods of Egypt#s history. IBM patented 15 applications as a 
result of the collaborative work with CULTNAT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: www.eternalegypt.org 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners:  MCIT IBM Corporation The Supreme Council of Antiquities -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
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CULTURAMA


� Organization: The Center for Documentation of Cultural and Natural 
Heritage 

�  Acronym: CULTNAT 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: www.cultnat.org 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  CULTURAMA 

�  Project Description:  
In CULTNAT, we have developed an immersive displaying system we call 
CULTURMA. CULTURAMA, Cultural Panorama, is a projector-based panoramic 
displaying system; it is a huge semi-circular display that surrounds the viewer in 180 
degrees. The display radius is about 6 meters and its height is 1.5 meters. It is used 
to display cultural heritage contents represented in highly attractive Multimedia forms. 
CULTURAMA is composed of 9 projectors connected to a single computer running 
Multimedia applications. These 9 projectors project their images on 9 white screens. 
The screens are arranged to form a semi-circular shape that can be adjusted to 
produce more flat or concave display shape. Besides being a perfect immersive 
displaying system, CULTURAMA has proved that it is a perfect solution for displaying 
large objects those can not be completely displayed using regular displaying systems 
(panoramic images for an example). Because developing Multimedia applications to 
run on multiple screens dramatically differs from those run on normal single monitors, 
our team has developed a special software techniques to control the developing, 
testing and displaying of multi-screen applications. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
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National Authority of Post Office Project 

� Organization: The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure 

�  Acronym: NOL "Nile Online" 

�  Organization Type: Private Sector 

�  Organization Website: www.nile-online.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: National Authority of Post Office Project 

�  Project Description: 

Connect all POST offices at Alexandria & Marsa Matrouh areas (81 offices - head 
quarters and branches) to the Head quarter at Down Town using Frame Relay and 
VPN. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 36 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
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ADSL For Egyptian Preparatory Schools Project 

� Organization: The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure 

�  Acronym: NOL "Nile Online" 

�  Organization Type: Private Sector 

�  Organization Website: www.nile-online.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ADSL For Egyptian Preparatory Schools Project 

�  Project Description: 
Connect 208 prep. Schools at Alexandria, North sinai, Al-Kalubia & Al-Ismailia Area 

to the net using ADSL 512 kbps connection per each school. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
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Egypt State Information Services - (SIS) Project 

� Organization: The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure 

�  Acronym: NOL "Nile Online" 

�  Organization Type: Private Sector 

�  Organization Website: www.nile-online.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Egypt State Information Services - (SIS) Project 

�  Project Description:  
Connect SIS with net with 3 MB Internet Connectivity which is planned to be 
upgraded to 7 MB, to make their domain available for the whole world as SIS is the 
Official Gate of the nation. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website: www.sis.gov.eg 

�  Project Duration:  24 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Access to information and knowledge 
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Ministry of Interior - INTERPOL Project 

� Organization: The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure 

�  Acronym: NOL "Nile Online" 

�  Organization Type: Private Sector 

�  Organization Website: www.nile-online.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Ministry of Interior - INTERPOL Project 

�  Project Description:  
Connect the locations of Interpol at Egypt with net via Ministry of Interior 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Access to information and knowledge 
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Central Bank of Egypt Project 

� Organization: The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure 

�  Acronym: NOL "Nile Online" 

�  Organization Type: Private Sector 

�  Organization Website: www.nile-online.com 

�  Scope of Work:  National 

�  Project Name: Central Bank of Egypt Project 

�  Project Description: 
Connect CBE with Head Quarter of 12 different banks to upload/download credits 
data between them and the CBE 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
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Ministry Of Education - Smart School Project 

� Organization: The Egyptian Company for Internet and Digital Infrastructure 

�  Acronym: NOL "Nile Online" 

�  Organization Type: Private Sector 

�  Organization Website: www.nile-online.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Ministry Of Education - Smart School Project 

�  Project Description:  
Provide internet connectivity and connect 8 Schools at Upper Egypt with the net. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Access to information and knowledge 
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Promoting the Rights of Women and Children Through Information 

� Organization: The National Council for Women 

�  Acronym: NCW 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ncwegypt.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Promoting the Rights of Women and Children Through 
Information 

�  Project Description:  
This project aims to raise women’s awareness of their legal rights by providing an 
electronic database and a user-friendly information retrieval service to help simplify 
litigation procedures . It also provides information in a simple language in response to 
women’s inquiries on personal issues such as (e.g. alimony, divorce, marriage, and 
child custody). 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: http://217.52.27.150/legal/ 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: the United Nations Development Programme -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
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Cleostore 

� Organization: The National Council for Women 

�  Acronym: NCW 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ncwegypt.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  Cleostore 

�  Project Description:  
CLEOSTORE’s main Objectives are to: 1-Enhance the adoption of the ICT 
technologies in the business sector. 2-Enable women to generate income through 
privately owned E-business related to SMEs. 3- Improve SMEs competitiveness for 
sales in the local, regional and/or international markets. 4- Provide employment 
opportunities for young women specialized in IT. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: http://www.cleostore.com 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: Egyptian National Postal Organization-

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Afkar Gadida 

� Organization: The National Council for Women 

�  Acronym: NCW 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ncwegypt.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name:  Afkar Gadida 

�  Project Description: 
The Project consists of a website for Small & Medium Enterprises aiming at: 1-
Establishing an information center to serve the SMEs 2-Facilitating the availability of 
information related to the SMEs projects through a website 3-Displaying investment 
opportunities for SMEs and examples for feasibility studies 4- Assisting with financial 
support 5-Encouraging the use of information technology in the field of SMEs 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: http://www.afkargadida.com 

�  Project Duration:  0 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: MCIT 

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Community Development Portal for Women 

� Organization: The National Council for Women 

�  Acronym: NCW 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ncwegypt.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Community Development Portal for Women 

�  Project Description:  
A portal that provides multi-disciplinary resources to women by availing information, 
research, databases, legislation, opportunities to women, through a partnership 
between the National Council for Women and International Business Machines (IBM) 

� Project Geographic Coverage: International 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Planned 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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Women Issues Through GIS 

� Organization: The National Council for Women 

�  Acronym: NCW 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ncwegypt.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Women Issues Through GIS 

�  Project Description:  
The purpose of this programme is to provide an on-line and visual information tools to 
decision-makers on the major gender issues, based on their geographical specificity 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Planned 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
- Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diver 
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The NCW Ombudsman Website 

� Organization: The National Council for Women 

�  Acronym: NCW 

�  Organization Type: Government 

�  Organization Website: http://www.ncwegypt.com 

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: The NCW Ombudsman Website 

�  Project Description:  
A website to complement the activities of the project by publishing 1-the recurrent 
complaints and how these were dealt with 2- the major resources available to women 
to solve their problems and 3- exploring the possibility of an on-line help desk to 
guide complainants. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: National 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 0 

� Project Time Scale: Planned  

�  Partners: -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Access to information and knowledge 
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ICT Training for Blind Female 

� Organization: Women Development Association 

�  Acronym: WDA 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website: -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT Training for blind female 

�  Project Description:  
To provide beneficial information and a discussion forum for women and children of 
Damiatta via a website. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 12 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

� Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Information and communication infrastructure. 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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ICT4NGO 


� Organization: Young Christianmen Association 

�  Acronym: YMCA 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: ICT4NGO 

�  Project Description:  
The objective of this grant is to enhance the capabilities of a minimum of 120 NGOs 
in 6 govoranates through the application of ICT. The program is being implemented in 
the following governorates: Sohag, Minia, Port Said and Luxor, Gharbeya and 
Fayoum. The Umbrella NGOs will provide each NGO participating in the program a 
capacity building package which consists of a computer, software, printer, DSL 
connection for a year, maintenance contracts, and ICT and management training. 
The Umbrella NGO will also contract with a service provider to develop and host a 
website for the NGOs participating in the program and will act as the resource center 
for the NGOs assisting them in problem solving and in exchanging experiences. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website:  -

�  Project Duration: 8 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Ongoing 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- The role of governments and Stakeholders in the promotion of ICTs for 

development.

- Information and communication infrastructure. 

- Access to information and knowledge 
- Capacity building 
- Building confidence and security in use of ICTs 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
- Achieving WSIS targets (PoA, Section B) 
- Digital Solidarity Agenda (PoA, Section D) 
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Increasing Youth Awareness with ICT 

� Organization: Young Mail Christian Association 

�  Acronym: YMCA 

�  Organization Type: Non-government 

�  Organization Website:  -

�  Scope of Work: National 

�  Project Name: Increasing Youth Awareness with ICT 

�  Project Description: 
Using the knowledge and enthusiasm of Egyptian youth, to increase awareness and 
usage of ICT in SMEs throughout Egypt, support telecenter sustainability and build in-
country capacity for ICT program delivery and management. The program started 
with a nine-month pilot in Assiut. 

� Project Geographic Coverage: Local 

�  Project Website: -

�  Project Duration: 14 Months 

� Project Time Scale: Completed 

�  Partners: -

�  Project WSIS Action Lines: 
- Capacity building 
- Enabling environment 
- ICT applications: benefits in all aspects of life 
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The Launch of the 

Egyptian 

Education Initiative 

in Sharm El Sheikh 

in May 2006. 

www.eei.gov.eg 

SECC supports the 

capacity building of 

small and medium 

IT enterprises to 

help them 

introduce their 

products to 

international 

markets. 

www.secc.org.eg 

Preparing all 

students in 

Egyptian schools 

and universities to 

enter the digital 

workforce. 

www.eei.gov.eg 

The Role of Government and Stakeholders 
in the Promotion of ICTs for Development 
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Egypt promulgated 
the E-Signature 
Law to regulate the 
process of 
electronic 
signatures. 

www.itida.gov.eg/e-signature.asp 

Public Service 
Telephones 

The portal, called 
Bawaba (Gate) is the 
main gateway for both 
citizens and residents 
to obtain 
e-government 
services, currently 
offering 19 services 
online as well as the 
facility to download 
government 
documents. 

www.egypt.gov.eg 

Information and Communication Infrastructure 
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The project’s 
objective is to 
increase PC usage 
and penetration to 
reach a goal of one 
PC per every three 
families. 

www.pc4egypt.gov.eg 

IT Clubs are also 
creating job 
opportunities for 
university 
graduates who join 
the Training of 
Trainers program. 

ICT Trust Fund has 
established mobile 
IT clubs (MITC) to 
provide access to 
information and 
communication 
technologies for 
rural and remote 
communities. 

http://mitc.ictfund.org.eg 

www.ict-megaclub.com.eg 

Access to Information and Knowledge 
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kenanaonline is a 
project being 
implemented by 
MCITin partnership 
with WHO, FAO, 
Egypt’s National 
Council for 
Women, 
and the ICT Trust 
Fund. 

www.kenanaonline.com 

Bibliotheca 
Alexandrina is 
working in 
partnership with 
the Internet 
Archive in San 
Francisco in the 
US to establish the 
second center 
worldwide to hold 
a full copy of the 
Internet Archive 

The Bibliotheca 
Alexandrina also 
has developed its 
Digital Assets 
Repository (DAR) 
system to create 
and maintain the 
digital library 
collections. 

http://dar.bibalex.org 

http://archive.bibalex.org 

Access to Information and Knowledge 
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The Bibliotheca 
Alexandrina is a 
partner in the 
Million Book 
Project, initiated by 
Carnegie Mellon 
University in the 
USA. 

The Hole in the 
Wall project is 
based on the 
hypothesis that 
children use 
computers and 
access the Internet 
independently 
through self-
learning.

 The National 
Council for 
Women’s 
Ombudsman 
website publishes 
recurring 
complaints and 
solutions as well as 
links to the major 
resources 
available to 
women. 

www.ncwegypt.com 

www.bibalex.org/isis 

Access to Information and Knowledge 
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The Déscription de 
l’Égypte is an 
invaluable 
collection of 
beautiful 
lithographs and 
descriptive text 
related to the 
antiquities, natural 
history, and the 
modern state of 
Egypt. 

www.bibalex.org.isis 

Access to Information and Knowledge 
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NTI offers training 
courses in network 
security, wireless 
and CDMA, LANs 
and WANs, ATM , 
information 
networks, GSM, 
radio frequency 
spectrum 
management, and 
optical fibre 
technology. 

www.nti.sci.gov.eg 

The Information 
Technology 
Institute (ITI) offers 
specialized 
software 
development 
programs to fresh 
graduates. 

The Tabluter is 
situated in an 
individual home 
where IT classes 
and illiteracy 
eradication classes 
are being held. 

http://ie.ictfund.org.eg 

www.iti.gov.eg 

Capacity Building 
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 The website, called 

Afkar Gadida or New 

Ideas, will serve 

SMEs as an 

information center, 

provide project-

related information 

and investment 

opportunities, offer 

examples of feasibility 

studies, and 

encourage the use of 

information 

technology. 

www.afkargadida.com 

The National Council 
for Women is working 
with the UNDP to 
raise women’s 
awareness of their 
legal rights by 
providing an 
electronic database 
and a user-friendly 
information retrieval 
service to help 
simplify litigation 
procedures. 

The Parents 
Association for 
People with Visual 
Impairment is 
collaborating with 
IBM to introduce 
ICTs for the 
visually-impaired. 

www.ibm.com.eg 

http://217.52.27.150/legal 

Capacity Building 
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The Safe Road 
Society Association 
has developed a 
project to create an 
Arabic-language road 
safety portal to 
promote a culture of 
safe road behavior for 
both drivers and 
pedestrians in order 
to decrease the 
number of road 
accidents in Egypt. 

Egypt’s branch of 
YMCA is working 
to use the 
enthusiasm and 
energy of today’s 
youth to increase 
awareness and 
usage of ICT in 
SMEs throughout 
Egypt. 

www.ymca.net 

www.saferoadsegypt.org 

Capacity Building 
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Type Approval is a 
major function of 
the National 
Telecommunicati 
ons Regulatory 
Authority (NTRA) 
of Egypt. 

www.tra.gov.eg 

Building Confidence and Security in the Use of ICTs 
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An MCIT project 
that has had 
enormous impact 
on the growth of 
Internet use in 
Egypt is the 
Subscription- Free 
Internet Initiative. 

www.mcit.gov.eg 

The Broadband 
Initiative, launched 
in May 2004, was 
established to 
provide residential 
users as well as 
small enterprises 
with easy and 
affordable high 
speed access to 
the Internet 
through the use of 
new broadband 
technologies. 

MCIT launched the 
ICT Incubators 
Initiative to support 
local start-up 
companies in the 
field of ICT. 

www.techdevfund.com 

www.broadband.com.eg 

Creating an Enabling Environment 
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The Egyptian 
government has 
developed a 
program to provide 
government 
services through 
new channels. 

www.egypt.gov.eg 

Local Government 
Development Project 
was established to 
assist local 
governorates in 
providing convenient, 
accurate, fast and 
efficient government 
services and to 
integrate the different 
government services. 

The National 
Council for 
Women 
has developed 
CleoStore , a pilot 
project to provide 
e-business support 
for female 
entrepreneurs to 
help market their 
products and 
services online. 

www.cleostore.com 

www.ad.gov.eg 
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The Smart Schools 
Network is a 
project being 
implemented by 
MCIT in 
cooperation with 
the Ministry of 
Education, 
education service 
providers, and the 
ICT Trust Fund. 

http://smartschools.ictfund.org.eg 

The ICT Trust 
Fund, in 
partnership with 
the GALAE and 
the National 
Council for 
Women, has 
implemented a 
project to develop 
and produce 
educational 
content for illiteracy 
eradication. 

The E-Learning 
Competence 
Centre (eLCC) was 
initiated by MCIT in 
partnership with 
Cisco Systems. 

www.elcc.gov.eg 

http://ie.ictfund.org.eg 
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The Bibliotheca 
Alexandrina is 
developing a 
project called La 
Main à la Pàte with 
the French 
Academy of 
Sciences. 

http://lamap.bibalex.org 

Automation of 
health offices 

OACIS for the 
Middle East 
creates a publicly 
and freely available 
electronic list of 
serials and journals 
from or about the 
Middle East. 

http://oacis.bibalex.org 

www.mcit.gov.eg 
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ICTs provide 
solutions to create 
reliable, timely, 
high quality and 
affordable health 
care and health 
information 
systems, as well as 
promoting 
continuous medical 
training, education, 
and research. 

As part of the 
government’s overall 
scheme to address 
employment issues, 
the Integrated 
Migration Information 
System (IMIS) will 
assist industries in 
more efficiently 
sourcing employees 
abroad and within 
Egypt. 

Fayoum 
University’s Faculty 
of Tourism has 
established an 
ecotourism website 
to promote 
ecotourism in the 
Fayoum/Beni Suef 
regions. 

www.ecotourism.edu.eg 

www.utlcairo.org 
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With its Water 
Resources and 
Irrigation 
Management project, 
MWRI is using ICT 
technology to assist 
in the management of 
water resources and 
canals, as well as the 
mechanical methods 
employed along the 
water channels, to 
maximize the efficient 
use of resources. 

Lake Nasser which 
is covered by the 
National Surface 
and Subterranean 
Water Quality 
Monitoring 
Network. 

The Ministry of 
State for 
Environmental 
Affairs established 
a new industrial 
unit in February 
2004 under the 
environmental 
management 
section of the 
Environmental 
Affairs Agency 
(EEAA). 

www.eeaa.gov.eg 

www.mwri.gov.eg 
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The Ministry of 
State for 
Administrative 
Development has 
also established a 
project to develop 
the animal and 
livestock 
production market 
in Egypt, with a 
special emphasis 
on improving the 
market for buffalos. 

MCIT, in 
cooperation with 
the Academy of 
Scientific Research 
and Technology 
(ASRT) has 
launched a 
Science and 
Technology Portal. 

www.bvda.org.eg 

www.sti.sci.eg 
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Culturama, 
developed by 
CultNat, is a projector-
based panoramic 
projection system, 
designed to present 
cultural and natural 
heritage information 
in an attractive and 
interactive multimedia 
format. 

www.cultnat.org 

MCIT in partnership 
with the ICT Trust 
Fund is creating a 
Community 
Knowledge 
Generation e-Library 
(www.fekrzad.com) to 
promote the use of 
ICT for research skills 
development and the 
development of 
Arabic content. 

Bibliotheca 
Alexandrina 
organized an 
international 
workshop entitled The 
Middle East Digital 
Library Workshop in 
partnership with 
MCIT, the US 
National Science 
Foundation (NSF), 
and the US Institute 
of Museum and 
Library Services. 

www.bibalex.org/EgyptDLW 

www.fekrzad.com 
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ITIDA developed 

the e-Content 

Award to increase 

the 

competitiveness of 

ICT organizations 

and professionals 

working with e-

content and to 

promote Egyptian 

ICT exports. 

www.econtentaward.org.eg 

Eternal Egypt is a 

website developed 

by CultNat in 

partnership with 

the MCIT, IBM 

Corporation, and 

the Supreme 

Council of 

Antiquities. 

In partnership with 

the Gamal Abdel 

Nasser 

Foundation, BA 

has digitized and 

published through 

a web-based 

system the 

collections of the 

former 

Egyptian president. 

http://nasser.bibalex.org 
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www.manuscriptcenter.org/center/Dar_al-Hilalproject.asp 

Through an 

agreement 

between BA and 

Dar Al-Hilal, BA is 

currently finalizing 

a project to publish 

a digital copy of all 

issues of Al-Hilal 

magazine since its 

first publication in 

1892. 

Cultural Diversity and Identity, Linguistic Diversity 
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The conference, 
entitled “Convergence 
of ICT and the 
Broadcasting 
Industry: Regional 
Perspectives and 
Opportunities”, held 
in Sharm El Sheikh in 
May 2006, gathered 
together industry 
experts to debate and 
explore the issues 
related to media 
convergence. 

www.convergenceconference.com.eg 

Media 



Ethics


The Egyptian 
National 
Commission for 
UNESCO, in 
partnership both 
with UNESCO and 
the Ministry of 
Education, is 
training local 
school teachers on 
the ethical, legal, 
and societal 
implications of 
ICTs. 
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A dedicated web-
based database 
was developed to 
enable the 
stakeholders to 
enter data on 
projects 
themselves. 

www.egyptatwsis.com.eg 
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The first Pan-Arab 
Regional 
Conference on 
WSIS was held in 
Cairo in June 2003 

www.mcit.gov.eg 

The first African 
Union Ministerial 
Conference on 
Communications 
and Information 
Technology (CIT) 
held in Cairo in 
April 2006. 

www.mcit.gov.eg 
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Dr. Tarek Kamel, 
Egypt’s Minister of 
Communications and 
Information 
Technology, 
addressed the 
inaugural ceremony 
of the Forum on 30 
October 2006, where 
he emphasized the 
need to further 
consolidate efforts of 
all stakeholders in 
order to increase the 
robustness of the 
Internet. 

www.igfgreece2006.gr 

On the International Level 




